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PREFACE.

This work, which attempts to relate the history of the Criminal Law of England, has a history of its own.

In 1863 I published what in one sense may be called the first edition of this work under the title of A General View of the Criminal Law. In 1869 I became Legal Member of the Council of the Viceroy in India, and held that office for about two years and a half, during which time my attention was strongly directed, from the legislative point of view, to the subject of Criminal Law, and particularly to its codification. Amongst other things, I drew and carried through the Legislative Council the Code of Criminal Procedure, Act X. of 1872, which, with some slight alterations and variations has just been reenacted and extended to the High Courts by Act X. of 1882.

In 1873 or 1874 I was informed that a second edition of my General View was wanted. I began to prepare one, but I found myself hampered at every page by the absence of any authoritative statement of the law to which I might refer. It then occurred to me that as there was no such statement in existence I might write something which at all events would express my own views as to what the law was, to which I might refer in discussing its provisions historically and critically. Acting on this I wrote my Digest of the Criminal Law which was published in 1877, and of which a third edition is just coming out. The Digest does
not deal with the subject of Procedure. In order at once to complete it and to enable the readers of the present work to see the law of Criminal Procedure as well as that of crimes and punishments stated systematically, I have (with the help of my eldest son) written as a companion to the earlier Digest a Digest of the Law of Criminal Procedure, which is published contemporaneously with the present work.

When the Digest of the Criminal Law was written it occurred to me that with a little alteration it would make a Draft Penal Code. I communicated this view to Lord Cairns (then Lord Chancellor) and to the late Lord Justice Holker (then Attorney-General), and under their authority I drew the Draft Criminal Code of 1878, which was introduced into Parliament by Sir John Holker in the session of that year. Thanks to a great extent to the admirable skill with which Sir John Holker brought forward a measure which he appreciated with extraordinary quickness, for I think his attention had never before been directed to the subject of codification, the bill was favourably received, but Parliament had not time to attend to it. A commission, however, was issued to Lord Blackburn, Mr. Justice Barry, Lord Justice Lush, and myself, to inquire into and consider and report upon the Draft Code. It was accordingly considered by us for about five months, namely from November, 1878, to May, 1879. We sat daily during nearly the whole of that time, and discussed every line and nearly every word of every section. The Draft Code which was appended to the Report speaks for itself. It differs slightly from the Draft Code of 1878. The particulars of the differences are stated in the Report prefixed to the Draft Code of 1879. I did not discover, in the course of the searching discussions of every detail of the subject which took place, any serious error or omission

1 The Report was signed June 12, 1879.
in the Digest upon which both measures were founded. Our report was presented too late for the Code to be passed in 1879. In 1880 there was a change of ministry, but in 1882 the part of the Code which related to Procedure was announced in the Queen's Speech as a Government measure. It had, however, to be postponed, like many other things, to matters of a more pressing nature. For reasons stated at length in the present work I should deeply regret the division of the Code into separate parts. Such a course would in my opinion produce confusion and deprive the measure of much of its value. If it is said that the Code taken as a whole is too extensive a measure to be disposed of in a single session, it may be replied that it is not longer than other single acts—for instance, the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854; and it may be added that by far the greater part of the Act is mere reenactment, and would in all probability give rise to no discussion. At all events, if the Bill is divided into two parts, it would be desirable to suspend the operation of the one first passed till the other could be enacted. They are so interwoven that it would be inconvenient to bring one into operation alone. To give a single instance. How can you retain the distinction between felony and misdemeanour as a part of the substantive law, and yet remove it from the law of procedure? How, if it is removed from the law of procedure, retain it as part of the substantive law? There is no hurry about the matter. The law as it stands is perfectly well understood and in substance requires little alteration. The use of codification would be to give it literary form, and so to render it generally accessible to all whom it concerns. Surely it would be unwise to perform the operation in such a way as to deprive the result of its principal value.

As soon as the sittings of the Criminal Code Commissions
were over I returned to the work which the preparation and revision of the Draft Codes of 1878 and 1879 had forced me to lay aside.

On turning back to the book published in 1863 I found that though the experience collected in the manner already stated had confirmed large parts of what I had written, the book was in many places crude and imperfect, and that in some respects it no longer represented my views. It seemed, accordingly, that if the work was to be republished it must be rewritten, and the present work is the result. I am conscious of many defects in it for which my best apology is that it has been written in the intervals of leisure left by my judicial duties. It is longer and more elaborate than I originally meant it to be, but, until I set myself to study the subject as a whole, and from the historical point of view, I had no idea of the way in which it connected itself with all the most interesting parts of our history, and it has been matter of unceasing interest to see how the crude, imperfect definitions of the thirteenth century were gradually moulded into the most complete and comprehensive body of criminal law in the world, and how the clumsy institutions of the thirteenth century gradually grew into a body of courts and a course of procedure which, in an age when everything is changed, have remained substantially unaltered, and are not alleged to require alteration in their main features. Much has been said and written of late years on the historical method of treating legal and political matters, and it has no doubt thrown great light on the laws and institutions of remote antiquity. Less has been done in investigating comparatively modern laws and institutions. The history of one part of our institutions has, under the name of constitutional history or law, been investigated with admirable skill and profound learning. Comparatively little has been done
towards writing the history of other branches of our law which are perhaps more intimately connected with the current business of life. Of these the criminal law is one of the most important and characteristic. No department of law can claim greater moral importance than that which, with the detail and precision necessary for legal purposes, stigmatises certain kinds of conduct as crimes, the commission of which involves, if detected, indelible infamy and the loss, as the case may be, of life, property, or personal liberty. A gradual change in the moral sentiments of the community as to crime in general and as to each separate crime in particular, displays itself in the history of legislation on the subject, and particularly in the history of legal punishments. The political and constitutional interest of the subject is not inferior to its moral interest. Every great constitutional question has had its effect both on criminal procedure and on the definition of crimes. I may instance the history of impeachments, the history of the criminal jurisdiction of the Privy Council, the history of the gradual development of the modern system of trial, the history of the law relating to treason, and that of the law relating to libel. Subjects of even more vital interest than politics have their bearing upon the criminal law. Any history of it which omitted the subject of religious offences would be incomplete, but that history involves a sketch of the process which has, in the course of about five centuries, changed a legislative system, based upon practically unanimous belief in the doctrines of the mediaeval church, into a system which, according to some, is based upon the principle that for legislative purposes many religions are to be regarded as about equally true (which is probably what is meant by the principle of religious equality), and according to others on the principle that all religions are untrue.
The subject of criminal responsibility and the relation of madness to crime cannot be discussed without saying something on subjects forming the debatable land between ethics, physiology, and mental philosophy.

Again, the different views of social and political economy which have prevailed at different times have left traces, amongst others, on the laws which punish offences against trade, and on the laws against vagrancy and on the game laws.

Even the history of crimes which are crimes and nothing else, such as homicide in its two forms, and theft, is full of interest, partly because it illustrates the unexpressed views of many different ages upon violence and dishonesty, and partly because it is perhaps the most striking illustration to be found in any part of the law of the process by which the crude and meagre generalities of the early law were gradually elaborated into a system erring on the side of over-luxuriance and refinement, but containing materials of the highest value for systematic legislation.

Lastly, the Criminal Law, like every other important branch of the law, connects itself with other systems, and that in several ways. First, the question of its local extent has much to do with questions connected with International Law. Secondly, it has been the parent of other systems, one of which at least (the Criminal Law of India) is on its own account a topic of great interest, whilst it becomes doubly interesting when it is regarded, as it ought to be, as a rationalised version of the system from which it was taken. Thirdly, it is difficult to criticise the system properly or to enter into its spirit except by comparing it with what may be described as the great rival system,—that which is contained in the French and German Penal Codes, both of which may be regarded to a certain extent as
rationalised versions and developments (though in each case at several removes) of the Criminal Law of Rome.

I have tried to deal with these matters in such a manner as to write a hitherto unwritten chapter of the history of England, and at the same time to explain one of the most important branches of the existing law, and to show on what foundations rests the Code in which it is proposed to embody it.

J. F. Stephen.
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Ravensdale,
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ERRATA AND CORRIGENDA.

Vol. I.

P. 55, last line, omit "[Teulon]" and add the following note to the word "colpus:"—"Colpus Gallis cupae Halls cupo diminutivum ex colopte,"—Du Cange, sub voc.
P. 70, note 5, for "Hem. 3," read "Hem. 1."
P. 71, line 30 from top, for "throw," read "throw."
P. 88, last line, for "goal," read "goal."
P. 110, last line of note 1, for "c. 70," read "c. 76."
P. 155, The passage quoted from Eratosthenes is in Vol. II., p. 558.
P. 241, add to note 1 the following:—"The &c., to which this note is made is a misprint in Sir T. Twine's edition for "&c.,' the abbreviation of vicecumfus, which makes the passage clear."

Vol. II.

P. 17, note 1, line 9, for "Horace," read "Travers."
P. 187, line 3 from the bottom, for "emr," read "emn."

Vol. III.

P. 15, line 8 from bottom, delete "who."
P. 21, line 37 from top, delete "two."
P. 29, line next below the table, for "Horace," read "Travers."
P. 152, note 1, for "Shaw," read "Show."
P. 179, line 17, for "sections," read "sections."
P. 321, line 6 from top, for "they," read "he."
CRIMINAL LAW.

CHAPTER I.

STATEMENT OF THE SUBJECT OF THE WORK.

A complete account of any branch of the law ought to consist of three parts, corresponding to its past, present, and future condition respectively. These three parts are—

1. Its history.
2. A statement of it as an existing system.
3. A critical discussion of its component parts with a view to its improvement.

My Digest of the Criminal Law and the Digest of the Law of Criminal Procedure now published as a companion volume to it are attempts to state the most important parts of the criminal law as it is systematically. The present work is intended to relate its history, and to criticise its component parts with a view to their improvement. The criticism is for the most part interwoven with the history.

Before undertaking either of these tasks I must endeavour to define what I mean by the Criminal Law. The most obvious meaning of the expression is that part of the law which relates to crimes and their punishment—a crime being defined as an act or omission in respect of which legal punishment may be inflicted on the person who is in default either by acting or omitting to act.
DEFINITION OF CRIMINAL LAW.

CHAP. I. This definition is too wide for practical purposes. If it were applied in its full latitude it would embrace all law whatever, for one specific peculiarity by which law is distinguished from morality is, that law is coercive, and all coercion at some stage involves the possibility of punishment. This might be shown in relation to matters altogether unconnected with criminal law, as the expression is commonly understood, such as legal maxims and the rules of inheritance. A judge who willfully refused to act upon recognised legal maxims would be liable to impeachment. The proprietary rights which are protected by laws punishing offences against property are determined by the application of those laws. If there were no such crimes as theft, forcible entry, malicious mischief, and the like, and if there were no means of forcing people to respect proprietary rights, there would be no such thing as property by law.

This is no doubt a remote and abstract speculation. The principle on which it depends may be displayed by more obvious and important illustrations. It would be a violation of the common use of language to describe the law relating to the celebration of marriage, or the Merchant Shipping Act, or the law relating to the registration of births, as branches of the criminal law. Yet the statutes on each of these subjects contain a greater or less number of sanctioning clauses which it is difficult to understand without reference to the whole of the acts to which they belong. Thus, for instance, it is felony to celebrate marriage otherwise than according to the provisions of certain Acts of Parliament passed in 1823 and 1827, and these provisions form a connected system which cannot be understood without reference to the common law on the subject. These illustrations (which might be indefinitely multiplied) show that the definition of criminal law suggested above must either be considerably narrowed or must conflict with the common use of language by including many parts of the law to which the expression is not usually applied.

For all practical purposes a short description of the subject-matter to which the expression “criminal law” is commonly

1 Dip. Crim. Law, 258, 209.
applied is more useful than any attempt to sum up in a few words the specific peculiarity by which this is distinguished from other parts of the law. The following is such a description: The criminal law is that part of the law which relates to the definition and punishment of acts or omissions which are punished as being (1) attacks upon public order, internal or external; or (2) abuses or obstructions of public authority; or (3) acts injurious to the public in general; or (4) attacks upon the persons of individuals, or upon rights annexed to their persons; or (5) attacks upon the property of individuals or rights connected with, and similar to, rights of property.

The laws which relate to these subjects may again be classified under three heads; they are—

First, general doctrines pervading the whole subject. These doctrines might be called collectively the conditions of criminality. They consist partly of positive conditions, some of which enter more or less into the definition of nearly all offences, the most important being malice, fraud, negligence, knowledge, intention, will. There are also negative conditions or exceptions tacitly assumed in all definitions of crimes, which may be described collectively as matter of excuse.

Secondly, the definition of crimes and the apportionment to them of punishments.

Thirdly, the procedure by which in particular cases criminals are punished according to those definitions.

All the laws which would commonly be described as forming part of the criminal law of this country might be classified under one or other of these heads.

The description of criminal law which I have substituted for a definition in the stricter sense of the word is intended to exclude two large and important classes of laws which might perhaps be included not only with theoretical propriety, but in accordance with popular language, under the phrase “criminal law.” These are, first, laws which constitute summary or police offences, and secondly, laws which impose upon certain offenders money penalties, which may be recovered by civil actions, brought in some cases by the person offended, in others by common informers. Summary offences have of
SUMMARY OFFENCES AND PENAL ACTIONS.

CHAP. I. late years multiplied to such an extent that the law relating to them may be regarded as forming a special head of the law of England. Such offences differ in many important particulars from those gross outrages against the public and against individuals which we commonly associate with the word crime. It would be an abuse of language to apply such a name to the conduct of a person who does not sweep the snow from before his doors, or in whose chimney a fire occurs. On the other hand, many common offences against person and property have of late years been rendered liable to punishment by courts of summary jurisdiction, and such cases and the courts by which they are tried fall within the scope of the subject of this book, and are dealt with in their place.

Penal actions by which private persons may in particular cases protect rights of a peculiar kind are still further removed from the associations which commonly connect themselves with a criminal prosecution.\textsuperscript{1} If a lecture is published without the lecturer’s leave, he has power, after taking certain precautions, to seize all published copies, and to recover a penalty in respect of each of them; but a proceeding to enforce such a right is a civil action, and differs in many ways from a criminal proceeding, though it has the practical effect of imposing a heavy fine on the person in default. I have not, however, left entirely unnoticed either the law relating to offences dealt with in a summary way or the law relating to penal actions.

I have intentionally substituted this short description of the contents of an actually existing body of law for any definition attempting to sum up the characteristics of criminal law in a more abstract way, because the only abstractions which in any degree correspond with existing facts in reference to law are too wide in their sweep to furnish materials for such a definition.

Austin’s definition of a law leaves room for no other definition of a crime than an act or omission which the law punishes, and the reasons already given show that for practical purposes this definition is inconveniently wide. I do not think that this result in any way discredits Austin’s definition of a law, which is nothing more than the

\textsuperscript{1} 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 65.
recognition and record of the fact that there are in all human societies rules of conduct, differing from other rules of conduct in the circumstance that obedience to them is in some cases, and may be in all cases, enforced by the collective strength of the society in which they exist. To confine the word "law" to such rules, and to apply it to them irrespectively of their goodness or badness and of their origin is, I think, the first condition of clearness in all speculations on the subject. The only alternative is to attempt to embody goodness or wisdom in the definition of law, one effect of which must be to introduce into all legal questions the uncertainty which belongs to all discussions upon morality. In the common use of language, however, the word "crime" and "criminal" no doubt connote moral guilt of a more serious character than that which is involved in a bare infringement of law as defined by Austin. The effect of this difference between the popular meaning of the words "crime" and "criminal," and that broader signification which it would be natural to attach to it in connection with Austin's definition of law, is given by restricting the meaning of the expression "criminal law" in the manner already stated.

Much discussion has taken place on subjects connected, or supposed to be connected, with criminal law, which I leave on one side, because it seems to me at once idle and interminable. The subject in question is usually called the "Right to Punish." On what ground, it is asked, and under what limitations, has Society a right to punish individuals? These questions appear to me to be almost entirely unmeaning, and quite unimportant. Societies are stronger than their individual members, and do as a fact systematically hurt them in various ways for various acts and omissions. The practice is useful under certain conditions, and injurious under other conditions. What these conditions are is a question for legislators. If, all matters being duly considered, the legislature consider it expedient to punish a given action in a given way, I think they would be guilty of weakness if they did not punish that action in

1 Ross's Traité du Droit Criminel is occupied principally by discussions on this subject.
that way although they had no right to do so. If they
considered it inexpedient that the act should be punished,
they would be cruel if they punished it, however good a
right they might have to do so. On this account the whole
of the discussion as to the right to punish appears to me
superfluous. I think indeed that from the nature of the case
any conclusion as to any right alleged to exist antecedently
to and independently of some law from which it is derived
must be arbitrary and fanciful.

Taking this view of the elements of which the criminal
law is composed, the next question is in what manner its
history should be related.

In writing the history of a body of law, a difficulty
presents itself which is inherent in the nature of the subject,
and which reduces the writer to a choice between two modes
of procedure, neither of which can be regarded as altogether
satisfactory.

The law of England as a whole, or even the criminal
law as a whole, can scarcely be said to have a history.
There is no such series of continuous connected changes
in the whole system as the use of the word "history"
implies. Each particular part of the law, however, has
been the subject of such changes. The law as to per-
jury and the definition of the crime of murder have each
a history of their own, but the criminal law regarded as
a whole is like a building, the parts of which have been
erected at different times, in different styles and for different
purposes. Each part has a history which begins at its
foundation and ends when it reaches its present shape,
but the whole has no history for it has no unity. How
then is the history of the whole to be related? If an
account of each successive change affecting any part is given
in the order of time, the result is that it is impossible to
follow the history of any one part, and the so called history
becomes a mass of unconnected fragments. If, on the other
hand, the history of each part is told uninterruptedly, there
is a danger of frequent repetitions. After much considera-
tion of the subject the second course has appeared to me
on the whole to be the least objectionable of the two.
I have accordingly dealt with the subject in the following order:—First, I have given some account of the Criminal Law of Rome, which has in many ways exercised an influence on our own law. I have then described both the substantive law and the criminal procedure of the English before the Conquest. Passing to the history of the existing English Criminal Law I have given, first the history of the Courts. Under this head I have traced, first the history of the ordinary criminal courts, namely, the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court, the Assize Courts, the Courts of Quarter Sessions, the Courts of the Franchises, and the Welsh Courts. I have next given the history of the extraordinary criminal courts, namely, Parliament and the Court of the Lord High Steward. Lastly, I have given the history of the criminal jurisdiction of the Privy Council.

From the Courts I pass to the procedure followed in them, describing in successive chapters, first, the history of the procedure for the apprehension, examination, and committal or bail of a suspected person; secondly, the history of the various forms of accusation and trial, especially that of trial by jury and its incidents; thirdly, I have given the history of the development of trial by jury from the reign of Mary to that of George III., when the present system may be said to have been established; fourthly, I have given an account of our existing method of trial; fifthly, I have given the history of legal punishments; sixthly, I have given an account of the way in which prosecutions are managed and paid for. In conclusion, I have made some general observations on our system of criminal procedure viewed as a whole, and in particular I have given some account of the part of the Draft Code of 1879 which relates to procedure, and of the changes proposed by it in the existing law. I have also made a comparison between our own system and that of the Code d’Instruction Criminelle which prevails in France.

The second volume begins with a subject which has been little considered, and which is intermediate between criminal procedure and the substantive criminal law, namely, the limits of the criminal law in respect of time, place, and person.

I next proceed to treat of the substantive criminal law,
including, first, the theory of criminal responsibility, and the exceptions to the general rule that men are responsible for their actions; secondly, the leading points in the general history of the law of crimes, considered as a whole; thirdly, the history of the principal classes of offences into which the criminal law may be divided.

These topics comprise all that need be said on the criminal law of England taken by itself, but the law of England resembles that of Rome in many ways, and perhaps in nothing so much as in the fact that it prevails in a great number of countries other than that of its origin, and this is perhaps more strikingly true of the criminal law than of any of its other departments. I have accordingly added to my account of the criminal law of England an account of the system adopted from it established in India, and some notices of other systems founded upon it.

The work concludes with detailed accounts of several trials, chosen as fair specimens of the practical results of English and French procedure.

As to the order in which some of these matters are discussed, I may observe that in a systematic exposition of an existing body of law it is natural to state first the substantive law, and then the law as to procedure by which it is applied to particular cases; but in treating the subject historically it seems more proper to begin with an account of Courts and other Officers of Justice, as the substantive law is to a great extent, perhaps mainly, developed by their decisions and by their tacit adoption of rules and principles before they are reduced to an express written form.
CHAPTER II.

ROMAN CRIMINAL LAW.

The oldest part of the Roman Criminal Law was contained in the twelve tables. The twelve tables have been reconstructed by various authors, of course more or less conjecturally, from the remaining fragments of them. The following is M. Ortolan’s reproduction of what he numbers as the eighth table “de delictis”:

1. Libels and insulting songs to be punished by death.
2. Breaking a limb, unless settled for, to be punished by retaliation.
3. Breaking the tooth or bone of a free man, 300 asses; of a slave, 15 asses.
4. For insulting another, 25 asses.
5. For damage to property caused unjustly . . . . If it is accidental, it must be repaired.
6. For damage caused by a quadruped, repair the damage or give up the animal.
7. An action lies against a man for pasturing his flock in the field of another.
8. Whoever injures crops by enchantments or conjures them from one field into another . . . . (punishment unknown).
9. Whoever by night seditiously cuts or causes to be grazed crops raised by ploughing, shall be devoted to Ceres and

1 Ortolan, Explication Historique des Instruits, l. 114-116. The references to Pothier are to Pothier’s Fundamenta Justinianae, 4 vols. Paris, 1818. This work contains all the texts of the Roman Law, arranged by Pothier in what he regards as their natural order. It is extremely useful.
2 The fragment here is “Reptiles . . . Serpens.”
3 Pothier, l. cxx.
CHAP. II.  

1 put to death if he is an adult, or if he is under the age of puberty shall be flogged at the discretion of the praetor and made to pay double value as damages.

10. Whoever burns a house or a stack of corn near a house knowingly and maliciously (dolo) shall be bound, beaten, and burnt. If by accident, he must pay damages. If he is too poor he must be slightly flogged.

11. A man who wrongfully cuts another's trees must pay twenty-five asses for each tree.

12. If a man is killed whilst committing theft by night he is lawfully killed.

13. If a thief is taken by day he may not be killed unless he resists with a weapon.

14. A thief taken in the fact (fur manifestus) must be beaten with rods, and adjudged (as a slave) to the person robbed. If he is a slave he must be beaten with rods and thrown from the Tarpeian rock. Youths are only to be beaten with rods at the discretion of the magistrate, and condemned to repair the damage.

15. A thief discovered by plate and girdle is to be deemed to be taken in the fact.

A thief discovered in possession of the stolen property (not by plate and girdle), and a thief who hides the stolen property in the house of a third person must restore three times the value of the property.

16. When an action is brought for theft not manifest, the thief must pay twice the value of the money stolen.

17. Stolen property cannot be acquired by usucaption.

18. The interest of money is 8½ per cent. per annum. A usurer who lends at a higher rate forfeits fourfold.


20. A guardian who appropriates the property of his ward forfeits double the amount.

---

1 Pothier (ii. cxxi) says by hanging.  
2 Lexius castigator.  
3 "Lexos Nobisuse conceptum"—a solemn search made with certain symbolic solemnities.  
4 "Si quis unius famae amplius fecerat quadruplus iudico." Undeclarum fereas is 2 per cent. per annum according to Pothier, 8½ according to Ortolan. See also an account of the controversy as to the meaning of the phrase in the Dictionary of Antiquities, art. "Pothina."
21. A patron who cheats his client is devoted to the gods (and may be killed by any one).

22. A person who, having been a witness in any business or contract, afterwards refuses to give his evidence, becomes infamous and incapable of making a will.

23. Whoever gives false evidence must be thrown from the Tarpeian rock.

24. Whoever knowingly and maliciously kills a free man must be put to death. If he who uses wicked enchantments, or makes or gives poisons, be deemed a paricide.

25. If a man kills his parent, veil his head, sew him up in a sack, and throw him into the river.

26. No one is to make disturbances at night in the city under pain of death.

The excessive celerity of these provisions implies the existence of an all but unlimited discretion in those who had to administer the law. We know, indeed, from other sources, that in ancient Rome the courts and magistrates practically made their own laws to a great extent.

The laws of the Twelve Tables were of less importance in the history of the development of Roman law than the institutions by which they were carried into execution.

Criminal jurisdiction was originally in the hands of the Comitia Centuriata, or Tributa, and in some cases in those of the Senate. The Comitia Centuriata could sentence to death; the Comitia Tributa to exile. The Senate had an ill-defined jurisdiction which did not usually extend to capital cases. In cases of importance the Comitia and the Senate exercised their powers directly; but in other matters they delegated their powers to quaestors (inquirers, commissioners), who were appointed at first for particular cases, and afterwards for particular classes of cases. In very early times there are traces of standing quaestores parricidii. In later, though still in early times, we hear of a quaestio de conjurationibus, a quaestio de veneficiis, a quaestio de homicidiiis established to deal with particular offences which happened to be common at a particular period. This led in time to the

1. Pothier, i. cxxvii.
2. Libripens.
3. Pothier, i. cxxix.
4. Ib. cxxxi.
5. Ortolan, i. 216.
establishment of standing commissions (questiones perpetuae),
for the purpose of dealing with particular classes of offences.
Each of them was established by a special law, and con-
sisted of a praetor chosen annually, assisted by a sort of jury,
consisting sometimes of as many as 100 judices, who were
summoned for each particular case.
These courts, the Roman legislative assemblies, and after-
wards the emperors, produced, in the course of centuries, a
body of law, the comments upon or fragments of which fill
the 47th and 48th books of the Digest, and the 9th book of
the Theodosian Code. From these authorities we can acquire
a knowledge of the Roman law relating to the definition
of crimes and also of the procedure for their punishment.
The Roman lawyers in the days of Justinian divided crimes
into three classes, according to the manner in which they were
prosecuted, namely, Publica Judicia, Extraordinaria Crimina,
and Privata Delicta. These I shall notice in their order.

I. PUBLICA JUDICIA.

The Publica Judicia were the representatives of the old
“questiones perpetuae.” They related to crimes which
were specifically forbidden by particular laws under defined
penalties, capital (death or exile) or not.
Extraordinaria Crimina were offences for which no special
question, and no specific punishment, were provided. The
punishment was (within limits) at the discretion of the
judge, and the injured party might prosecute, though he
was considered in doing so to protect rather the public
interest than his own.
Privata Delicta were offences for which a special action
was set apart involving a definite result for the injured party,
such, e.g., as the actio furti or actio injuriarum.
The classification is a little like a classification of English
crimes, as being either (1) Treason or felony; (2) Misdemean-
ours at common law; or (3) Torts; and there is something
of a resemblance between the way in which, in the course of
ages, the Publica Judicia and the Extraordinaria Crimina
came to be formed into a single class of offences, as to all ot
which the punishment was more or less discretionary, and the gradual legislative removal in our own country of nearly every substantial distinction between felony and misdemeanor.

The crimes included under the head of Publica Judicia were those which were forbidden by the following laws:—

1 Lex Julia Majestatis, 2 Lex Julia de Adulteriis, 3 Lex Julia de Vi Publica et Privata, 5 Lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Veneficiis, 6 Lex Pompeia de Parricidio, 7 Lex Cornelia de Falsis, 8 Lex Julia Repetundarum, 9 Lex Julia de Annuis, 10 Lex Julia Peculiiis et de Sacrilegiis et de Residuis, 11 Lex Julia Ambitus, 12 Lex Fabia de Plagiariis.

The text of these laws has not in any instance been preserved, though the style of the comments made upon them by the different jurists quoted in the Digest looks as if they had given in several instances the very words of the law. In the main, however, the Digest consists of observations, and of notes of decisions upon them; and in other classical authors there are passages which enable us to form some sort of estimate, or at least reasonable conjecture, as to the position which they held in the history of Roman law. They seem to have been not altogether unlike our modern Consolidation Acts, and their very words seem to have been as carefully noted and insisted upon as the wording of our own acts of Parliament. I should think it very doubtful whether they defined the fundamental terms which occur in them, any more than the Consolidation Acts of 1861 define murder and theft.

Thus, for instance, the Lex Julia Majestatis had been preceded by a provision in the Twelve Tables, the Lex Gabinia, the Lex Apuleia, the Lex Varia, and the Lex Cornelia, just as the Offences Against the Person Act was preceded by the statute of Stabbing, the Coventry Act, the Waltham Black Act, the Consolidation Act of George IV., and many others.

Roman Criminal Law does not appear to have been reduced to any very definite form by those who are treated as authorities by the compilers of the Digest. The titles follow

1 Digest, xlviii., Tit. 4. 2 I. 5. 3 I. 6. 4 I. 7.
2 I. 8. 6 I. 9. 7 I. 10. 8 I. 11.
12 Pedler, iv. 467—8.
CHAP. II. each other in no particular order, and the contents of the titles are arranged as far as can be judged at random. I notice the offences in the order in which they stand.

**The Lex Julia Majestatis**—“Majestas,” says Cicero, “residet proprie in populo Romano. Hanc minuere dicitur, “qui de dignitate aut amplitudine aut potestate Populi Romani, aut eorum quibus populas potestatem dederit “aliquid derogat.” The offence of Majestas was divided into “perduellio” and “lesa majestas.” Perduellio included offences closely resembling treason by levying war or assisting the Queen’s enemies, and inciting to mutiny. It also included the offence of governors refusing to give up their provinces, or the command of their forces, and some other matters which with us would be dealt with under the Mutiny Act.

Lesa Majestas included every kind of act by which public authority was resisted, or usurped by a private person, or by which any sort of disrespect was shown to the Emperor. The interpretation put upon the law on this subject varied according to the temper of the different emperors. It reached at times a depth of servility of which it is difficult in our days to form an estimate. For instance, “Non con-
“trahit crimem majestatis qui status Caesaris vetustate cor-
“ruptas reficit,” which implies that some one thought otherwise. On the other hand, they sometimes rose to a theatrical magnanimity. “Si quis,” wrote Theodosius, “modestiae “nescius et pudoris ignarus, improbo petulantique maledicto “nomina nostra crediderit lacessenda; ac temulentia turbu-
“lentus, obstructor temporum nostrorum fuerit; cum poene “nolnus subjugari neque durum aliquid nec asperum “volumus sustinere; quoniam si id ex levitate processerit “contennendum est, si ex insania miseratione dignissimum, “si ab injuria remittendum.” The case that the emperor might deserve what was said of him does not suggest itself.

By the law of the Twelve Tables Majestas was punished by flogging to death. Under the republic it was punished by exile. Afterwards by death.

**Lex Julia de Adulteriis.**—The Lex Julia de Adulteriis

1. Fothius, iv. 408. 2. Dig. xlviii. 4, 6. 3. Col. lx. 7.
appears to have been directed against sexual crimes of every sort. It punished adultery (on the part of the wife but not on the part of the husband), fornication (stuprum) in certain cases, incest, polygamy, unnatural offences, and pimping. It is unnecessary to say much on this subject, but one or two points may be mentioned on account of a possible connection between them and part of our own law.

A father had a right to kill both his married daughter and her accomplice if she was taken in adultery either in his house or in her husband's. The husband had no such right as to his wife in any case, and no such right as to her accomplice unless he was an infamous person or a slave, taken not in his father-in-law's house, but in his own. If, however, the husband did kill the adulterer irregularly he was less severely punished than in other cases of homicide.

"Si legis auctoritate cessante, inconsulto dolore adulterum interemitt quamvis homicidium perpetratum sit, tamen, quia et nox et dolor justus factum ejus relevant potest in exilium dari." By one of the Novels (cvii.) a man might kill as an adulterer any person whom he found in his wife's company either in that person's house or in the husband's house, or in an inn or "in suburbanis," after being thrice warned in writing and in the presence of three witnesses not to see her.

The father's right to kill (jus occidendi) was rather wider, but was narrowly limited. "Permittitur patri tam adoptivo quum naturali, adulterum cum filia cujuscumque dignitate, domi sum, vel generi sui deprehensum sui manu occidere." If the father was not himself emancipated he had not the right in question. It was to be exercised in respect of an offence committed in his own house or in that of his son-in-law only. 2The offenders

1 Pothier, iv. 427. "Infames et eos qui corpore quantum facint." They are elsewhere enumerated pimps, showmen, dancers, and singers, persons convicted by a publicum judicium, the freedman of the husband, the wife, the father, mother, son, or daughter.

2 Pothier, iv. 429.

3 The text is very curious, "Quod sit lex INCONTINENTIA FILIAM OCCIDAT; si est acipitrum, ut occisus hodie adultero reserved, et post dies filiam occidat; vel contra. Debet enim prope uno loco et uno inspexit utrumque occidere. Sed ipsi adversus utrumque sumpta. Quod si non adfectavit sed dum adulterum occidit profugit filia, et interpositis horis apprehensae est a patre qui persecutatur Incontinenti videtur occidisse." Dig. xiv. 1. 29, 4.
CHAP. II. must be taken in the fact. It must be done at once. It was immaterial which was killed first, but if the adulterer only was killed and the daughter spared, the father was guilty of murder under the Lex Cornelia. If, however, the adulterer was killed and the adulteress having been wounded with intent to kill recovered, "verbis quidem legis non "liberatur" (pater) "sed Divus Marcus et Commodus rescrip-"serat impunitatem ei concedi." 1 The reason for the greater latitude given to the father is thus stated: "Plurunque pietas "paterni nominis consilium pro libris capit. Ceterum maritii "calor et impetus facile decernentis fuit reprehendus." This is a reason against killing at all. It hardly seems probable that any legislator should have devised such a law entirely on its merits, and it probably requires some historical explanation. Perhaps it is a relic of the ancient law which regarded the wife as her husband's daughter, and which gave every father power of life and death over his children. This power would, while it was in force, give the husband the right to kill the adulterous wife, but he would do so in his paternal character, and thus in later times the right would be restricted to the natural father. I mention this law because of its analogy to our own law as to one species of provocation which reduces murder to manslaughter. 2 The punishment of adultery was "relegation" to an island, the woman losing half her dower and a third of her goods, and the man half his goods.

LEX JULIA DE VI PUBLICA ET PRIVATA.—The Lex Julia de Vi Publica consolidated several earlier laws which punished acts of violence not falling within the law against Majestas on the one hand or the law "De Sicariis et Venerbis" on the other. There is no trace of any specific definition of these vague expressions having been contained in the law, and it does not appear whether there was only one law on the subject divided into two heads, or two distinct laws; but the different texts illustrating "Vis Publica" suggest some such definition as—Illegal violence not otherwise punishable, in which the public are interested either by reason of the character of the offender or by reason of the

1 Dig. xlvi. 5, 22, 4. 2 Pothier, iv. 425.
character of the person injured, or by reason of the purpose for which it is employed.

The following were cases of the offence:

A public officer inflicting death or any other corporal punishment on a Roman citizen pending an appeal.

Assaults upon or insults to ambassadors.

Levying new taxes without authority.

The acts which, under our mediæval law would have been described as maintenance or would have fallen under the statutes against badges and liveries were "Vis Publica." Thus, "qui dolo malo fecerit quominus judicu tuae exer-

sentur, aut judices ut aportet judicent." "Qui turbam seditionis habeat consilium interint, servosa aut libera homines in armis habuerit," and the extent of the rule is proved by the exceptions made to it. "Exceptus est qui propter venationem habent homines qui cum bestiis pugnet minis-

tros eum ad ca habere conceditur." Vis Publica also included what we should call forcible entry by armed men. "Qui homina

nibus armatis possessorem domo agrove suo aut navi sua de-

jecerit, expugnaverit concursus." It also included many kinds of riots. "Qui castra... incendium fecerit... quum fecerit

"quominus sepeliatur"—"qui convocatis hominibus vim

"fecerit quo quis verberetur et pulsetur neque homo occisus.".

Rape was punished as Vis Publica, and not under the Lex Julia de Adulteriis.

Vis Privata was a milder form of Vis Publica, indeed it is doubtfull whether one at least of the texts quoted above does not refer to it. The characteristic feature of Vis Privata seems to have been taking the law into one’s own hands. Marcus Antoninus in an imperial rescript says:—"Tu vim putas e"...""e se sum si homines vulnerentur? vis est et tunc quoties

"quis id quod debieri sibi putat, non per judicem reposcit."

The punishment of Vis Publica was exile, and in some cases death; the punishment of Vis Privata confiscation of the third of the offender's property and loss of certain civil rights.

The Lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Venericiis.—The Lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Venericiis was passed by Sylla

---

1 Dig. 35.24. 2 Pothier, IV. 470. 3 Dig. 35.24. 4 Pothier, IV. 470. 5 Pothier, IV. 470. 6 Pothier, IV. 470.
and had thus been in force about 600 years when the 
*Digest* was compiled. It was extended to incendiaries, and also 
in the time of Diocletian to astrologers and similar impostors.

The main subject of this law is homicide. The great 
extension given to it by commentators, and the want of 
any sort of systematic arrangement of the texts of the 
*Digest*, as well as the title of the law which might be 
literally translated, "*Stabbers and poisoners,*" make it 
probable that the original law itself was very curt and 
general. It seems never to have been elaborated with any 
system, but the principal points which long afterwards 
presented themselves to English lawyers presented themselves 
to the various jurists and emperors, and received at their 
hands solutions which, however fragmentary and hesitating, 
have a resemblance to those of the English courts.

As to the persons to whom the law extended, it seems to 
have applied in the time of the Antonines to slaves as well as 
freemen. 2 "*Qui hominem occiderit punitur, non habita 
"differ entia cujus conditionis hominem interemit.*" The 
moment at which a child became a human being for this 
purpose seems to have been a moot point.

The curious points which English lawyers have considered 
with so much care as to the nature of the connection necessary 
to constitute homicide between the act causing death and 
the death caused by it do not seem to have occurred to the 
Roman lawyers, but there are various passages in the *Digest* 
which state the principal cases in which the intentional in-
liction of death was considered justifiable. They are all 
reducible to the cases of self-defence and the arrest or 
penal punishment of criminals.

The Roman doctrine as to the degrees of homicide is 
shortly summed up in a rescript of Hadrian's. The rule was 
that the degree of guilt depended on the offender's intention 
as displayed by the circumstances of his offence. 3 "*Eum 
"qui hominem occidit, si non occidit animo hoc admissit 
"absolvi posse. Et qui hominem non occidit sed vulneravit 

1 "*Sicarii propriis sunt latrones cumdilia utentes recursa ad similitudinem 
2 *accum quo Romani sicuros dixerent qui sua brevi sunt ut occultari simu ventis 
3 *passum.*"—Politzs, lv. 469.
4 Jug. xlvii. 8, 1, 2. 5 Id. b, 1, 3.
"ut occidat pro homicida damnandum. Et ex re constitu-
"endum hoc. Nam si gladium strixerit et in eo percuterit
"indubitate occidendi animo id eum admississe, sed si clavi
"percussit aut cucuma" (an iron-bound stick) "in rixa,
"quamvis ferro percuterit tamen non occidendi animo
"leniendam poenam ejus qui in rixa casu magis quam
"voluntate homicidium admisit."

Killing by negligence was not within the Lex Cornelia,
though it might subject the offender to an "extraordinarium
"judicium." The only form of provocation which seems to
have been recognised as affording grounds for diminishing
the punishment was the case of adultery already referred to.

Special provision was made for the offence of poisoning, as
to which the law was extremely severe, applying to every
one "qui venenum necandi hominis causa fecerit, vel ven-
"diderit." Poisoning is naturally an object of excessive
dread in an age in which physical science is at a low ebb, and
when belief in witchcraft and other "maleficia" prevails.
The famous case of the cook who was boiled to death by
Act of Parliament in Henry VIII.'s time, and Sir E. Coke's
account of the "Great Oyer of Poisoning," are parallel
instances. In the French Code Penal poisoning is distinc-
tioned as a special offence.

LEX POMPEIA DE PARRICIDII.—Parricide was killing any
relation nearer than or in the degree of a first cousin.

Parricide as well as poisoning must have fallen under the
Lex Cornelia de Sicariis, but the distinction is not without
an analogy in English law. It may be compared to petty
treason, which ceased to be distinguished from murder only
in 1628, by the operation of 9 Geo. 4, c. 31, s. 52.

Homicide under the Republic was punished by confisca-
tion of goods and imprisonment in an island; under the
Antonines by death. "Nisi honestiori loco positi fuerint ut
"poenam legis sustineant." Common people were thrown
to the beasts. There was no special punishment for poi-
soners, or apparently for parricides, unless the person killed

3 Dig. xlvi. 8, 2.
2 Art. 301. "Est qualifié empoisonnement tout attentat à la vie d'une personne
"par l'effet de substances qui peuvent donner la mort plus ou moins prompte-
"ment, de quelque manière que ces substances aient été employées ou adminis-
"trées, et qu'elles en aient été les suites." 3 Dig. xlvi. 8, 3, 5.
was a father or mother, in which case the offender was burnt, that punishment having been substituted for the ancient one of drowning with a cock, snake, and dog. Burning was also the punishment of incendiaries.

**Lex Cornelia de falsis.**—The Lex Cornelia De Falsis was divided into two heads, namely, the *lex testamentaria*, the main subject of which was forging and suppressing wills, and *memorabilia*, the main subject of which was counterfeiting money. 1 Paulus’s statement of the effect of the law seems as if he had preserved its very words, “Qui testamentum amoverit, celaverit, scripsurit, deleverit, interegerit, subjecerit, signaverit, quive testamentum falsum scripsurit, signaverit, recitaverit dolo malo, cujusve dolo malo id factum erit.” This branch of the law was afterwards extended to other offences. A provision was made either by the Emperor Claudius, or by a decree of the senate in the time of Tiberius, subjecting to the penalties of the Lex Cornelia, every one who when drawing up the will or codicil of another inserted in his own hand a legacy to himself, or (as the law was interpreted) to any person under his power. 2 Passages in the code seem to imply that this was meant as a precaution against fraud, and that even the testator’s order was no excuse. “Senatus consulto et edicto Divi Claudii prohibitum est cos qui ad scribenda testamenta adhibentur quamvis dictante testamentario aliquod emolumentum ipsius futurum scribere. Et poena legis Cornelius facienti irrogata est, cujus veniam decrecantibus ob ignomiam siam et profentibus a relicto discedere, amplissimus ordo vel divi principes veniam raro dederunt.” The same inference seems to follow from texts which show the effect of a special and general ratification by the testator in particular cases.

The Lex Cornelia Testamentaria came in process of time to be extended to every sort of instrument other than wills. 3 Ulpian says generally, “Poena legis Cornelii

1 Dig. xlviii. 10. 2. Compare the language of 24 & 25 Vic. c. 93, s. 2: “Whoever, with intent to defraud” (dolo male), “shall forge, or alter” (interiusserit), “or shall offer, utter, dispose of, or put off” (rectiusserit), “knowing the same to be forged or altered, any will, testament, codicil, or testamentary instrument.” The 24 & 25 Vic. c. 93, s. 29 makes it penal to “cancel” (alacerit), “obliterate, or conceal” (alacerit) “any will,” &c.,

2 Cod. 1x. 25, 5, and compare laws 1 6.

3 Dig. xlviii. 10. 3,
irrogatur ei qui quid aliiu quam in testamento sciens
"dolo male falsum signaverit signarive curaverit." And
Paulus and Marcian say the same as to all who falsify
accounts, registers, contracts, or other writings, sealed
or not.

A man might indeed commit the "crimen falsi" in a genuine
document if he dated it falsely, or otherwise made it appear
to be what it was not. The law was also extended to giving
and suborning false evidence, and to the corruption of judges.
Modestinus extends it still further. He says: "De impudentia
"ejus qui diversa duobus testimonia prebuit cujus ita ances
"fides vacillat quod crimen falsi tenetur nec dubitandum
"est."

The law indeed applied to certain fraudulent contracts, to
the fraudulent assumption of a false name, and as Paulus
says, by a constitution of Adrian to one "who sells the
"same thing to two different people."

The punishment of "false" under the Antonines was,
in the case of a person of low rank, imprisonment in the
mines, in the case of a person of higher rank, forfeiture of
goods, and relegation to an inland.

The Lex Cornelia Nummaria, like the Lex Testamentaria,
is referred to in terms which resemble those of the parallel
English enactments. 1 "Qui nummos aurae argenteos
"adultorem verit, lavet, contaminet, raserit, corruperit vitia-
"verit." I do not find express mention in the Corpus Juris
of the offence of passing bad money, but a characteristic
 provision occurs as to the refusal of good money. It was put
on the same footing as coining on account of the disrespect
shown to the image and superscription of the prince. The
text quoted above concludes, "vultu signatam monetam
"præter adulterinam repromateriali. Constantine said:
4 "Omnes solidi in quibus nostri vultus ac veneratio una
"est, uno pretio estimanda sunt. . . Nec enim qui

1 This is also the law of England—see R. v. Ritson, L.R. 1 C.C.R. 299.
2 Dig. xlviii. 10, 27, 1.
3 Pathier, iv. 456. Cf. 24 & 25 Vic. c. 89, s. 4: "Impair, diminish, or lighten
"any of the Queen's gold or silver coin;" and s. 3: "Wash, case over, or
"slabber any piece of gold or silver."
4 Pathier, iv. 456.
Chap. II. "majore habitu faciei extenditur majoris est pretii; aut qui
"angustiore expressione concluditur minoris haberii credendus
"est quum pondus idem existat."

The use of false measures, the assumption of marks of
dignity, and changing children, were regarded as species of
"the crimen falsi," or as analogous to it.

Lex Julia Repetundarum.—The Lex Julia Repetundarum punished every sort of official extortion, being a sort
of Consolidation Act replacing five earlier enactments.
The law provided that no one was to receive anything
whatever, either for giving or for withholding any judicial
or official order. "Tenetur qui, quum aliquam potestatem habet, pecuniam ob judicandum discernendum acceperit."

The Lex Julia is also supposed to have contained pro-
visions not altogether unlike those of certain Acts of Parlia-
ment relating to British officers in India. By the rules of
the Indian Civil Service a civilian may not hold land in his
own district, and by Act of Parliament it is unlawful for any
one whatever to make any present to him. By the Lex
Julia Repetundarum, "Quod a presido sui procuratore vel quolibet alio in ea provincia in qua administrat, licet per suppositam personam comparatum est, infirmato contractu vindicatur, et aequitatis ejus fisco infertur. Nam "et navem in eadem provincia in qua quis administrat "sedicere prohibetur."

The offence of "repetundarum" became in the time of
the Antonines an "extraordinarium crimen," instead of a
"publicum judicium," except indeed in cases in which the
order corruptly given involved consequences of extreme
importance, as, for instance, when a judge was bribed to have
a man put to death. In such instances the punishment was
capital. In others it was fourfold damages.

Lex Julia de Annona.—This was a law against what
was formerly called forestalling and regrating in English

1 Dig. xlvii. 11. 8. Marcius. He gives elsewhere a much longer enu-
meration: "Ne quis eeb judicem arbitrurum dandum mutandum jubier-
"dere ut judicet; neve ob non dandum non mutandum non jubendum
"ut judicet," &c.; and see Pothier, lv. 457.
2 Pochier, lv. 458.
3 Dig. xlviii. 12.
law—anticipating and so raising the price of food in the market.

Lex Julia Peculatus, et de Sacrilegis et de Residuis.
—These three offences were different forms of the offence of public dishonesty. 1 The law against "peculatores" forbade "ne quis ex pecuniâ sacrâ, religiâ, publicâ, auferat, "neve intercipiat, neve in rem suam vertat, neve faciat quo "quid auferat, intercipiat, vel in rem suam vertat, nisi cui "ultique legâ licebit. Neve quis in aurum, argentum, "publicum quid indat, neve immisceat, neque quid indatur "immisceatur, faciat sciens dolò malò quo id pejus fiat."
In other words it was theft of, or injury to, anything which was either consecrated to the gods, or was public property. The following illustrations are given of cases of peculation. Workmen in the mint coining too much money and carrying off the surplus; 2 carrying off title-deeds to state lands, and fraudulently altering them, and various frauds and irregularities as to the public accounts.

The punishment of peculation was the mines, or exile and forfeiture of property, according to the rank of the offender.

Sacrilege was the stealing of something at once public and sacred, but as appears from 3 a passage in Quintilian, the definition was not free from doubt. Sacrilege was punished with death, sometimes by burning, often by throwing to the beasts. Parts of the temples were peculiarly sacred.

"Qui sacrarium ingressus interiit vel noctu sacrarium "aliquid inde auferit excavator; qui vero extra sacrarium "e templo reliquo auferit verbacatus et tonsus ex illo mulc-"tator,“ says Ulpian, which seems inconsistent with what he had said before as to capital punishment.

1 Dig. xlvii. 18. 1.
2 "Qua turbânum noveram legum formam ve agrum qui quid aliud continentem "redactî vel quid inde immutaverit."—Dig. xlvii. 18. 9.
3 "Qui privatae pecuniae de templo surripuit sacrilegii reus est. Culpa "manifesta. Questio est an hunc criminem nomen quod est in lege conueniat. "Exo umbilici au quo sacraelegium sit. Accusat quia de templo sit surripita "pecunia sacrata hoc nomine. Reus quia privatam surripuit pugnant esse sacri-le-"gium et furrim. Actae exo idem sacrilegium est surripit et aliquid de "sacro. Reus idem sacrilegium est surripere aliquid sacri."—Quintilian, "fast. viii. 3.
4 Poetlau, iv. 462.
THEODOSIUS and others assimilated heresy to sacrilege. They put on the same footing, doubting the decisions of the Emperor, and (very strangely) the attempt to get appointed governor of the province in which a man was born.

The law "De Residuis" applied to those who, being accountable to the public, did not fully account for what they had received.

LEX JULIA AMBITUS.—The Lex Julia Ambitus seems to have consolidated the provisions of ten previous laws. It was passed by Augustus. It was probably a sort of Corrupt Practices Act, but when popular election was replaced by the appointment of officers by the Emperor, the law became obsolete.

LEX FABIA DE PLAGIARIIS.—Plagium was the crime of manstealing—selling a free man as a slave. The punishment was at first fine, but afterwards the mines or death.

II. EXTRAORDINARIA CRIMINA.

The second class into which crimes were divided were "extraordinaria crimina," in translating which expression it must be remembered that "crimen" means accusation and not offence, and that "extraordinarium" refers to the nature of the procedure, and not to the quality of the offence. The expression indicates, in fact, a less formal mode of procedure than had originally been appropriated to the Publica Judicia, though, as I shall have occasion to explain more fully under the Head of Procedure, the distinction between the two classes was of hardly any practical importance when the Pandects were compiled. The "extraordinaria crimina" noticed in the 47th book of the Digest are as follows:

FAMILY OFFENCES.—"Sollicitatores alienarum nuptiarum, itemque matrimoniiorum interpellatores"—persons who attempted to seduce or procure the divorce of a married woman. Also those who corrupted youths of either sex.

1 Dig. xlviii. 14; Todtler, iv. 458.
2 36. 15.
3 36. xivii. 11, 1. These come under the general head of "extraordinaria crimina" in the Digest.
NEW RELIGIONS AND OTHER OFFENCES.

INTRODUCING NEW RELIGIONS.—

"Si quis aliquid fecerit quo leves hominum anini superstitione numinis terrrentur. "Qui novas, et usui vel rationi incognitas religiones inducunt ex quibus anini hominum moveantur."

These and the laws against unlawful societies were the laws by which the Christians were persecuted. This was probably the law to which the Philippians appealed against Paul and Silas. "These men being Jews do exceeding thin trouble our city, and teach customs which are not lawful for us to observe nor to receive, being Romans" (Acts xvi. 20, 21).

ENGROSSING.—To raise the price of corn was an "extraordinarium crimen." It does not appear where the line was drawn between this offence and that which fell under the Lex Julia de Annona.

ABORTION.—A woman who procured her own miscarriage was liable as for an "extraordinarium crimen," but not under the Lex Julia against homicides. An unborn child was not regarded as a human being.

VAGABONDS.—An extraordinary prosecution lies against vagabonds who carry about snakes and show them, if any one is injured by the fear they cause. This is a little like our law against rogues and vagabonds.

SPECIAL OFFENCES IN PARTICULAR PROVINCES.—Of offences of this kind two are mentioned in the Digest, namely, in Arabia σκοπελισμος, which consisted in laying stones on an enemy's ground as a threat that if the owner cultivated the land "malo leto periturus esset insidiis eorum qui scopulos posuissent"—a sort of primitive threatening letter, not unlike letters still occasionally delivered in Ireland to prevent the occupancy of lands from which a tenant has been ejected.

In Egypt the breach of clamata, dykes of the Nile, was a special offence.

Scopelismus was punished by death. The breach of banks by the mines, at first, and afterwards by burning alive. It is rather singular that these and no other local offences

---

1 Pothier, iv. 375. 2 Dig. xlvii. 11, 5. 3 ib. 11, 4.
4 ib. 11, 11. 5 ib. 11, 9. 6 ib. 11, 10.
should be mentioned in the Digest. It would have been natural to expect that in so vast an empire many local laws must have been in force which would be deserving of notice.

Offences Relating to Tombs.—The texts given in the 12th title of the 47th book of the Digest mix up inextricably the civil remedies relating to the violation of tombs, with provisions as to criminal prosecutions. 1 Tombs were violated by burying other bodies in them, by using them as habitations, and in various other ways, and the offender was in most cases liable to an action for a penalty sometimes of 100 and sometimes of 200 aurei. Those who plundered dead bodies were punished capitaly, or by the mines, especially if they committed their crime in armed bands.

Concussio.—Concussio is defined by Cujas, "terror int. jectus pecuniae alteriusve rei extorquendae gratia." It answers in fact to our extortion by a public officer. A text from Macer shows that the offence bordered, so to speak, on the "publicum judicium" of the "crimen falsi."

1 Concussiones judicium publicum non est, sed si ideo "pecuniam quis accepit, quod crimen minatus sit, potest "judicium publicum esse ex senatus consultis quibus pene "Legis Corneliae" (i.e. Falsi) "teneri jumentur qui in accusa-" tionem innocentium coerint, quive ob accusandum vel non "accusandum, denuntiandum vel non denuntiandum testimo-" nium pecuniam acceperint." No reference is made to the Lex Julia Repetundarum, which is stated by Macer somewhat less widely than by Marcial who belongs to the same period. Macer’s statement of the Lex Julia Repetundarum reads like a word for word quotation: "Practicn ne quis ob judicem "arbitrumve dandum mutandum jubendumve ut judiciet, "neve ob non dandum non mutandum non jubendum ut "judiciet; neve ob hominem in vincula publica congetiendum "vinciendum vincirve jubendum, eve vinculis dimittendum; "neve quis ob hominem condemnandum absolvendumve; "neve ob litem estimandum, judiciuve capitis pecuniave "faciendum vel non faciendum aliquid acceperit."

1 "Practor sit. . . si quis in sepulchro dolo male habitaverit."—Dig. xlvii. 12, 8.
2 Pothier, iv. 570. 3 Dig. xlvii. 13, 2. 4 Jo. xlviii. 11, 7.
Upon the whole it may be that "concussio" and "repetundarum" may be likened to common extortion and judicial corruption respectively.

ABIGEL.—Theft in general was treated as a tort, but some particular kinds of thieves were subject either to "publica "judicia," or to "extraordinaria crimina." Amongst the latter were "abigei" "drivers," or cattle thieves: ¹ "qui "pecora ex pascuis, vel ex armentis subtrahunt et quo- "dammodo deprædantur; et abigendi stadium quasi artem "exercet, equos de gregibus vel boves de armentis abdu- "centes. Ceterum si quis bovem aberrans, vel equos in "solitudine relictos abduxerit, non est abigeus sed fur potius."

The stealing of a single horse or ox might make a man an abigeus, but it seems that the crime could not be committed on less than four pigs or ten sheep. They need not however be all taken together. In such a state of the law one would expect thefts of three pigs or eight sheep to become abnormally common. By a law of Hadrian this offence was punished by the mines, or, if the thieves were armed, capital.

PREVARICATION.—² Prevarication was a crime connected with the administration of justice.

² "Prevaricatricus," says Ulpian, "est quasi variator" (a man with bandy legs) "qui diversam partem adjuvat prodiit "causæ sua." The name was strictly applied to accusers who favoured the accused in a "publicum judicium." An advocate who betrayed his client was more properly called "prodiit," a traitor. The prevaricatress was punished as a false accuser.

RECEIVERS.—The receivers of robbers were punished like robbers. ³ "Pessimum genus est receptatorum sine quibus "nemo latere diu potest. Et precipitatur ut perinde puniantur "atque latrones. In pari causa habendis sunt qui quem appre- "hendere latrones posseunt pecunia accepta vel subreptorum "parte demiserunt." Indulgence, though not complete impu- nity, was extended to those who were connected with the robber. ² "Eos tamen apud quos adfinis vel cognatus intro

² Dig. xlvii. 14, 1, 1. ³ Dig. 14, 8. ⁴ Paulus. ¹b. 15, 1.
"conservatus est, neque absolvendus neque severo admodum puniendus."

AGGRAVATED THEFT.—Thieves who stole under certain aggravated circumstances were subject to "extraordinaria crimina." The aggravations were as follows:

(a) Balnearii, those who stole the clothes of bathers in the public baths.

(b) Those who stole by night (there is no definition of night) or who defended themselves by arms.

(c) Housebreakers (affectores).

(d) "Expilatores qui sunt atrociorum fures." It is not certain what was their special characteristic. Some say (fantastically), "expilatores dicit quod ne pilum quidem relinquent in corpore spoliatorum." Others described them as, "eos qui noctu viatoribus pallia et vestes diripunt."

(e) Sacellarii, thieves who stole by tricks such as pretended magic.

(f) Directarii. "Hi qui in aliena cænacula se dirigunt "furandi animo."

All these were punished at the discretion of the judge, the severest punishment being flogging and the mines.

CRIMEN EXPILATUM HEREDITATIS. — A stranger who plundered the property of a deceased person was liable to be proceeded against as upon an "extraordinarium crimen."

stellionatus. — Stellionatus is defined by Pothier as "omnis atrox dolus qui proprio nomine caret." It is strangely said to be derived from "Stellio," a spotted lizard, of which Pliny strangely observes, "Quo nullum animal fraudulentius invidere homini tradunt." The difficulty of giving an adequate definition of fraud has been felt at all times. One mode of avoiding the difficulty is the invention of a conveniently vague term of abuse like "stellionatus" or "dolus." Another is the plan of annexing the character of a crime to the combination of two things neither of which is criminal, as in our own conspiracy to defraud. The difficulty exists in the very nature of human conduct. The following are instances of "stellionatus": —

1 Dig. xivii. 17 and 18.
2 Jb. 19.
3 iv. 384.
4 Dig. xivii. 20, 3, 1.
"vel obligatas averterit, vel si corruptit"—delivering goods different from those sold, or removing goods pledged, or injuring them. By our own law, two persons who conspired together for such a purpose would be guilty of an indictable conspiracy, but if one person did it alone he would commit at most an actionable fraud.

DE TERMINO MOTO.—Moving or defacing landmarks was a criminal offence, partly on account of the great importance attached to them by the agrarian laws.

UNLAWFUL ASSOCIATIONS.—No associations whatever (with some slight exceptions) were allowed to exist unless they were specially authorised either by the Emperor or by the Senate. Those who formed such associations were punished in the same way as persons "adjudged to have "occupied in arms public places or temples." Meetings for religious purposes were permitted in the case of religions which were authorised by the State, but in no other cases. This was one of the principal laws under which Christianity was prohibited.

III. PRIVATA DELICTA.

Many of the commonest and, in practice, most important of the offences against person and property which fall within what I have described as the Criminal Law were treated by the Roman lawyers as mere private wrongs, "privata delicta," though as time went on they seem to have come to be regarded as crimes. Two passages of Ulpian set this in a clear light. He says in his 2nd book (De Officio Proconsuli):

"Si quis actionem qua ex maleficis oritur velit exsequi 
"si quidem pecuniariter agere velit ad jus ordinarium re- 
mittendus erit: nec cogendum erit in crimen subscribere.
"Eum vero si extra ordinem ejus rei pennam exerceri velit, 
tunc subscribere eum in crimen oportebit." 4 In another passage (in his 38th book on the Edict) Ulpian says that in his time thefts were generally prosecuted as crimes: "Memi- 
nisse oportebit nunc furti plerumque criminaliter agi, et 
eum qui agit in crimen subscribere: non quasi publicum

2 Dig. xlvii, tit. 21. 3 Institut. 22, 1, 1.
3 Dig. xlvi, 1, 8. 4 Digesta 2, 92.
THIEFT AS A WRONG.

CHA. II. "sit judicium sed quia visum est teneritatam agentium etiam "extraordinaria animadversione coercendum. Non ideo "tamen minus si qui velit poterit civilius agere." One obvious cause for this would be that thefts would usually be committed by persons unable to pay damages.

The "priva delicta" mentioned in the Digest are as follows:—

FURTUM.—Theft is thus defined by Paulus:—1 "Furtum "est contractatio rei fraudulosa, lucri faciendi gratia, vel "ipsius rei, vel etiam uxus ejus possessioe, quod legis "naturale prohibitus est admittere." The definition omits the element which from other passages of the Digest it obviously ought to have contained of "invito domino." The manner in which the subject of theft is treated in the Digest has considerable resemblance to the manner in which it is dealt with in our own law, though there are also many differences between them. Nearly every question which has presented itself to English judges and courts at different times appears also to have presented itself to the Roman lawyers. A comparison between them will not be without interest.

2By the Roman law the offence of theft could be committed on anything which either was at the time or could be made movable. The Saburians at one time held that land and buildings fraudulently sold were stolen, but the Proculeians were of the opposite opinion, and their view prevailed. It was always admitted that theft could be committed on things forming part of or growing from the soil, such as trees, stones, sand, and fruits. The Roman lawyers knew nothing apparently of the strange rules of the common law as to the things which are not the subject of larceny. Perhaps these rules were made to evade the severity of the common law punishment of theft. The most objectionable of all the common law rules (that by which things in action, as e.g. notes and bills, were not capable of being stolen) 2 was diametrically opposed to the Roman law. "Qui tabulas aut "cautiones amovit, furti tenetur non tantum pretii ipsarum

1 Dig. xlvi. 2, 1, 3. In the same passage the word is derived from "furo, id est nigro . . . quod clam et obscurum lat. et plenumque note." Other fantastic derivations are given.
2 Fethier, iv. 327.
3 Dig. xlvi. 2, 27.
THEFT AS A WRONG.

"tabularum, verum ejus quod interfuit, quod ad estimationem refertur ejus summe quae in his tabulis continetur." This resembles 24 & 25 Vic. c. 96, s. 27, by which a person who steals a valuable security is punishable as if he had stolen a chattel of the like value.

As to the nature of the crime itself the Roman law was in one important particular far more severe than the common law. Theft as defined by the common law includes an intent to deprive the owner permanently of the stolen goods. The Roman law applied also to an intent to steal its use or possession. Thus: 1 "Si pignore creditor utatur furti tenetur," 2 "fullo et sarcinato" (a tailor), "qui polienda vel sarcienda vestimenta accepti si forte utatur, ex contractione corum furtum fecisse videtur quis non in eam causam ab eo videntur accepta." 8 "Qui juramenta sibi commodata longuis duxerit alienâe re invito domino usus sit furtum suo factum." Perhaps, as the severity of the common law led to the various subtleties by which its operation was so much restricted, the principle that theft was in common cases only a civil injury may have led the Roman lawyers to extend the definition of it. The "contractatio" of the Roman lawyers was somewhat wider than the "taking" which enters into the English definition of larceny. According to English law, if the first taking is lawful no subsequent unlawful dealing with the thing taken amounts to theft, special exceptions excepted. This does not seem to have occurred to the Roman lawyers, though they also regarded an actual touching of the stolen goods as essential to theft ("Hoc jure uti mittur ut furtum sine contractatione non fiat," says Ulpian), but if there was such a touching it was immaterial whether it took place before or after the offender got possession of the thing stolen.

Thus, barely to deny the receipt of a thing intrusted to one was not theft. To conceal it after receiving it with intent to convert it to one's own use (intercipendi causa) was theft. So, "Qui vendit rem alienam scient, ita demean furtum committit si eam contractaverit."

1 Dig. xlvii. 2. 54.
2 Jo. 2. 82.
3 Jo. 2. 40, and see Pothier, iv. 329.
4 Dig. xlvii. 2. 62. 19.
5 Jo. 2. 12.
6 This is Pothier's inference; see iv. 321.
This view of the subject would avoid the distinction between theft and some of the forms of fraudulent breach of trust which went unpunished at common law. It would take away one of the impediments by which English lawyers were prevented from treating embezzlement as theft. This doctrine also leads, by a shorter and plainer route, to the conclusion at which the Court for Crown Cases Reserved lately arrived in the case of ¹R. v. Middleton. It was decided in that case that if A gives B a sovereign instead of a shilling, and B knowingly accepts and keeps the sovereign, B is guilty of theft. The case presented great difficulties, as may be seen by the judgment, but by the Roman lawyers it was very naturally decided: ²"Si rem meam quasi tuam tibi ‘tradidero scienti meam esse, magis est’ (it is the better opinion) ‘furtum te faceris si lucrandi animo id feceris.’ The difficulty with the Roman lawyers in such a case was not as to the ‘contractatic,’ but as to the ‘invito domino.’

It does not appear from the Digest that the Roman lawyers found as much difficulty as our own in determining on the precise moment at which theft is completed. Probably this arises from the different view taken of theft in the two systems. In a system which when it was formed regarded theft as a capital crime, it was obviously necessary to distinguish with perfect accuracy the moment at which the crime began. In a system in which theft was regarded as a civil injury this was immaterial, because no one would sue another for a mere formal theft. Another application of the same principle is, perhaps, to be found in the circumstance that one highly technical branch of the Roman law on the subject is not represented at all in English law. The Digest contains many texts turning on the question how much of a given article was stolen by a given act. ³A man who cut off part of a piece of plate (qui lanceam rasit), was considered as having stolen the whole plate. It was a moot point whether a man who stole a bushel of corn from a heap or a cargo, stole the whole heap or cargo or only the bushel. This is one of the

¹ L. 3. 2 C. C. ii. 38. ² Dig. xlvii. 2, 44, 1. ³ Jb. 22, 2.
points which 4Gibbon notices as illustrating the influence of the Stoic philosophy on the Roman law. May not the question of the measure of damages have been connected with it? The result of an “actio furti” was double or quadruple damages according as the theft was “nec manifestum” or “manifestum.” The amount due could obviously not be ascertained unless the value of the stolen goods was known, and that again must depend on the question as to how much was stolen. A passage of Ulpian on this subject deserves to be quoted as a good instance of that mode of argument by illustration and analogy which from the nature of the case must always be a favourite with lawyers. 5“Si de navi oneratâ furto quis sextarium frumenti tulerit utrum totius oneris, an vero sextarii tantum furto fecerit? Facilius hoc quaeritur in herreo pleno. Et durum est dicere totius furtem fieri. Et quid si cisterna vini sit? Quid dicet? Aut aquae cisterna? Quid deinde si [de] nave vinaria ut sunt multae, in quas vinum effunditur? Quid dicemus de eo qui vinum hasit, an totius oneris fur sit? Et magis est et ut hic non totius dicamus.”

The definition of theft according to Roman as well as according to English law included a mental element. By English law the taking in order to be felonious must be with intent to deprive another of his property permanently, wrongfully, and without claim of right. By Roman law the “contractatio” must be “fraudulenta et luci faciendi gratia.” Of course a person who takes what does not belong to him, intending to deprive the owner of it, acts primâ facie fraudulently. The cases in which such a taking is innocent must under any system be exceptional. The exceptions in Roman law were much the same as they are in English law. By English law a claim of right excludes a felonious intent. Thus in Roman law, 6“recte dictum est qui putavit se domini voluntate rom attingere non esse furem.” 7“Qui re sibi commodata, vel apud se depositâ, usus est aliter atque accepit, si existimavit se non invitò domino id facere furti non tenetur.” 8“Si quis ex bona ejus quem putabat

1 Gibbon, ch. xlv. 2 Dig. xlvii. 2, 21, 5. 3 R. 2, 46, 7. 4 R. 2, 76. 5 R. 2, 48. 6
CHAP. II. "mortuum qui vivus erat, pro herede res apprehenderit, cum "furtum non facere."

The principle in all these and other cases is the same; there is no theft where there is a claim of right.

The rule of the Roman law that misappropriation must be "lucrì faciendi causa" in order that it might amount to theft has been on several occasions rejected expressly from the English definition of theft. It is, indeed, obviously inexpedient and hardly capable of being applied. The Digest does not supply many illustrations of it, and the texts which bear upon it are not quite consistent. ¹ "Verum est," says Ulpian, "si meretricem alienam rapuit quis vel "celavit furtum non esse; nec enim factum quantitatis sed "causa faciendi, causa samem faciendi libido fuit non furtum." Paulus, however, says, ² "Qui ancillam non meretricem libi- "dinis causa surripuit furti actione teneretur." An attempt has been made to reconcile these texts, but they appear to me clearly inconsistent. Possibly the "lucrì faciendi causa" may have been inserted in the definition mainly with the view of drawing a line between mischief and theft.

The Roman law at all events, regarded the question whether the thief or some one else was to profit by the offence as a matter of indifference. ³ "Si quis de manu "alicujus nummos aureos vel argentaeas vel aliam rem ex- "cussisset, ita furti tenetur si idea fecit ut alius tolleret "isque sustinerit."

The doctrine that theft must be "invito domino," against the will of the owner of the property stolen, is common to Roman and English law, though the two systems apply it somewhat differently. According to the law of England it is theft to take goods with the owner's consent if the consent is obtained by fraud, and if the owner intends to part with the possession only; but it is not theft to take goods with the owner's consent if he is persuaded by fraud to part not only with the possession but with the property.

By Roman law the line between theft and obtaining goods by false pretences turned not upon the question whether the

¹ Dig. xlvii. 2, 39. ² Jb. 2, 52, 2. ³ Jb. 2, 52, 14.
owner consented to part with the property or with the pos-
session only, but upon the question as to the means by which
he was deceived. If a man deceived another by personation,
or by means regarded as equivalent to it, and so obtained
his property, the offence was theft. 1 "Falsus creditor," says
Ulpian, "hoc est is qui simulat creditorem, si quid
" accipit fur tum facit, nec nummi ejus sunt." He also says,
2 "Cum Titio honesto viro pecuniam credere vellem, subjecisti
" mihi alium Titium egenum, quasi ille esset locuples, et num-
" mos acceptos cum eo divisisti, furti tenearis quasi ope tua
" consilioque fur tum factum sit, sed et Titius fur ti tenebitur." 
On the contrary, 3 "Si quis nihil in persona sua mentitus est,
" sed verbis fraudem adhibuit, fallax est magis quam fur tum
" fact, utpura si dixit se locupletem, si in mercem se collo-
" caturum quod accepit, si fideiussores idoneos daturum, vel
" pecuniam confessim se soluturum." It must be observed
that none of these cases, except perhaps the first, quite
comes up to a false pretence of an existing fact. Perhaps
if the case of a complete deception as to some existing fact
other than that of the identity of a person had presented
itself, the Roman lawyers would have held it to be theft.
If so, their law and ours would be nearly coextensive,
though they would not make the distinction which is
made by us between theft and false pretences. The case of
obtaining possession only by fraud and then converting the
property (as where a man gets leave to mount a horse to
try him and rides away) would present no difficulty to a
Roman lawyer, as the riding the horse away would be clearly
"fraudulosa contractatio," though the mounting was not
"invito domino."

It must be observed that the words "invito domino" were
construed so strictly by some Roman lawyers, that the question
was raised at all events, whether, if a man gave up his pro-
erty to a robber upon threats, the property was stolen? 
Labes says, 4 "Si quis cum seiret quid sibi surripi non pro-
hibuit non potest fur ti agere. Paulus imo contra, Nam si

1 Dig. 119. 2, 43. 2 Jb. 2, 52, 21. 
3 Jb. 2, 43, 8. 4 Jb. 2, 91.
ROMAN AND ENGLISH LAW OF THEFT.

Chap. II. "quis se sit sibi rapi, et quia non potest prohibere quievit furti 
agere potest."

The Roman and the English law on the subject of the possession of stolen property is not dissimilar, though many of the fictions which have been introduced into English law in order to evade the consequences of the rule, that a wrongful taking is always necessary in larceny, are dispensed with in Roman law by the more reasonable doctrine of "contractatio."

In order that a thing might be stolen it was necessary by Roman law that it should be in the possession of some person, or that some one should intend to possess it. Things which had been abandoned by the owner, or which had never been reduced into possession, could not be stolen. 1 "Quodsi dominus 
"quid dereliquit furtum non fit ejus, etiamsi ego furandi
"animum habuero. Nec enim furtum fit nisi sit cui fiat?"

"si apes fors in arbore fundi tui apes fecerint, si quas cas
"vel favum abstulerit eum non teneri tibi furti, quia non
" fuerint tua; easque constat captarum terrae mari coelo
"numero esse."

The Roman and the English law agree in some particulars as to the persons by whom theft can be committed.

Married persons could not steal from each other, nor was a married person guilty of theft who helped some one else to steal from his wife or husband.

Joint owners could by the Roman law steal from each other, "Si socius communis rei furtum fecerit (potest enim 
"communis rei furtum facere) indubitale dicendum est furti
"actionem competere." This is the precise equivalent of
Mr. Russell Gurney’s Act, 31 & 32 Vic. c. 116, s. 1.

The English rule of evidence as to recent possession was also recognised by the Romans. Thus in the Sixth Book of the Code Tit. ii. v., it is said, "Civile est quod [a t] adverse-
"sarius tuus exiguit: ut rei quod apud te fuisse fateris
"exhibeas venditorem, nam a transmune et ignoto te emisse
"dicere non convenit volenti evitare alienam bona viro sus-
picionem." "You ought to produce the person who you 
say sold you what you own you had, for no one who has

1 Dig. xlvii. 2, 43, 5.  2 Ib. 2, 28.  3 Ib. 2, 45.
"any regard for his character for honesty will say he bought it from a man in the road whom he did not know." This statement is often made in English courts, but as a rule by those who can hardly expect "evitare alienam bona viro suspicionem."

Besides the common action of theft there were several subordinate actions which provided for analogous wrongs. They were as follows:

De Tionic Juncto.—This was an action as old as the laws of the Twelve Tables providing a special remedy in the case of materials stolen and used up in erecting buildings, or scaffolds for vines. A distinction was made between this and other cases, "ne vel edificia sub hoc pretexit diruantur, vel vinearum cultura turbetur."

Si Qui Testamento Liberi.—This was a special action to provide for the case of a slave whose master had left him his liberty, and who, in the interval between the testator's death and the heir's succession fraudulently disposed of anything to which the heir would have a right when he succeeded to the inheritance. The necessity for such an action arose from the singular doctrines of the Roman law as to slavery and as to inheritance. During the interval after his master's death the slave was the property of the fictitious person, the inheritance itself. As soon as the heir succeeded the slave became free under the will. On attaining his freedom he was no longer punishable as a slave, and till he attained it he was not punishable as a free man. He could not therefore be punished in any way for what he did whilst he was a slave to the inheritance. The prætor's edict remedied this defect. ¹ "Naturæ sequum est non esse impunitum cum qui hic spe audacior factus est quia neque ut servum se coerceri posse intelligit, spe imminen-tis libertatis, neque ut liberum damnari, quia hereditati furtum fecit, hoc est dominæ. Dominus aetern dominare non possunt haberi furti actionem cum servo suo quanvis postea ad libertatem pervenerit."

The necessity which formerly existed for laying the property of the goods of a deceased person in the bishop of the

¹ Dig. xlvii. 8.
² Dei, 4, 1.
diocese, and now in the judge of the Court of Probate, in
prosecutions for stealing such goods before administration was
taken out, has a sort of vague similarity to this proceeding.

Further Adversus Nautas, Cauponæs, Stabularius.—
1 This was an action which lay against ship-masters, inn-
keepers, and stable-keepers, for thefts committed by per-
sons in their employ. "The master ought to answer for
"what is done by his sailors, whether they are free or slaves."
This is right because he employs them at his own risk, but
he is answerable only for injuries done by them on board his
ship; if they do injury elsewhere he is not answerable for it.
If he says beforehand that each of the passengers is to look
after his own property, and that he (the master) will not be
answerable for loss, and if the passengers agree he is not
answerable. The master might free himself from responsibility
as regarded the acts of his slave by giving up the slave in
satisfaction (nöxe dedendo), but his responsibility for the
fault of a free man employed by him was absauta. Ulpian
speculates on the reason of this. 9 "Cur ergo non exercitor
"condemnatur qui servum tam malum in nave admissit? Et
"cur liberi hominis nomine tenetur in solidum, servi vero
"non tenetur? Nisi forte idecirco, quod liberum quidem
"hominem adhibens, statuere debuit de eo qualis esset, in
"servo vero non ignoscendum sit ei quasi in domestico malo,
"si noxae dedere paratus sit. Si autem alienum adhibuit
"servum quasi in libero tenebitur."

2 The title "Si familia furtum fecisse dicitur," throws
further light on the responsibility of masters for the thefts
and other offences of their slaves. The title goes into con-
siderable detail, but it will be enough to say that masters
were allowed as a matter of privilege to pay for damage done
by their slaves, instead of being obliged to give them up by
way of compensation, unless the injury done was done with
the master's assent.

Addorum Furtum Cesarum.—4 This was a special action
for damage short of theft to growing trees.

Vi Bonus Raptorum et de Turba et de Incen-
dio, Ruina, Naufragio, Rate, Nave Expugnata.—5 These

1 Dig. xlvii. 5.  2 5. 5.  3 5. 6.  4 5. 7.  5 5. 8 & 9.
titles relate to civil remedies for acts which amounted to the crime of "vis publica" or "privata," and of arson ("incendium"). Incidentally, however, several Senatus Consulta are mentioned which treat particular acts connected with wrecks and fires as crimes. Some of these are very like English Acts of Parliament. Thus: ¹ "Senatus consulto cavetur eos quorum fraude aut concilio naufragi suppressi per vim fuissent ne navi vel iis periclitantibus opulentur logis Corneli" esse dicariis latas est pennis afflictionem." Compare with this 24 & 25 Vic. c. 100, s. 17, which renders liable to penal servitude for life every one who "prevents or impedes any person being on board of, or having quitted any ship or vessel in distress, wrecked, stranded, or cast on shore, in his endeavour to save his life, or prevents or impedes any person in his endeavour to save the life of any person so situated."

INJURIA.—The 10th title of the 47th book of the Digest is headed "De injurias et libellis famosis." The expression "injuria" in Roman law was nearly as vague a word as the expression "wrong" or "tort" in our own, for, in the wider sense, it included ² "omne quod non jure fit," and in the narrower "contumelia," or "damnnum culpare datum." There are, however, four special heads of "injuria" referred to in the Digest, namely, injuries to the person, to dignity, to reputation, and to liberty. Injuries to the person consisted not only in blows, but in threatening gestures, and included the case of administering anything hurtful to the mind, ³ "si quis mentem alienius medicamento abuse quo alienaverit."

An injury to "dignity" was apparently confined to a single case: ⁴ "Ad dignitatem cum comes matrones abducit." According to Roman manners, matrons were always accompanied in public by some person who acted the part, as we should say, of a chaperon. To cause such a person to desert his mistress was "injuria ad dignitatem pertinens." If the offender went a step further his act was "injuria ad infamiam pertinens," that is to say, if he paid attentions to any person the object of which was ⁵ "ut ex pudico

¹ Dig. xlvii. 2, 3, 8. ² Jb. 10, 1. ³ Jb. 10, 1, 2. ⁴ Jb. 16, 16. ⁵ Jb. 10, 10.
The special example given is, "Si quis mulierem appellaverit," and the word "appellare" is defined thus: "blandà eratone alius pudicitiam addentare." "Hoc," observes Ulpian, "non est convicium facere sed adversus bonos mores attentare." The offence seems to have been rather more extensive than the solicitation of chastity, which was, and theoretically still is, an ecclesiastical offence in England. Mere following a woman about was "injuria." "Quam quis honestam mulierem adsectatur. . . Assectatur qui tacitus sequitur sequitur." Such attentions, however, must be "contra bonos mores." Ulpian is careful to explain that a man "non statim in eodem incidunt, Si quis colludendo gratia id facit."

The law of libel and slander was in a very imperfectly developed state at the time when the Digest was compiled. The following texts show that defamation, whether written or verbal, was regarded as an instance of "injuria," and that the truth of a defamatory statement was a justification for it. "Si quis librum ad infamiam alius pertinentem scririt, composuerit, ediderit, dolue malo facerit quo quid eorum fieret, etiam si alius nomine ediderit vel sive nomine, ut de ea re agere liceret."

"Convicium" was a form of "injuria." "Convicium" is said to exist in the "collatio vocum." "Cum enim in unum complures voces conferuntur convicium appellatur quasi convicium."

In order, however, to be a "convicium," the "vociferatio" must be "adversus bonos mores," and "ad infamiam vel invidiam aliusurus." Not only he who himself vociferates, but he who stirred up others to vociferation, committed the offence, and if the defamatory matter was uttered publicly "in cetero" it was "convicium," whether it was said by one person or by more persons than one. Defamatory matter spoken in private, "convicium non proprium dicitur, sed in famam causa dicitur."

The commonest form of defamation at that time appears to have been by symbolical actions, "as by wearing mourning, or
going about unshorn, or with loose hair, as a protest against the oppression of the person defamed.

The question of justification is dealt with in these few very inadequate words of Paulus: ¹ "Eum qui nocentem infamavit " non esse bonum aquum ob eam rem condemnari, peccata " enim nocentium nota esse et eportere et expedire."

"Injuriam" might in some cases be committed by trespassers on property, as for instance by breaking into a dwelling-house, or entering upon land. ² "Divus Pius sacripit ita " rescripsit: non est (rationi) consentaneum ut per aliquem " prædia invitis dominis sacripit faciat."
So it was "injuriam" to make your neighbour's room smoke. ³ "Si " inferiorum dominus sedem superioris vicini fumigandi " cauæ fumum faceret," but as to this there was some doubt.

IV. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

It would be foreign to my purpose to try to describe the criminal procedure of the Romans under the Republic, or to specify the numerous changes which were made at different times in the constitution and powers of the various tribunals of a criminal jurisdiction. The only form in which the system can have influenced our own criminal law, is that which it assumed under the Empire. It is still possible to give a pretty full outline of the system which probably prevailed there when Britain was a Roman province.

⁴ In the days of Constantine the Empire was divided as follows:—

1. There were four pretorian prefects, namely, the prefect of the East, who governed Eastern Africa, Syria, and Asia Minor; the prefect of Illyricum, who governed the whole of the South-East of Europe; the prefect of Italy, who governed Italy, the South-West of Germany, and Western Africa; and the prefect of the Gauls, who governed Gaul, Spain, and Britain. Rome and Constantinople, with their respective territories, were excluded from these prefectures, and were under municipal prefects of their own.

These prefectures were divided into thirteen dioceses,

¹ Dig. xlvi. 10, 15. ² Dig. xlvi. 10, 44. ³ Pothier, iv. 563. ⁴ Gibbon, ch. xvii.
namely, 1. The East; 2. Egypt; 3. Ariana; 4. Pontica; 5. Thrace; 6. Macedonia; 7. Dacia; 8. Pannonia; 9. Italy; 10. Africa; 11. Gaul; 12. Spain; 13. Britain. Each of these was under a vicar or vice-prefect, except Egypt, the ruler of which was called the Augustal Prefect, and the East, the prefect of which was called the Count of the East. The dioceses were divided into 116 provinces, of which 3 were governed by proconsuls, 37 by consuls, 5 by correctors, and 71 by presidents. They are commonly called by the name of praeses in the Digest. Each province was composed of a number of cities greater or lesser with their territoria. The cities were of different ranks, some being colonies and others municipia, but each had their own magistrates. Through the territoria were distributed stationarii milites or policemen, who were under military organization, the superintendents being called centurions or centenarii. The stationarii were subject to a superior officer called princeps pacis, or eirenarcha—a word which it is impossible not to translate by justice of the peace. This organization of the Roman Empire corresponds with curious exactness to the organization of the British Empire in India, and especially in Northern India. India would have constituted a fifth prefecture, much larger than either of the others, or indeed than any two of them, but governed in much the same way. The Praetorian Prefect would answer precisely to the Governor-General, the Vicars to the Governors, Lieutenant-Governors, and Chief Commissioners of the different Indian provinces. The rulers of the Roman provinces would answer to the commissioners of divisions. The civitas with its territorium would correspond to a district. The officers of the civitas differed widely from the Indian magistrate of the district and his subordinates, as they were natives of their city, and permanent residents in it; but the eirenarcha or princeps pacis discharged some of the duties of the magistrate of the district, and the milites stationarii, with their decurions and centurions, answered precisely to the thanaudars, or officers in charge of police stations.

There were two modes of prosecuting crimes, public prosecutions and private prosecutions. Of these the private
PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE EMPIRE.

prosecutions have left the strongest traces in history, as the great political cases which occur in the early history of Rome, and of some of which the speeches of Cicero are monuments, were for the most part prosecuted in this manner. Public prosecutions as carried on under the Empire were no doubt the ordinary course for the administration of justice, and as the trials which took place attracted comparatively little attention, and left no monuments behind them, the whole subject has fallen into oblivion. As, however, if any part of the Roman system influenced our own institutions it must have been this, I will consider it first.

PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE EMPIRE.—1 When a crime was committed which disturbed the public peace, it was the duty of the miles stationarii to apprehend the suspected persons, and to carry them before the eirenarcha, whose duty closely corresponded to that of an English justice of the peace, as may be gathered from the following remarkable passage of Marcian. 2 "Hadrian wrote to Julius "Sondrous, and there are rescripts to the same effect that "the letters of magistrates who send prisoners to the "president as if they were already convicted are not to be "taken as conclusive. A chapter of an order is still extant, "by which Antoninus Pius when President of Asia, enacted "in the form of an edict, that the eirenarchas, when they "apprehended robbers, should question them about their "accomplices and receivers, and send their examination "inclosed in a letter" (also called elogium), "and sealed up "for the information of the President. Persons sent up "with an "elogium" are to have a full trial" (ex integro "audienti), "although they have been sent with a letter from "the eirenarcha, or even brought by him. So too, both Pius "and other princes ordered that even those who were "reported for punishment 4 are to be tried, not as if they "were convicted, but from the beginning if there is any one

1 The chief authorities for this are Pothier's preface to the 47th book of the Digest, and Godfrey's Parallels to the Ninth Book of the Theodosian Code.
2 Dig. xlviii. 5, 6.
3 They were called "elogium," "notoria," or "notaria."
4 "Qui requirendi annotati sunt."
Chap. II. "To accuse them. Therefore, whoever tries them ought to "send for the eirenarcha and require him to prove the "contents of his report. If he has done it diligently and "faithfully he must be 1 commended; if he has acted hastily "and 2 without careful inquiry, it must be officially noted that "the eirenarcha acted hastily, but if it appears that he ques-
tioned" (probably tortured) "the defendant maliciously, "or reported what was not said as if it had been said, the "eirenarcha, is to be punished for the sake of example, so as "to prevent other things of the same sort in future."

This remarkable passage provides us with an outline of the procedure adopted in common cases of crime. The miles stationarius or his inferior officer arrests. The eiren-
archa holds a preliminary investigation (probably with the aid of torture) and commits for trial (as we know from other texts referred to below) to the prison of the civitas, which may perhaps be described as the county town, of the territo-
rium in which the offence was committed. He acts to some extent as a public prosecutor, as English justices did in the days of the Stuarts, and as Indian magistrates still do in many cases. The trial took place before the presses, who, like Indian Commissioners of Divisions in some parts of India, and till lately throughout all Northern India, exercised the powers of a judge of assize, and made a circuit to the different civitates in order to dispose of the business. The presses, as the passage under consideration shows, had before him the eirenarcha's report, and copies of the de-
positions just as an English judge of assize has the depositions taken before the magistrate. The presses seems to have exercised over the eirenarcha and his preliminary procedure a greater degree of discipline and superintendence than is exercised by any one over an English justice, or even over an Indian magistrate, subject though the latter is to an exceedingly strict system both of appeal and supervision.

Private Prosecutions under the Empire.—Crimes might be prosecuted under the Empire as well as under the Republic by a private prosecutor. In such cases the procedure closely resembled that which was pursued in

1 Qu. "confirmed." 2 Non exquisitis argumentis.
purely civil actions, indeed, the action for a *privatum delictum*—for instance, a prosecution for a common theft differed from other civil actions only as such actions differed from each other.

With regard to accusations of public crimes by private persons, the system was as follows:

Any one might act as an accuser except women, minors, soldiers, persons convicted of crime, and some others. These excepted persons however, might prosecute in cases in which they were interested. "Si suam injuriam exequantur mortemve propinquorum defendant ab accusatione non excluduntur."

All persons except the prseses of the province during his tenure of office, and *magistrates* absent in good faith on public duties, were liable to accusation.

Under the Empire the accusation was made at Rome before the prefect of the city, and in the provinces before the prseses. In each case the judge took cognizance of crimes committed within his district.

The accuser cited the accused before the prseses, and obtained the leave of the prseses to prosecute. The parties appeared before the judge. The accuser took an oath that his accusation was not calumnious, and stated the nature of his accusation. If the accused did not deny its truth he was held to have pleaded guilty. If he denied it his name was entered on a register of accused persons, and the accuser filed an indictment—*libellus*. The form was thus:

"Consul et dies. Apud illum prætorem vel praesulem "Lucius-Titius professus est se Mæviam lege Julia de Adulteris ream deforre, quod dicat eam cum Gaio Leo in "civitate illâ, domo illius, mense illo, consulibus illis, adulterium commississe." It was we are told necessary to state the place, person, and month of the offence, but not the day or hour. Aggravations of the offence were to be stated in the libel, and it was to be signed by the accuser, who was liable to the penalty of retaliation if his accusation failed. If this provision was acted upon it must practically have put a stop to private accusations, but there is some evidence that the *pena*

1 Dig. xlviii. 2, 11.  
2 Jb. 2, 12.  
3 Pothier, iv. 897.  
4 Dig. xlviii. 2, 8.  
5 Cooke's *Romans in Britain*, 807, 808.
chap. ii. tawions was practically only a penalty which might be reduced by the judge in his discretion to a money fine.

The indictment might apparently be amended if an extension of time was allowed by the judge for that purpose.

The accuser was also bound over to prosecute, and if he did not appear he was not only liable to be punished in the discretion of the judge, but had to pay all the defendant’s costs, including his travelling expenses.

A day was then fixed for the judicium, and under the Republic judices were appointed, a proceeding which had some resemblance to the appointment of a jury. It is difficult to say how long this system lasted, or who the judices were, especially under the Empire.

The Trial.—The court being constituted, a certain time was allowed for the production of witnesses and documents, the witnesses being liable to be both examined in chief and cross-examined. It is difficult to say whether each side was allowed to call witnesses to facts. Pothier’s opinion, founded on a passage of Quintilian, is that both sides might call witnesses, but that the prosecutor only could compel their attendance. The following is the passage from Quintilian:

"Duo genera sunt testium, aut voluntariorum, aut corum qui quis judex in publicis judiciis lege denuntiari solet, quorum altero utraque pars utitur, alterum accusatoribus tantum concessum est."

That either party to a criminal prosecution should be debarred from calling witnesses is so repugnant to our conceptions of justice, that it seems at first difficult to imagine that such could ever have been the rule under any moderately civilized system. It will, however, be shown hereafter that trial by jury in its original form dispensed with witnesses altogether; that under the civil law as administered all over the Continent down to recent times the prosecutor only could call witnesses; and that in England the prisoner’s right to call witnesses upon equal terms with the Crown was not established till the reign of Queen Anne. * After the examination of the witnesses was

1 Just. v. 7.
2 See pp. 349-53, infra.
3 Mr. Trollope, in his interesting Life of Cicero, observes that the prisoner
complete, the parties or their counsel (patroni) made speeches, of the character of which much may be learnt from Cicero's orations, and from Quintilian's Institutes, but of which nothing need be said here. The accused was allowed to call witnesses to character (laudatores). Finally, the decision was given, at the time when judges were appointed, by the vote of the judices by ballot, afterwards probably, or in cases where there were no judices, by the prases.

If the accused was acquitted the accuser might be convicted of calumny if the judge thought he had brought his accusation from improper motives. "Non utique qui non probat quod intendit protinus calumniari videtur. Nam "ejus rei inquisitio arbitrio cognoscentis committitur qui reo "absoluto, de accusatoris incipit consilio querere qua mente "ductus ad accusationem processit et si quidem justum "errorem repeririit absolvit eum; si vero in evidenti calumnia "eum deprehenderit legitimam ponam ei irrogat." The original punishment for calumny was branding the offender with a K on the face. Constantine enacted that instead of the face the hands and calves of the legs should be branded. The calumniator was also subjected to retaliation.

TORTURE.—The only further observation I have to make upon the Roman criminal procedure, relates to the use of torture. It formed an essential part of the procedure under the Empire, though the Digest contains passages which show that it was used with caution, and reserved in most cases for slaves. An edict of Augustus still remains which lays down a general principle on the subject: "Questiones neque "semper in omni causa et personâ desiderari debere arbitrâr. "Et quum capita aliqua et aetrae mala facina non alteri explorâr et investigâri possunt quam per servorum questiones; "efficacissimae eas esse ad requendam veritatem existimâ "et habendâ censeo."

The commonest case for the application of torture was that was not allowed to call witnesses. He allows me to say that his opinion, formed after a careful study of Cicero's orations, is that, whatever the law upon the subject may have been, there are no traces in the orations of any accused person having actually done so. I have not myself studied them from this point of view.

1 Pothier, iv. 596.  2 Dig. xlvii. 16, 3, 1.  3 B. 18, 8.
TORTURE OF SLAVES AND OTHERS.

CHAP. II. of slaves who were liable to be tortured when their owners were suspected of offences. 1 "Ad tormenta servorum ita "dumum venire oportere cum suspectas est reus, et aliis "argumentis ita probationi admovetur ut sola confessio "servorum deesse videatur." The accused himself might however be tortured, and that repeatedly, if the evidence against him was strong, but not otherwise. 2 "Reus eviden- "tieriabilis argumentis oppressus repeti in questionem petet, "maxime si in tormenta animum corpusque duraverit. In "et causâ in quâ nullus reus argumentis urgetur tormenta "non facile adhibenda sunt; sed instandum accusatori ut id "quod intendant comprobet atque convincat." 3 The torturer was not to ask leading questions, "Qui questionem habiturus "est non debet specialiter interrogare an Lucius Titius homi- "cidendum fecerit, sed generaliter quis id fecerit, alterum enim "magis suggerentis quam requiritis videtur." The evidence obtained by torture was to be received with caution. 4 "Ques- "tioni fidem non semper nec tamen munquam habendam : "constitutionibus declaratur. Etenim res est fragilis et "periculosa et que veritatem fallat. Nam plerique patientia "sive darium tormentorum ita tormenta contemnunt ut ex- "primi iiis veritas nullo modo possit: alii tanta sunt "impatientia ut quovis mendiri quam pati tormenta volint ; "ita fit ut etiam vario modo fatuat ur ut non tantium "se verum etiam alios comminentur."

Such was the Roman law as to the definition of crimes, and the procedure for their punishment. It exercised greater or less influence on the corresponding part of the law of every nation in Europe, though in all it was far more deeply and widely modified by legislation than any other part of the Roman jurisprudence. Perhaps it was preserved with less alteration in Holland than elsewhere, as may be seen by reference to Grolius and Voet's commentary. It still retains a sort of vitality in the colonies conquered by England from the Dutch, though in Holland, as in other parts of the Continent of Europe, it has been superseded by more modern legislation.

3 Dig. xvi. 18, 1, 1. 4 Dig. xvi. 18, 1, 23. 5 Dig. xvi. 18, 1, 1.
How far the system described in the Digest was ever in force in England is a problem which I suppose can never be solved. The German conquest took place in the fifth century, the Roman forces having been finally withdrawn in 409 (Gibbon, ch. xxxi.). The Theodosian Code was compiled not long afterwards, and the Digest as we have it, between 530 and 553. As, however, they were both founded on the existing law of the Roman Empire, and as there is no reason to suppose that Britain was treated differently from the other provinces, it is natural to suppose that the system described above obtained here as well as elsewhere. Whether any portion of it survived the German conquest, and so influenced the earlier and ultimately the existing English law is a question of purely antiquarian interest. In the laws made before the Conquest some expressions occur which have been taken from the Roman Law, but the important influence of Roman upon English law was exercised through the founders of the English common law long after the Norman conquest. Glanvillle and Bracton, but especially Bracton, are full of references to it, and indeed derived most of their definitions and principles directly from it, although it had little or no assignable influence on the modes of procedure. These were derived from other sources.

It is observed with great truth by ¹ Rossi that there is a close analogy between the manner in which Roman and English laws were developed. In each the system in its origin consisted of crude and vague definitions gradually manipulated into a sort of system by legislation, especially by judicial legislation. The English system has at the present day had a history of about 600 years, if we take Bracton as the earliest writer who can now be regarded as in any sense an authority. The interval between the Twelve Tables and the compilations of Justinian was about a thousand years; but legislation was resorted to much more extensively, and at a much earlier date in the history of the Roman criminal law than in the history of our own. The various leges Julianae may be not at all unfairly compared to the Consolidation Acts of 1861, and they were passed about three centuries after the

¹ Traité du Droit Pénal, p. 49.
legislation contained in the Twelve Tables. I do not think that the Roman criminal law, as stated in the authorities from which the preceding account has been extracted, contains anything which can justify the loose popular notion that Roman law is peculiarly complete and scientific. In the absence of the text of the laws themselves, it is difficult to form an opinion on the subject; but it would be idle to compare the heap of extracts collected in the Digest, and thrown together with no arrangement whatever, even with so clumsy a compilation as Russell on Crimes. It is infinitely less copious. It does not go into anything like such full detail, and it is certainly not better arranged, though Russell on Crimes is arranged exceedingly ill. The notion of extracting from the works of the jurists a set of definite, well stated, and duly qualified principles, and arranging them in their natural order in a complete coherent system, does not appear to have presented itself to Tribonian and his assistants, any more than it has to the great mass of writers on English law. There is a close resemblance between the two systems, and a resemblance all the more curious and interesting because the direct effect of the earlier on the later system, though still traceable, was small, but the resemblance is to be traced at least as distinctly in the defects of the two systems as in their merits.
CHAPTER III.

EARLY ENGLISH CRIMINAL LAW.

It is a matter of great difficulty, indeed I think it would be impossible, to give a full and systematic account of the criminal law which prevailed in England in early times. The original authorities are scanty, and all presume the existence of the very knowledge of which we are in search. Both the laws of the early kings and our own statute book presuppose knowledge of an unwritten law. Our own unwritten law can still be ascertained, but such parts of the earlier law as were not written have absolutely disappeared. The collection of Ancient Laws and Institutes of England, published by Mr. Thorpe, under the direction of the Record Commissioners, contains in all forty-seven sets of laws, or partly ecclesiastical, partly secular statutes, bearing the names of fourteen different rulers. Of these the Leges Henrici Primi, though the least authentic, are, perhaps, the most instructive. They are obviously a compilation made in the time of Henry I., by some private person, of the laws then in force, or supposed to be in force, among the English. They form a sort of digest, collecting into one body many things to be found in the earlier enactments, as well as a good deal of matter which is not to be found there, but is, at all events in many places, extracted from the Civil and Canon law. It also contains several express references to the Salic Law, and the

law of the Riparian Franks. It is a slovenly composition, full of inconsistencies, repetitions, and distinctions unnecessary in themselves, and forgotten as soon as they are made. With all its defects, however, the work probably gives us better means than any other now extant of forming an opinion as to the nature of law amongst the early English. The general impression which it makes is that they had an abundance of customs and laws sufficiently well ascertained for practical purposes, but that when anything in the nature of a legal principle or definition was required they were quite at the mercy of any one whom they respected as a learned man, and who was prepared to lay down any such principle or definition upon or without any authority whatever. Roman law must have been the source from which such definitions and principles were drawn, because no other was then in existence. At what time, by whom, in what degree these principles and definitions were first introduced, how far locally they extended, how far they varied, are questions which will probably never be answered, and are of no importance.  

The laws of the different kings closely resemble each other in their general outline. Indeed, they are, to a great extent, re-enactments of each other, with additions and

---

1 The laws of Edward the Confessor were collected, as their title states, in the fourth year after the Conquest, when William "Fecit summonitri per universam partem comitatum Anglorum nobilis septentes, et in lege salut creditit ut secum constructidines ab ipsa auditur."  

2 There is a work called the Mirror, which has been regarded as throwing light on the principles and definitions of the early English laws, and as showing that they were of Roman origin. It certainly is a curious book, but I cannot myself attach much importance to it. It was written not earlier than 12 Edw. 1 (A.D. 1326), as it refers to a statute passed in that year, but it contains all sorts of assertions about Alfred, and in particular a specification of forty judges, whom he is said to have hanged as murderers, for putting different people to death unjustly. It also contains a number of what perhaps be indictments, or rather appeals, as the author calls them. It is difficult, to me at least, to understand how the assertions of a writer of the end of the thirteenth century, who gives no authorities, can be regarded as of any weight about the details of transactions said to have occurred 400 years before, and which are noticed by no one else. Alfred's laws do not even mention judges, nor do they in any respect conform the strange assertions of the Mirror. My conjecture would be that the part of the Mirror which relates to the laws of Alfred, &c., is simply an invention. One of the author's objects was to protest against judicial corruption and other abuses of his time, and the assertion that Alfred executed forty specified judges for specified offences was probably made as a suggestion as to what ought to be. See some remarks on this book by Sir F. Palgrave, II., etc.
variations; and most of them contain a greater or less admixture of moral and religious exhortation. The laws of Alfred, for instance, begin with the Ten Commandments, an adaptation of considerable parts of Exodus, extracts from the Acts, and a historical statement as to the diffusion of Christianity.

To extract anything complete or systematic from such materials is obviously impossible. There is, indeed, an abundant supply of modern literature upon the subject, but it is impossible to read it without perceiving that the results arrived at are, to a great extent, conjectural, and that the most learned and acute writers have frequently given to the public rather proofs of their own learning, industry, and ingenuity, than definite information. Moreover, questions about the early English, which bear upon the origin of the popular parts of our government, parliament, and trial by jury, have been debated with no small share of the heat which attaches to all political controversy.

I. EARLY ENGLISH CRIMES.

Pursuing the division of the subject already adopted, I will first describe, as well as I can, the early English doctrines on the subject of crimes, and next the system of criminal procedure then in force.

So far as I have been able to discover there are hardly any definitions of crimes in the early laws, but they contain provisions of one sort or another about a large proportion of the offences which would be defined in a modern criminal code.

The following are the principal offences against the Government referred to in the laws. 1 "Plotting against the "king's life, of himself, or by harbouring of exiles or of "his men." 2 "Plotting against a lord." 3 Fighting in a "church, or, in the king's house." 4 "Breaking the king's

1 Alfred 4; Thorpe, i. 68.
2 Ethelred, viii. 2; Thorpe, i. 331; Cnut, 60; Thorpe, i. 409.
3 This is mentioned in nearly all the laws, e.g. Ethelred, viii. 11; Thorpe, i. 331; Cnut, 12; Thorpe, i. 333.
ANGLO-SAXON CRIMES.

CHAP. III. "peace (frith, or gríth) or protection (mund-bryco)." 1 In several of the laws there is mention of overseunesse or ofehynes. This seems to have been a general expression, including whatever we should call contempt, and also disobedience to lawful authority, especially by public officers. 2 Thus, "Qui justum judicium ordinabilitur habitum et legitime reddittum improbaverit overseunesse Jut. discetur L. sol. in Westsaxa, si erga comitem XL sol. &c." 3 Si quis a justicia regis implacatus ad consilium exorit, "et ad inculpacionem non responderit XX. marce vel over- senesse regis culpa sit."

Of offences against public justice 4 perjury is mentioned on several occasions. Offences against religion and morals are dealt with at length in the ecclesiastical ordinances, but they are also mentioned frequently in the secular ordinances. Heathenism is thus defined: 5 "Heathenism is that men worship idols, that is, they worship heathen gods and the sun, or the moon, fire or rivers, water-wells or stones, or forest trees of any kind." Many of the laws contain provisions as to different forms of unchastity, adultery, incest and even simple fornication. 6 By a law of Cnut's a woman was to "forfeit both nose and ears" for adultery. 7 Procuring abortion seems to have been regarded as an ecclesiastical offence only. 8 Some provisions occur as to witchcraft, and "making offerings to devils." The only offence at all resembling a public nuisance which I have noticed is Stredoreche, which is thus defined in the Leges Henrici Primi: 9 "Stredoreche est si quis viam frangat concludendo, vel avertendo, vel fodiendo."

Offences against the persons of individuals are most minutely provided for by some of the laws, which contain provisions as to homicide, different kinds of wounds, rape, and indecent assaults. The definitions of these offences are assumed, but there are a few passages which to some extent recognize a distinction analogous to ours

1 Thorse, i. 537; Hen. i, xxxiv. 3; Thorse, i. 551, 593; Hen. i, liii. 1; lxxvii. 5.
2 Thorse, i. 587.
3 Thorse, i. 585; Hen. i, xlviii. 1.
4 Bede, 8; Eth. v. 55; vi. 35, &c. Hen. i, vi. 8; Thorse, i. 521.
5 Cnut, ii; Thorse, i. 379, and see Edward and Guthrum 2; Thorse, i. 169.
6 Cnut, i; Thorse, i. 407.
7 Hen. i, lxx. 15; Thorse, i. 574.
8 Wilht. 12, 13, &c.; Thorse, i. 41.
9 lxxx. 5; Thorse, i. 886.
between murder and killing by negligence. The distinction between murder and manslaughter, as we now understand it, is, I think, much more modern. The laws of Alfred embody the provisions of Exodus xxii. 12—15. They also provide for cases of accident or negligence. 1 If "at their common work one man slay another unwilfully, "let the tree be given to the kindred, and let them have "it off the land within xxx. days, or let him take "possession of it that owns the wood"—a provision which assumes that the commonest case of accidental death was the falling of timber. 2 "If a man have a spear over his shoulder and any man stake himself upon it that he "(the man with the spear) "pay the were" (compensation to the party) "without the wite" (the fine to the king). 2 So in the laws of Henry I. it is laid down as a general principle that "qui iniuriant peccat scienter amendet," for which reason, if any one accidentally kills another in any game or exercise, or frightens a person so that he runs away and falls and so is killed, the person causing the death is to pay the were. Some obvious cases of justifiable homicide are also mentioned. One is remarkable because it affords a clear instance of the process by which Roman law found its way in particular cases into English law. 4 "Pugnare potest homo contra cum quem "cum despensa sibi uxore post secundam et tertiam pro- "hibitionem clausis hostiis et sub una cooptura inveniet." 5 This is obviously adopted from the provision in the novel cxvii. already noticed. A vague attempt is made in the Leges Henrici Primi to define homicide, but the writer arrives only at a tolerable classification of the degrees of guilt involved. The passage is a good specimen of the work in which it occurs: 6 "Homicidium fit multitius modis, multaque distancia "in se est in causis et in personis. Aliquando autem fit per "cupiditatem, vel contensionem temporalium, fit etiam per "obrietatem, fit per jussionem alicuius, fit etiam pro defen-

1 Alb. 38; Thorpe, i. 71.
2 Alb. 36; Thorpe, i. 85. I omit some obscure expressions as to the shape of the spear. The same law is given more fully, but in several parts indistinctly, in Leg. H. i. 6, ixxxviii.; Thorpe, i. 595.
3 Hen. i, lxxviii.; Thorpe, i. 696. 4 Hen. i, ixxxii. 8; Thorpe, i. 691.
5 See ante, p. 16.
6 Hen. i, lxxii. 1; Thorpe, i. 677.
HOMICIDE.—THEFT.

CHAP. III. "ibi et justicia, de quibus ista meminist beatus Augustinus,
"Si homicidium est hominem occidere, potest aliquando
"accidere sine peccato; nam miles hostem, et judex
"necemtem, et cui forte in vita vel imprudenti telum mutat
"agit, non nisi videntur peccare cum hominem occidunt."
"... 'Fit etiam homicidium casu consilio.'"

The crime of inflicting bodily harm is described in some of the laws with almost surgical minuteness. Of the seventy-seven laws of Alfred, no less than thirty-four define the different injuries which may be inflicted by unlawful violence. Here is one specimen: "If the great toe be struck off let twenty shillings be paid him as lost. If it be the second toe, fifteen shillings. If the middle toe, nine shillings. If the fourth toe, six shillings. If the little toe be struck off let five shillings be paid him."

Of offences against property theft is the one most commonly referred to. I have found no definition of it in any of the laws, though I think it may be said to be the subject to which they refer most frequently. Some aggravated forms of the offence are, however, distinguished. Robbery, roburia, is frequently mentioned; but I think no definition of it is given. *Forestel* and *hamsocna* are defined: "Forestel est si quis ex transverso incurrat vel in via expectet et assalliat inimicum suum." It is distinguished from a challenge to fight: "Si post eum expectet vel evocet ut illu reverteretur in eum, non est forestel si se defendat." *Hamsocna* was, no doubt, the earlier form of burglary. "Hamsocna quod domus invasionem Latine sonat fit pluribus modis. Hamsocna est si quis alium in suæ vel alterius domo cum haraido assimilaverit vel persequatur, ut portam vel domum sagittet vel lapidet vel colpum [?] culpan] ostensibilem unde decunque faciat. Hamsocna est

---

3 Here follow quotations from Jerome and the Bible.
4 Alb. 64; Thorpe, i. 97.
5 Hen. i., lxxx. 4; Thorpe, i. 586, derived in Thorpe's Glossary from *fore*, before, and *stalæo*, to leap or spring.
6 *Harürdium = heri rata.* The Bavarian laws took a distinction between *her rata* and *hémassocht.* For her rata there must be at least forty-two armed men. If there were less it was *hémassocht* (Thorpe's Glossary). In Ine's laws (15 Thorpe, 45) it is said, "Thieves we call as far as ? men; from vii. to xxxv., a hide; after that it is a heri."
OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY.

"vel hanc fare si quis premeditate ad domum ext ubi suum
hoestem esse siet, et ibi cum invadat in die vel nocte hoc
faciat; et qui aliquem in molinum vel ovile fugientem
prosequitur haesocna adjudicatur. Si in curia vel domo
seditone orta bellum eciam subsequeatur et quivis alium
fugientem in aliam domum infuget, si ibi duo tecta sint
haesocna reputatur. Infinit vel inoscena est quod ab ipsis
qui in domo sunt contubernales agitur."

Of mischievous offences against property burnet or arson
is several times mentioned, but with no detail.

Of fraudulent offences the only one of much importance
or interest is coining. In nearly all the laws the offences
of moneymen are referred to in general terms, and as if they were
well understood.

Such were the crimes known to Anglo-Saxon law. The
punishments appointed for them were either fines or corporal
punishment, which was either death, mutilation, or, in some
cases, flogging. Imprisonment is not, I think, mentioned in
the laws as a punishment, though it is referred to as a way
of securing a person who could not give security. The
fines were called wer, bot, and wite. The wer was a price
set upon a man according to his rank in life. If he was
killed the wer was to be paid to his relations. If he was
convicted of theft he had in some cases to pay the amount
of his wer to his lord, or to the king. If he was outlawed
his sureties (horks) might have to pay his wer.

Bot was compensation to a person injured by a crime. It
might be either at a fixed rate (angild), or at the market
price of the stolen goods (coaf-gild).

Wite was a fine paid to the king or other lord in respect
of an offence.

Speaking generally, all crimes were, on a first conviction,
punishable by wer, bot, and wite; the wer being sometimes
the measure of the bot, or compensation, as where a man
was murdered and compensation had to be made to his

1 Har. i. lxxvi. 9; Thorpe, i. 570, and elsewhere.
2 "If a friendly man or a cousin from afar be so distressed through want
of friends that he has no bork (surety) at the fœcundûlme (first accusation)
let him then submit to prison, and there abide till he goes to God's ordeal,
and hence let him fare as he may."—Cnut, ii. 26; Thorpe, i. 287.
relations; and at other times the measure of the *wicce*, as when
the thief, being outlawed, his sureties had to pay his *wer* to
the king or lord. A great part of many of the laws is
taken up by provisions fixing the amount of the *wer* of dif-
ferent classes of people, and the *bot* due in particular cases.
1 The *wer* is mentioned both in the laws of the Conqueror
and in the *Leges Henrici Primi*, and it also appears in
Henry I’s Charter to the citizens of London.

After a previous conviction *bot* might no longer be made.
4 "At the first time let him make *bot* to the accuser, and to
the lord his *wer*, and let him give true *borhs* that he will
hereafter abstain from all evil. And at the second time let
there be no other *bot* than the head."

A certain number of cases were *bot*-less or inexpiable—
and the punishment for them was death or mutilation on
the first offence.

A passage in the *Leges Henrici Primi* gives a classifi-
cation of crimes according to their punishment. The laws of
Cnut say: 4 "Housebreaking and arson, and open theft, and
open-morth, and treason against a lord are by the secular
*law* *bot*-less." 5 This is repeated in the *Leges Henrici Primi*
with the addition of "offraccio pacis ecclesia vel manus regis
per homicidium."

The punishment upon a second conviction for nearly every
offence was death or mutilation. 6 In Ethelred’s laws it is
said of the accused when ultimately convicted—"let him be
smitten so that his neck break."

The laws of Cnut lay down the principles on which punish-
ment should be administered, and also regulate the practice of
the court. The principle is thus stated: "Though any one sin,

---

1 *De unde ergo pro oculos soluto primo videre x. sol. dextra et remedium
liberti et consanguinei inter se dividant. Peterit autem quis in`speech
advenire equum mecum nullum non aedificatum pro xx. sal. dure et taurum pro
x. sol. et venem pro v. sol.‖ (Will. 1, 7, 9; Thorpe, i. 471.)
2 *Hem. 1, lxvi. is headed "De precio quaesturabut,‖ and begins thus: "Si
home occidentur sicut natas erit persolvatur.‖ (Thorpe, i. 581.)
3 *Et homo exequiarii sum aequo aequiore sedattus non aequa aequa
esse ad c. solidoq; die de quarto quod ad pecuniam pertinent."—Strebee,
*Charters*, 108.
4 Ethel, F. 1; Thorpe, i. 231.
5 Hem. 1, xii.; Thorpe, i. 222.
6 Cant. B. 85; Thorpe, i. 411. "Open
morth" is a contradiction in terms, as the meaning of "morth" is secret
killing. It may perhaps mean a murder after discovery.
7 Hem. 1, xii.; Thorpe, i. 222.
8 Ethel. iii. 4; Thorpe, i. 295.
and deeply foredo himself, let the correction be regulated so that it be becoming before God and tolerable before the world.

And let him who has power of judgment very earnestly bear in mind what he himself desires when he thus says: 'Et dimittte nobis debita nostra sicut et nos dimittimus.' And we command that Christian men be not on any account for altogether too little condemned to death; but rather let gentle punishments be decreed for the benefit of the people; and let not be destroyed for little God's handy-work, and His own purchase which he dearly bought.

The practice of the courts is regulated by the following enactment: — 'That his hands be cut off, or his feet, or both, according as the deed may be. And if he have wrought yet greater wrong, then let his eyes be put out, and his nose, and his ears, and his upper lip be cut off, or let him be scalped; whichever of these those shall counsel whose duty it is to counsel thereupon, so that punishment be inflicted, and also the soul be preserved.'

Capital punishment would seem to have been common after Cnut's time, notwithstanding his cautions against the abuse of it, as William the Conqueror found it necessary to forbid it. His principles differed from Cnut's, though the practical result seems to have been much the same. He says: 'Interdicimus etiam ne quis occidatur vel suspendatur pro aliquo culpae sed enerventur oculi et abscondantur pedes, vel testiculi, vel manus, ita quod truncus remaneat vivus in signum proditionis et nequitiae sua.'

II. EARLY ENGLISH CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

The early English Criminal Procedure was of two kinds; namely, the law of infangthief, a procedure so summary as hardly to deserve the name, and the law of purgation and ordeal (surtheld), a system which formed the first step towards our modern law. It is natural to suppose that the more civilized system gradually encroached upon and superseded the other. In order to explain their relation, it should be remembered that in

1 Will: 3, 17; Thorpe, l. 494.
early times the really efficient check upon crimes of violence was the fear of private vengeance, which rapidly degenerated into private war, blood feuds, and anarchy. The institution of the war in itself implies this. I have described it in connection with the subject of punishment, but it belongs properly to a period when the idea of public punishment for crimes had not yet become familiar; a period when a crime was still regarded to a great extent as an act of war, and in which the object of the law-maker was rather to reconcile antagonists upon established terms than to put down crimes by the establishment of a system of criminal law, as we understand the term.

A few authorities will show the importance of private war in reference to the laws of the early English. In the laws of Alfred it is enacted, 1 "That the man who knows his foe to " be home-sitting fight not before he demand justice of him. " If he have such power that he can beat his foe and " besiege him within let him keep him within for seven " days and attack him not if he will remain within." Several other delays having been provided for, the law proceeds, "if " he will not deliver up his weapons then he may attack " him." Liberal exceptions are allowed to the restrictions imposed by the law upon private war. "With his lord a man " may fight orwige (i.e. without committing war) if any one " attack the lord: thus may the lord fight for his man."

In nearly all the laws provision is made for the breach of the king's, the lord's, or the Church's peace or protection (frith-bryce, mund-bryce) in such a way as to show that peace was an exceptional privilege, liability to war the natural state of things. The King's Peace was extended to particular times and places, or conferred as a favour on particular persons. 2 "Some time after the Conquest all " these special protections were disused: but they were " replaced by a general proclamation of the 'King's Peace,'

1 Alf. 42; Thorpe, i. 91.
2 Fulgrave i. 505. A curious instance occurs in the laws of the Conqueror (xxvi.; Thorpe, i. 479). "In tribus strictis regibus, id est Wateling Street, " Remouge Strath et Fesse" (the French version says "queiro chemise," adding "Hykenuil") " uni bominem per patriam transeatem occidit. " vel insultum fecit, plus regis infringit."
"which was made when the community assented to the accession of the new monarch: and this first proclamation was considered to be in force during the remainder of his life, so as to bring any disturber of the public tranquillity within its penalties. So much importance was attached to the ceremonial act of the proclamation that even in the reign of John, offences committed during the interregnum or period elapsing between the day of the death of the last monarch and the recognition of his successor were unpunishable in those tribunals whose authority was derived from the Crown."

When trial by combat was introduced by William the Conqueror the language used expressly treats it as a modified form of private war. 1 "Si Anglicus homo compelle aliquem Francigenam per bellum, de furto, vel homicidio, vel aliquam re pro qua bellum fieri debeat vel judicium inter duos hominum, habeat plenam licentiam hoc faciendi." Indeed trial by battle was only private war under regulations.

Strongly as these instances illustrate the importance of crime, and the space which it filled in early times, I am not sure that the same inference may not be drawn even more plainly from some isolated rules of the early laws. The laws of Ina establish what we should call a presumption of law as follows: 2 "If a far-coming man or a stranger journey through a wood out of the highway, and neither shout nor blow his horn, he is to be held for a thief, either to be slain or redeemed." Several of the laws provide that if a stranger stayed three days in his host's house the host was to be answerable for him, 3 "Nemo ignotum vel vagamem, ultra triduum absque securitate detineat." These rules are precisely analogous to the ancient identification between a stranger and an enemy as "hostes."

The Law of Summary Execution or Infangthief.—A single step, but still a step, however short, from private

---

1 "Carta Regis Willelmi de appellatis pro aliquo malo. Francus vel Angles." (Wills, 3, 1; Thorpe, 1, 648.)
2 Ina, 20; Thorpe, 1, 117.
3 "Hostis cum apud majorum nostrorum dicatur quem nunc peregrinum dicimus"—Cister de Offida, 1, 12. "Hostis" was itself a euphemism for "perduellion."
INFANT THIEF.

Chap. III.

War and blood feuds is made when people are invested
by law with the right of inflicting summary punishment
on wrongdoers whose offenses injure them personally. To
recognise the right of the injured husband, or owner of prop-
erty, to put the adulterer or thief to death there and then,
is a nearer approach to law than to leave them to fight out
their quarrel subject to a compulsory arbitration ending in
the payment of a prescribed sum.

Of this right of summary execution the Saxon laws are full,
as the following extracts show: "If a thief be seized let
"him perish by death, or let his life be redeemed according
"to his war," say the laws of Ina, meaning apparently that
the thief's fate was to be in the discretion of his captor.
Another of Ina's laws says, "He who slays a thief must
"declare on oath that he slew him offending "not his gild
"brethren." A very obscure law of Ethelstan's begins
thus: "That no thief be spared who may be taken hand-
"habeante above xii. years and above eight pence." The
rest of the law implies that in some cases the thief may be
imprisoned. Another law of the same king implies that
the natural and proper course as to thieves was to kill them.
"If any thief or robber flee to the king or to any church and
"to the bishop, that he have a term of nine days. And if
"he flee to an ealdorman, or an abbot, or a thane, let him

1 A curious modern example of this is to be found in Burman's Travels into Bengal: "In one of our visits about Peshawar" (then, in 1881, an Afghan city), "we had a specimen of justice and Muhammadan retribution. As we
passed the suburbs of the city we discovered a crowd of people, and on a
nearer approach saw the mangled bodies of a man and woman, the former
not quite dead, lying on a dunghill. The crowd instantly surrounded the
chief and our party, and one person stepped forward and represented, in a
trembling attitude, to Sultan Mohammad Khan that he had discovered his
wife in an act of infidelity, and had put both parties to death; he held the
bloody sword in his hands, and described how he had committed the deed.
The chief asked a few questions, which did not occupy him three minutes;
then said, in a loud voice, "You have acted the part of a good Mus-
mudan, and performed a justifiable act." He then moved on, and the crowd
cried out "Hàvà" (Affirem). The man was immediately set at liberty. We
stood by the chief during the investigation, and when it finished he turned
to me and carefully explained the law. "Guilty," added he, "committed an
of Friday is sure to be discovered."—Burman's Travels into Bengal,
i. 28. 84.
2 Ina, 19; Thorpe, i. 111. 3 Ina, 18; Thorpe, i. 113.
4 These obscure words are supposed by Mr. Thorpe to mean that the slayer
must not himself be a thief; "Thieves we call as far as six men," says Ina, 18.
The slayer must not be one of the other six.
5 Ethelw. 1; Thorpe, i. 199. 6 Ethelw. LV; Thorpe, i. 226.
"have a term of three days. And if any one slay him
"within that term then let him (i.e. the slayer) make bot the
"mords-byrz fof him whom he before had fled to" (i.e. pay a
fine for the breach of the protection of the person to whom
the thief had fled). "And flee he (the thief) to such soon
"as be may flee to" (i.e. in whatever jurisdiction he takes
"refuge) "that be be not worthy of his life but as many days
"as we here above have declared, and he who after that
"harbours him (the thief) let him (the harbourer) be worthy
"of the same that the thief may be, unless he can clear
"himself that he knew no guile nor any theft in him."

1 The Judicia Civitatis Lundeniae begin by declaring
"that no thief be spared over xii. pence, and no person over
"xii. years whom we learn according to folkright that he is
"guilty and make no denial; that we slay him and take all
"he has." Many provisions are made as to following thieves
and tracking them, and in the 7th rule it is provided "that
"he who should kill a thief before other men that he be
"12 pence the better for the deed and for the enterprise
"from our common money." There are to be monthly
meetings, at which the persons present are to dine together,
and if it then happened that any men be so strong and so
great "... that they refuse us our right, and stand up in
"defence of a thief ... that we all ride thereto, and avenge
"our wrong and slay the thief, and those who fight and
"stand with him, unless they be willing to depart from him."

2 In the laws of Edward the Confessor elaborate provisions
are made for trying the question whether a person killed as
a thief "injuste interfactus sit, et injuste jacet inter latrones."
If it appears that this is the case the body is to be taken up
and reburied "sicut Christianum," with proper ecclesiastical
ceremonies.

The law of infangthief comes very near to this. It may
indeed be viewed as a particular case of summary execution.

1 See on this document some curious and interesting remarks of Mr. Coote,
intended to show that it contains some rules of a Roman collegium, the object
of which was the recovery of stolen stock and slaves, and the indemnification
of the owners if they could not be recovered.—Romans in Britain, 394, &c.
For the document, see Thorpe, i, 229—248.
2 Edw. Conf. xxxvi.; Thorpe, i, 460.
It was one of the franchises usually conceded to the lords of townships, and is thus defined in the laws of Edward the Confessor: "Justicia cognoscendis latronis sua est, de homine suo si captus fuerit super terram suam." 2 Infang-thief long survived the Conquest, though the exertion of the right was put under restrictions. 3 In the Hundred Rolls which record the results of an inquiry into the whole state of government in England at the beginning of the reign of Edward I, a return is made of the franchises exercised by lords of manors in most of the counties in England, hundred by hundred. These returns show that at that time the franchise of infangthief was common. It soon, however, disappeared. Sir Francis Palgrave says, "In England the records and annals of the law have not furnished any instances of the exercise of infangthief after the reign of Edward III, except in one northern borough, Halifax, where a judicature grounded upon the Anglo-Saxon custom subsisted until a comparatively recent era." Of these modes of punishing crime, Sir F. Palgrave well observes, "Perhaps the name of legal procedure can scarcely be given with propriety to these plain and speedy modes of administering justice: they are acts deduced from the mere exercise of the passions natural to man, and the law consists only in the restrictions by which the power of self-protection and defence were prevented from degenerating into wanton and unprompted cruelty."

Police Organisation, Purgation, Ordeal.—"Side by side with the rough, indeed barbarous, institutions just described, the early laws contained provisions which formed the foundation on which a more enlightened system was gradually constructed. The best order in which to consider them will be to speak first of

1 Exd. Conf. xxii.; Thorpe, i. 452. 2 Palg. i. 210. 3 See supra, p. 225. 4 Palg. i. 213. 5 The whole subject of the early English courts and the territorial divisions of the country has been examined with so much labour and with such a profusion of learning by Mr. Stubbs, that I have felt it safer as well as easier to adopt his conclusions upon the matters treated of in this section than to undertake the arduous task of examining the original authorities for myself. Though he has added much to what is stated in the earlier works of Palgrave, Hallam, and Kemble, I do not think he has altered their principal conclusions.
the local distribution of the country for purposes of police, and also for the purposes of criminal jurisdiction, and then to pass to the modes of trial, and to the infliction of punishment in cases in which punishments proper in our sense of the word were inflicted.

1 The territorial divisions known to the early English, and bearing on the subject of the administration of criminal justice, were the kingdom, the shire or county, the hundred or wapentake, and the tithing, which it does not seem easy to distinguish from the township or parish. The greater townships were called burhs. The administration of justice was one of the great prerogatives of the king. For each shire there was an earl or alderman, and a sheriff or viccount. Whether there was or was not a chief officer for every hundred is doubtful; but such officers did exist in some cases. Each township or tithing was on all occasions represented by a body of five principal inhabitants, namely, the reeve and four men.

2 Under the later kings, and in the days of William the Conqueror and his sons, laws were enacted whereby "all men were bound to combine themselves in associations of ten," each of whom "was security for the good behaviour of the rest," and had to produce him if he were charged with any offence, and if they failed to do so to make good any mischief he had done. These associations were called tithings or frith-burhs, or frank-pledges. How far they were connected with the local tithings is not clear.

3 The "view of frank-pledge," the business of seeing that these associations were kept in perfect order and number, and of enforcing the same by fine was one of the agenda of the local courts, and became ultimately, with the other remunerative parts of petty criminal jurisdiction, a manorial right exercised in the courts-leet, where it still exists."

Besides the tithings and hundreds there were also liberties or franchises within which prevailed all or some of the privileges comprised under the words "Sae and soc, toll and team, and tief-thief." These were simply hundreds or tithings.

1 Stubbs, t. 101. 2 P. 87. 3 P. 88.
CHAPTER III.

granted as a privilege to private persons, and standing outside the general organisation.

This organisation still exists in name. We have still shires with their sheriffs (the earl's office having become merely titular), hundreds which till 1869 had their high bailiffs, chief constables, or other officers; and parishes, townships, and tithings which till 1872 had their parish constables, borstolders, and tithing-men, though the police functions of these officers had within living memory been superseded by more modern arrangements. We have still also liberties with their ancient names. The Soke of Peterborough may stand as one amongst many instances.

In early times these institutions formed the police system of the country, and in that capacity had various duties, of which the most important was that of raising in case of need the hue and cry, and tracking thieves and stolen cattle. The early laws are full of provisions on this subject, the substance of which is that if the track of stolen cattle is followed into land it must either be followed out or paid for. In the *Judicia Civitatis Londoniae* the following passage occurs: 1 "And if any one trace a track "from one shire to another, let the men who there are next "take it, and pursue the track till it be made known to "the reeve; let him then with his manumny (the people of "his district) take to it and pursue the track out of his shire "if he can, but if he cannot let him pay the angyle (the "fixed price analogous to the *wore*) of the property, and let "both reeveships have the full suit in common, be it where- "ever it may, as well to the north of the march as to the "south, always from one shire to another, so that every reeve "may assist another for the common *frith* (peace) of us all "by the king's *ofjurynete*" (*i.e.* under pain of being guilty of a neglect of duty, and so liable to a fine).

Upon the whole the early police may be thus shortly described. The sheriffs of counties, the bailiffs of hundreds, the reeves and four men of townships, were its officers. Their duty was to arrest criminals and recover stolen property. In this they were assisted by the institution

1 Thorpe, l. 237.
of frank-pledge, which made every one accountable for all his neighbours.

The next step in tracing out the early procedure is to describe the Courts of Justice. 1 In the later period of our early history the administration of justice was regarded as the great prerogative of the king, who, after a long series of struggles, had become 2 "the source of justice, the "lord and patron of his people, the owner of the public lands." Though he occasionally discharged this office either personally or by the officers in immediate attendance upon him, the regular and stated method of doing so was through the local courts which were held before his officers, 3 the aldorman, and the sheriff, or before landowners to whom he had granted jurisdiction (see and soo) in their own bounds. These officers may roughly be described as the judges of the courts, though it is probable that there was little in common between their duties and those of a judge of the present day. The courts themselves corresponded to the police organisation, and were as follows:—

(1) The township officers, who could scarcely be said to form a court, but were rather the executive officers of the superior courts.

(2) The Hundred Courts.

(3) The County Courts.

(4) The Courts of Franchises, which were, so to speak, hundreds in themselves.

Each of these Courts was in the nature of a public meeting, attended by specified "suitors," or members, just as the Courts of Quarter Session in our own days are meetings of the county magistrates, and form a court of which the magistrates might be called the suitors. The suitors at the hundred court were the parish priest, the reeve, and the four men of each township in the hundred; at the county court the same persons from each township in the county, all lords of lands, and all public officers were also suitors. Each court had jurisdiction in both civil and criminal cases. On the criminal side the court was called the

1 Stubbs, i. 90. 2 Stubbs, i. 207.
3 The bishop also sat in the County Court, but I shall refer to this part of the subject elsewhere.
Sheriff's tourn (or circuit). There appears to have been no distinction for purposes of criminal jurisdiction between the hundred court and the county court, as the sheriff's tourn was simply the county court held in and for a particular hundred. The court consisted of the suitors collectively, but "a representative body of twelve seem to have been instituted as a judicial committee of the court."

Such were the early courts. The next question is as to their procedure. According to Sir Francis Palgrave it was wholly oral. The court was summoned by verbal messages sent through the district, or perhaps by a token. All the proceedings in these assemblies participated of their "native rudeness and simplicity. Scribes, or registrars, were not required to attend the meeting of the hundred or the shire; the memorials of the court were entrusted to the "recollections of the Witan, the judges by whom the "decrees were pronounced . . . Legal archives, in the proper "sense of the words, did not exist among the Anglo-Saxons. "On rare occasions the verdicts of the hundred or the shire "might be written in the blank leaves of the missal belonging "to some neighbouring minster; but though this mode "of preserving the history of the transactions might be "adopted, the document had no legal effect. It could not "be pleaded, and the strict and proper mode of legal proof "was by appealing to living testimony. If evidence was "required of judicial transactions, the proof was given by "the hundred or shire, in its corporate capacity, the suitors "bearing witness to the judgments which they or their "predecessors had pronounced."

The procedure itself appears to have consisted of accusation and trial.

"Accusation might be made either by the committee mentioned above, who possibly may have been the predecessors of the grand juries of later times, or by the four men and the reeve of the township, or lastly by a private accuser. This appears as to the twelve thanes from the laws of Etheldred —

3 Stibbs, i. 102. See more particularly Leges Henrici Primi, v. De causarum propeistibus. Thorpe, i. 505.
3 Palg. i. 143.
2 El. ii. 213.
4 Ethel. iii. 8; Thorpe, i. 294-295.
"and that a gemot be held in every wapentake, and the twelve senior thanes go out, and the reeve with them, and swear on the relic that is given to them in hand, that they will accuse no innocent man, nor conceal any guilty one."

That the four men and the reeve had also a power of accusation is inferred by Sir Francis Palgrave from a passage in the laws of Cnut:—

> "And if any man be so untrue to the hundred, and so tiiht-byssig (ill-famed), and three men together then accuse him, let there be no other (course) but "that he go to the threefold ordeal;" also from one of the laws of William the Conqueror:—

> "Si quis in hundredo inculpatus fuerit et a iv. hominibus rotatus (accused) purget se manu xii." Several passages in the laws seem to show that a single person could accuse another. The most important occur in one of the laws of Æsa, which is interesting because it implies that a person accused might be bailed, and if he could not get bail, be imprisoned till trial:—

> "When a "man" (A) "is charged with an offence, and is compelled to give pledge, but has not himself aught to give for pledge, then goes another man" (B) "and gives his pledge for him, as he may be able to arrange, on the condition that "he" (A) "give himself into his" (B's) "hands until he" (A) "can make good his" (B's) "pledge. Then again a "second time he" (A) "is accused and compelled to give pledge; if he will not continue to stand for him who before gave pledge for him" (if B will no longer go bail for A) "and if he" (the last accuser) "then imprison him" (A), "let him." (B) "then forfeit his pledge who had before given it for him" (A). This wilderness of pronouns seems to have the following meaning:—A is accused of a crime, B gives bail upon condition that A will put himself into B's custody till A appears to answer the accusation. A second accusation is then made against A. B refuses to give further security, and A is imprisoned by his second accuser. B forfeits the security he gave for A's appearance on the first charge. This must refer to charges before two different courts. A is accused in London, and B gives bail for his appearance in London. If A is accused and imprisoned in

1 Cnut, 30; Thorpe, i. 382. 2 Thorpe, i. 457. 3 Æsa, 62; Thorpe, i. 141-142.
CHAP. III

respect of that accusation at Bristol, B forfeits his recognizance in London, if by reason of the imprisonment at Bristol A does not appear in London.

Several forms of the oaths of accusation taken by individual accusers are still preserved, which implies that private accusations were common—"By the Lord before whom this relic is holy, I my suit prosecute with full folk right, without fraud and without deceit, and without any guile, as was stolen from me the cattle N, that I claim, and that I have attached with N. By the Lord I accuse not N either for hatred, or for envy, or for unlawful lust of gain; nor know I anything so other, but as my informer to me said, and I myself in sooth believe that he was the thief of my property."

The form of the oath would no doubt vary according to the nature of the crime imputed.

The mode in which the trial was conducted can still be traced with reasonable distinctness from the enactments of several kings which repeat each other with variations, the most complete types being those of Ethelred and Cnut.

The accused person denied in general terms and upon oath what was imputed to him. 2 His oath was:—"By the Lord I am guiltless, both in deed and counsel of the charge of which N accuses me."

This being done, the question of his guilt was to be decided, according to the character of the accused, by the lad, i.e. by compurgation, or by ordeal. If he was of good character he was entitled to the lad, or "oath-worthy." If the lad failed, or in the expressive words of the law, "if the oath burst," or if he was tith byrig, i.e. a man of bad character, he was obliged to go to the ordeal.

The first question accordingly at the trial was as to his character, which was decided by the system of boves or sureties, which was as follows:—

"Ethelstan enacted that the lord or the lord's steward "should answer for all his men." "Omnis homo" (obviously

1 Thoro, i. 172-185.
2 Ethelred, i. 1; Thoro, i. 288; Cnut, ii. 30; Thoro, i. 303; Hen. 8, xli. 6; lxv. 6; lvii. 9; Thoro, i. 516-541.
3 Th. i. 181.
4 Ethelstan i.; Thoro, i. 217.
every lord) "tenet homines sua in fidejussione sed contra omne furtum. Si tunc sit aliquis qui tot homines habeat quod non sufficiat omnes custodire preponat sibi singulis villis prepositum unum qui credibilis sit ei, et qui concrude dat hominibus. Et si prepositus aliqui eorum hominum concrude non audiat inventat xil. plegios cognationis sua qui ei stent in fidejussione.

"That every freeman have a true bork, that the bork may present him to every justice if he should be accused."

2 Caft enacted, "We will that every freeman be brought into a hundred and into a tything who wishes to be entitled "to laud or war in case any one shall slay him after he is twelve years of age. Let him not afterwards be entitled "to any free rights be he heath-fest (living in his own house), be he follower. And that every one be brought into a hundred and in bork, and let the bork hold "and lead him to every plea. Many a powerful man will "if he can and may defend his man in whatever way it "seems to him that he may the more easily defend him, "whether as a freeman or a theow. But we will not "allow that injustice." Later enactments developed this into the law of frank-pledge (frið-borc—peace-pledge) already referred to.

The accused then being "led to the plea" by his borc, the borc had to swear that the accused had not been convicted since a certain period. The oath to be taken under Æthelred's law was "that he has not failed neither "in oath nor ordeal since the gemot was at Bromun." In Æthel's time, "since the gemot was at Winchester." Under each of these laws the oath was to be made not only by the lord of the accused (if he had one,) but by "two true thanes of the hundred or the reeve," who were also to swear that the accused had not paid thurif-geld. This being done the accused was entitled to choose whether he would have a "single ordeal" or a "pound-worth oath within the three hundreds for above xxx. pence." 4 The

1 Æthelred, i. 1; Thorpe, i. 291.
2 Ch. ii. 90; Thorpe, i. 287.
3 Æthel's note.
4 Æthelred, i. 1; Thorpe, i. 281.
5 Æthelred, i. 281.
6 Edgar, i; Thorpe, i. 261.
single ordeal was handling a piece of red-hot iron of a pound's weight or plunging the hand up to the wrist into boiling water. How many witnesses were "a pound-worth" does not appear, nor do I think that it appears clearly how it was determined who the witnesses were to be, and in particular whether the accused might call whom he would, or whether the sheriff summoned the persons whom he believed to be most likely to know the facts, subject to some right of challenge on the part of the prisoner; but however this may have been the lad or compurgators swore not to particular facts, but in general terms to their belief in the innocence of the accused. This appears from the form of the oath, which is as follows:—"His" (the accused) "companion's oath who stands with him" (the accused)—"By the Lord, the oath is clean and unperjured "which N has sworn."

Whether any evidence at all was given of particular facts, and if so, at what stage of the proceedings, and in what manner, it is now impossible to say. It is hardly conceivable that the necessity for it should not have been perceived at a very early time, and it is not unlikely (though this is of course a mere conjecture) that the compurgators might have a right to have witnesses to facts examined before, to use an expression which often occurs in the laws, they "dared" to swear. All that can be positively affirmed is, that witnesses are mentioned in the laws of Henry I. and that a form of oath has been preserved, which implies that evidence in our sense of the word, was, or might be, given at some stage of the proceedings. "How he shall swear that stands with "another in witness. In the name of Almighty God as I "here, for N in true witness, stand unbidden and unbought, "so I with my eyes oversaw, and with my ears overheard that "which I with him say."

1 In many parts of the laws there are provisions about the relative value of the oaths of people of different ranks and professions, e.g. "A man's oath stands for six court's oaths, because if a man should avenge a twelf-hyde man he will be justly avenged on six court, and his son-gild will be six court's ver gild."—Thorpe, l. 183.
2 Hen. 5, 2.; Thorpe, l. 805.
3 Thorpe, l. 181.
CONSEQUENCES OF CONVICTION.

However this may have been, if the oath succeeded the accused was acquitted. If it failed or "burst," that is, if the witnesses could not be found, or would not swear, or if the accused were a man of bad character, he had to go to the triple ordeal (artheyl), that is to handle red-hot iron of three pounds weight, or to plunge his arm into boiling water to the elbow.

It is unnecessary to give a minute account of the ceremonial of the ordeals. They were of various kinds. The general nature of all was the same. They were appeals to God to work a miracle in attestation of the innocence of the accused person. The handling of hot iron, plunging the hand or arm into boiling water unhurt, were the commonest. The ordeal of water was a very singular institution. Sinking was the sign of innocence, floating the sign of guilt. As any one would sink unless he understood how to float, and intentionally did so, it is difficult to see how any one could ever be convicted by this means. Is it possible that this ordeal may have been an honourable form of suicide, like the Japanese happy despatch? In nearly every case the accused would sink. This would prove his innocence, indeed, but there would be no need to take him out. He would thus die honourably. If by any accident he floated, he would be put to death disgracefully.

If the ordeal failed, the accused was convicted, the consequences of which were provided for as follows:—

2 Ethelred says, "If he be guilty at the first time, let him make bot to the accuser twofold, and to the lord his wer, and let him give true borka that he will thereafter abstain from every evil. And at the second time let there be no other bot than the head. But if he run away and avoid the ordeal, let the borka pay to the accuser his cemp-gild (the market price of the thing stolen) and to the lord his wer who is entitled to his wite. If any one accuse the

1 Edgar, 9; Thorpe, i, 281. The fullest description of an ordeal by fire is in the laws of Ethelstan, iv. 7; Thorpe, i, 227.

3 Ethelred, i, 1, Thorpe, i, 282-283; and Cnut, ii, 30, Thorpe, i, 302-304.

2 i.e., the warc of the offender is to be paid to the lord who is entitled to the wite (or fine) due in respect of the offence. The warc meant both the price to be paid to a person's relations if he was killed, and the price to be paid in respect of him if he committed an offence.
CHAP. III. "lord that he (the man) ran away by his (the lord's) counsel
"and that he (the lord) had previously acted unlawfully, let
"him (the lord) take to him five thanes and be himself the
"sixth, and clear himself thereof. And if the purgation
"succeed, let him (the lord) be entitled to the wer. And if
"it do not succeed let the king take the wer and let the
"thief be an outlaw to all people." The law of Cnut is
to the same effect, but the punishments differ, as I have
already said.
CHAPTER IV.

THE ORDINARY CRIMINAL COURTS—QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION
OF QUARTER SESSIONS, COURTS OF SUMMARY JURISDI-
CION, FRANCHISE COURTS, WELSH COURTS.

1 CRIMINAL justice is in the common course of things ad-
ministered in the present day by the Queen's Bench Division
of the High Court of Justice, the Assize Courts, the Central
Criminal Court, and the County and Borough Courts of
Quarter Sessions. I propose to relate the history of those
courts and that of the courts which they superseded in the
present chapter. I shall relate in other chapters the history of
Parliament considered as a court of criminal jurisdiction, the
history of the criminal jurisdiction of the Privy Council and
that of the Court of Star Chamber. 2 The history of the Ad-
miralty Jurisdiction will be considered under a different head.

In a very few words the history of the ordinary courts is
as follows: Before the Conquest the ordinary criminal court
was the County or Hundred Court, but it was subject to the
general supervision and concurrent jurisdiction of the King's
Court. The Conqueror and his sons did not alter this state
of things, but the supervision of the King's Court and the
exercise of his concurrent jurisdiction were much increased
both in stringency and in frequency, and as time went on
narrowed the jurisdiction and diminished the importance of
the local court. In process of time the King's Court developed
itself into the Court of King's Bench and the Courts of the
Justices of Assize, Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery,

1 For the constitution of the existing criminal courts stated systematically,
or to use the common expression, the Assize Courts; and
the County Court, so far as its criminal jurisdiction was
concerned, lost the greater part of its importance.

These changes took place by degrees during the reigns
which followed the Conquest, and were complete at the
accession of Edward I.

In the reign of Edward III. the Justices of the Peace were
instituted, and they, in course of time, were authorised to
hold Courts for the trial of offenders, which are the Courts of
Quarter Sessions. The County Court, however, still retained a
separate existence, till the beginning of the reign of Edward IV.,
when it was virtually, though not absolutely, abolished. A
vestige of its existence is still to be traced in Courts Leet.

The Courts of summary jurisdiction have been established
within the last few years.

The courts above mentioned formed and form the regular
provision for the administration of criminal justice throughout
England, but besides them the right of administering justice
within particular local limits was granted by way of franchise
to particular persons, either in their individual or in their
corporate capacity. The leading features of their history are
shortly these: The judicial authority annexed to manors has
long since dwindled to almost nothing, though some traces
of it may be discovered. A few of the greatest of all the
franchises (especially the Courts of the Counties Palatine,
Chester, Durham, and Lancashire), were annexed to the
Crown and survived as mere names till very modern times.

The franchise of the City of London was merged in the
Central Criminal Court established in 1834. The franchises
of the other cities and towns corporate were of an extremely
varied character. Most of them were regulated as far as the
question of criminal jurisdiction is concerned by the Munici-
pal Corporations Act of 1834, and many others to which
that Act did not apply have become obsolete and are
forgotten, although they have never been formally abolished.

Lastly, Wales became a part of England by several suc-
cessive steps, from the reign of the Conqueror, downwards.

This is the outline of the history which I now propose
to relate more fully.
THE COUNTY COURTS.

Nothing can be more definite than the image which the words "court of justice" raise in our minds. We associate with the expression a large room arranged in a particular way. The proceedings follow a well-known prescribed routine, and terminate in a definite result.

Such associations would be misleading if they were allowed to influence our conception of the courts of the early kings, and their subjects and officers. The courts of those days supplied the means by which every kind of business was transacted, and had probably a greater resemblance to a public meeting than to a court of justice in the modern sense of the term. This was true of all courts whatever, but especially of the County Court, which was in the earliest times of our history, and continued to be down to the reign of Edward I., if not later, 1 "the Folk-moot, " or general assembly of the people," in which were transacted all the more important branches of public business, judicial, financial, and military. 2 The sheriff was in early times "the king's steward and the judicial president " of the shire, the administrator of the royal demesne, and "the executor of the law." It is impossible to determine precisely the relation which he bore to the Elderman, and the extent to which the Bishop took part in or controlled his proceedings. Such questions have in a practical point of view no importance, as from the Conquest at all events the Elderman's office merged in the titular dignity of an earl, and the Bishop acquired a separate court with a jurisdiction of its own by the charter of William I. It is equally difficult to give a perfectly clear account of the nature of the sheriff's functions in criminal trials. He convened the court. He no doubt had considerable influence over its decisions, 3 but the suitors and not the sheriff were, properly speaking, the judges. Whatever his functions may have been and whatever may

1 Stubbe, ii. 205.  
2 Jb. i. 738.  
3 Jb. 393-4.
have been the nature of the procedure observed, the court itself appears to have been a representative assembly composed of the lords of lands in the county or their stewards, the parish priest, and the reeve and four men from each township. The character of the court, its great importance, and the fact that the king and his officers had concurrent jurisdiction in it with the sheriff, its ordinary president, may be gathered from the few remaining reports of its proceedings.

"The great suit between Lanfranc as Archbishop of Canterbury, and Odo as Earl of Kent, which is perhaps the best reported trial of the Conqueror’s reign, was tried in the County Court of Kent, before the king’s representative Gisep, Bishop of Coutances, whose presence, and that of most of the great men of the kingdom, seem to have made it a Witenagemot. The Archbishop pleaded the cause of his Church in a session of three days on Pentnenden Heath; the aged South-Saxon Bishop Ethelric was brought by the king’s command to declare the ancient customs of the laws, and with him several other Englishmen, skilled in ancient laws and customs. All these good and wise men supported the Archbishop’s claim, and the decision was agreed in, and determined by, the whole county."

Of course the cases which present features of exceptional interest or solemnity, are those which are reported by historians. It is only by accident that we can get a glimpse at the common course of business, by which ordinary thieves or murderers were brought to justice. I have however been fortunate enough to be referred to what may stand for a report of the trial of a common thief, in the reign of Henry II. It occurs in the Materials for the Life of Thomas Becket, and is one of an immense number of stories of miracles, said to have been worked by his intervention after his murder. It probably has the same sort of relation to actual fact as an account of a trial by a modern novelist would have to what actually passes in courts of justice. It relates to the miraculous cure of one Ailward, whose eyes

1 Stubbe, i. 277.
2 Published by the Master of the Rolls, i. 125-7. My friend Mr. Frazer directed my attention to this curious story. It is also printed in Mr. Bigelow’s Planta Anglo-Normannica.
and other organs were said to have been reproduced after he had been mutilated by the sentence of the County Court of Bedford. The story is as follows: "Ailward's neighbour owed Ailward a debt, and when he was asked to pay it, refused; whereupon Ailward, in a rage, broke open the house of his debtor, which his debtor, who had gone to the public house, had left fastened with a lock hanging down outside. Ailward took, as a security, the lock, a whetstone hung from the roof of the house, a gimlet and tools, and went away. The children who were playing in the house, where they had been locked up by their father, told him how the house had been broken open, and how the thief had carried off the things. The father followed him, caught him, and, wresting the whetstone from his hand, as he ran, wounded his head with it. He then drew his knife, stabbed him through the arm, and taking him to the house into which he had broken, bound him as an open thief, with the stolen goods upon him. A crowd collected, one of whom was Fulco the apparitor, who suggested, that as a man cannot be mutilated for stealing under the value of a shilling, the stolen goods should be increased by other goods alleged to be stolen. Accordingly there were laid by the prisoner, a bundle, a pellium, linen, gowns, and the iron tool commonly called volgum.

"Next day he was taken with the aforesaid bundle, which was hung round his neck, before one Richard the sheriff and other knights. Last however, in a matter of doubt, the sentence should be hurried, judgment was deferred. He was kept for a month in the prison at Bedford."  

1 "Ad tabernam digressus."  
2 "Quod si venam manifestum cum concepto furo, The use of the technical terms of the Roman law is noticeable. 
3 The account of the way in which he passed his time in prison is curious, though not relevant to the matter in hand. "Interim clam vocavit pagum per 
4 "hystero annus excessus canes ab inurante muto confusus est, et manus est 
5 "suffragia bestiae Mariae sanctum magus omnium, et maxime besti Theonum 
6 "quem Domitius viritutem et signorum indolentia glorificare dignatus est 
7 "supplieit ubique, omnium assum et insinuatur odorem ab animo 
8 "seducere, de Del miste diodid diem, et que juid quati exera 
9 "sufficienter in remissionem pecorum continent, et ce atitantus quod 
10 "vigilia Pentecostes esse parvulis regeneratus aequa submergat vel ignis cre 
11 "mar ni possit sitit vulgatae habet opinio, et judicium altissimum subi-
CASE OF THEFT UNDER HENRY II.

Chap. IV. After this, "it happened that he was taken to Leighton Buzzard where the magistrates met (magistratibus convenientibus). There he demanded to fight Fulco his accuser, "or to undergo the ordeal of fire, but with the assent of Fulco who had received an ox for it (ob id ipsum bovem acceptum) he was condemned to the ordeal of water, so that he might by no means escape. Thence he was taken back to Bedford, where he passed another month in prison. "The judges met there (convenientibus judicibus), and when he was given up to be examined by the ordeal of water, "he received the melancholy sentence of condemnation, "and being taken to the place of punishment, his eyes were pulled out and he was mutilated, and his members were buried in the earth, in the presence of a multitude of persons." The rest of the passage describes their miraculous restoration.

This story sets in a vivid light the procedure of the old County Court in a common case of theft. The thief is arrested with the goods in his possession. He is taken before the sheriff and other knights, and committed to Bedford gaol. Two terms or adjournments of the County Court are held in successive months, one at Leighton, the other at Bedford. They are described as a meeting of magistrates or judges. The words "magistratus" and "judices" being probably used in a popular way, and no doubt denoting the stewards and other persons of local importance who were present at the County Court. The defendant claims the trial by combat, but, (no doubt...
CONCURRENT JURISDICTION OF KING.

because his guilt was considered to be obvious), is adjudged to the ordeal of water. Hereupon he is either found guilty or confesses his guilt, and is there and then blinded and mutilated. When we remember that at the County Courts or meetings held in this manner all sorts of financial and military business was transacted, that it was in them that 1 charters were read, and other proclamations made, that in them, 2 the military orders of the sheriff were published, and the obligations incident to military tenure enforced, and finally, that in them, the local assessment and collection of taxation took place, it is obvious that the sheriffs who presided over them were at the head of the two great branches of government, namely, the financial and the judicial branch, and that if they had been altogether independent of the king and his representatives, they would have been petty kings, each in his own county.

In the reigns of the Conqueror and his sons they seem in fact to have held some such position, as there are many instances in which the office of a justiciary of the King’s Court was united with that of the sheriff of a county. This led to abuses both by way of oppression and corruption which caused the "Inquest of the Sheriffs," held in 1170 by the orders of Henry II. On that occasion all the sheriffs in England were displaced and an inquiry was made into their conduct by a body of justices specially appointed for that purpose. This however was only an isolated measure, and does not appear to have changed the legal position of the sheriffs.

The judicial authority of the old county courts has been so completely superseded by other tribunals that it is difficult to form a clear notion of the manner in which it was exercised, nor has the inquiry any practical importance. It seems however that the court was held monthly for general purposes, probably at the county town, and twice a year under the name of the sheriffs' tourn or circuit in every hundred of the county for criminal trials. It also appears that by royal grants many districts such as account of the matter, and if the prisoner really was innocent, it is not easy to understand the extreme penalties ascribed to him.

1 Stubbs, 676.  
2 Stubbs, ii. 212, 3.  
3 Stubbs, i. 192, 3.  
4 Stubbs, Charters, 147.
towers, manors, &c., were exempted from the tourn and
provided with a tourn of their own called the leet, which
was held not before the sheriff but before the lord of the
franchise or his steward. Many of these leets are still in
existence, and their proceedings perhaps give a better notion
of the ancient criminal procedure than is to be got from books.
I shall return to them in connection with that subject.

The steps by which the criminal jurisdiction of the
County Court became all but obsolete can still be traced
with fair completeness. In the very earliest times the
kings when they granted jurisdiction, reserved to themselves
particular classes of cases. Such at least is the interpretation
put by 1 Mr. Stubbs on a law of Cnut's. 2 "These are
"the rights which the king enjoys over all men in Wessex
"that is mund-bryce (breach of the king's peace or special
"protection), and ham-sonn (burglary), 3 forntel (premedi-
"tated assault), flymenos-firth (outlawry), and jyrd-wite
"(fines for neglect of military duty), unless he will more
"amply honour any one and concede to him this worship." Mr. Stubbs supposes these were the original "pleas of the
"Crown." However this may be, it is certain that when
Glanville wrote (in the days of Henry II.) the distinction
between the pleas of the Crown and the pleas of the sheriff was
well known. He states it at the beginning of his first book.

4 "Placitorum alius est criminalis, alius civile. Item
"placitorum criminalium alius pertinet ad Coronam domini
"Regis, alius ad Vicecomites provinciarum." He then enu-
merates the pleas of the Crown as treason, concealment of
treasure trove, breach of the king's peace, homicide, arson,
robbery, rape, crime falsi. "Et si quae alia sunt similis:
"qua sollicit criminis ultimo puniuntur supplicio aut mem-
"riorum truncatione." The crime of theft (although punished
by death or mutilation) belongs to the sheriffs, and to them
also it appertains to take cognizance of frays (meditio) strokes
and wounds "pro defectu dominorum." (I suppose this means
where there is no franchise), "unless the accuser lays the
"offence to be against the king's peace."

1 Stubbs, i. 197.
2 Thorpe, i. 388; Cant, Solaris Lexa, 12.
3 Asid, p. 56.
4 Glanville, p. 1.
ASSIZES OF CLARENDON AND NORTHAMPTON.

By the assize of Clarendon it was provided that when any one was accused before the sheriff of being a "robator vel murdrator vel latro vel receptor eorum" he should be sent to be finally disposed of before the justices or if the justices were not soon to come into the county, then the sheriffs were to send word to the nearest justice, and send the prisoners to such place as the justice should appoint.

The 12th article of the assize of Northampton also provides that a thief (latro) when taken is to be in the custody of the sheriff, or, in his absence, of the nearest castellanus, but the justices are to take assizes "de latronibus iniquis et malefactoribus terre" (art. 7). The language of the rest of the assize seems to imply that the justices were to try prisoners accused of all serious offences except "minutis furtis et roberis quae facta fuerant tempore guerre sicut de equis et boibus et minoribus rebus." These provisions lay down no distinct proposition as to the powers of the sheriff, but they imply that the most important cases were reserved for the justices.

The 24th article of Magna Charta is as follows:—"Nulius vicerecomes constabularius coronatores vel ali ei ballivi nostri tenent placita corona nostra." What the "placita coronæ" meant, in 1215, it is impossible to say precisely. They must, at least, have meant serious crimes, and this enactment cannot have had a less effect than that of depriving the Sheriff's Court of all criminal jurisdiction of importance. The sheriff's tourn, however, was not expressly abolished by Magna Charta. It was held for centuries; not for the sake of trying prisoners, but for the sake of taking indictments which were anciently presented before the sheriff in his tourn in the way in which an inquisition is now made before a coroner. A man can, as the law still stands, be put on his trial for murder or manslaughter on a coroner's inquisition. Long after the sheriffs had ceased to be judges they continued to be the presidents of a number of small local courts which could accuse though they could not try. Indeed, till justices of the peace were established, the sheriffs and coroners, and the grand juries at the courts of the justices, must have

1 Stubbs, Charters, p. 145.
2 Ib. 157.
CHAP. IV. discharged the duties of committing magistrates. Several traces of their proceedings in this respect are to be found in the Statute Book. Thus, by the Statute of Westminster 2nd, 13 Edw. I, c. 13 (1285), it is enacted, that whereas sheriffs have frequently extorted money by imprisoning persons not lawfully indicted before them in their tours on the pretence that they were so indicted, such indictments shall, for the future, be taken by lawful men, and by twelve, at least, who are to put their seals to the inquisition. By the statute 1 Edw. 3, st. 2, c. 17 (1330), it is provided that the indictments are to be in duplicate, "so that the indictments shall not be embezzled as they have been in times past, and so that one of the inquest may show the one part of the indulgences to the justices when they come to make deliverance."

In the course of the following century the jurisdiction of the sheriffs both as judges and as committing magistrates, having been practically altogether displaced by the Courts of the Justices of Assize and Quarter Sessions, and by the justices of the peace, the tours became a mere engine of extortion. "Inordinate and infinite indictments and presentments as well of felony, trespasses, and offences as of other things," were taken before sheriffs and their subordinates "at their tours, or "law days," which indictments were "oftimes affirmed by "jurors having no conscience, and little goods, and often by "the said sheriff's menial servants and bailiffs." The persons indicted were then arrested and imprisoned, and "constrained "to make grievous fines and ransoms" to procure their liberty, and then the indictments were withdrawn. To remedy these evils the sheriffs and their bailiffs were forbidden to arrest any person on any such indictments or presentments, and were required to carry them before the next Court of Quarter Sessions.

From this time the sheriff's tour became practically obsolete, as it could neither try nor accuse, and the only remnant of the ancient criminal jurisdiction of the County Court which still survived was to be found in the leet, already referred to.

I now pass to the courts by which the County Court was

1 1 Edw. 4, c. 2.
superseded, and which still continue to administer the Criminal Justice of the country in all common cases. These are the High Court of Justice, and especially the Queen's Bench Division of it; the Courts of Assize; and the Courts of Quarter Sessions.

THE QUEEN'S BENCH DIVISION OF THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE.

The kings of England had, from a period much earlier than the Conquest, claimed and exercised the prerogative of being the fountain of justice, and their courts had been the centres in which all the most important of the national affairs were transacted. In particular, in one way or another, the whole administration of justice was derived from the royal authority. As has been shown above, the king sat, or appointed special representatives to sit for him, in the County Courts whenever he thought proper to do so, and in granting judicial powers to particular courts or persons, he made such reservations as to particular classes of cases as he thought fit. 1 "In the later laws," says Mr. Stubbs, "the king specifies the pleas of criminal justice which he retains for his own administration and profit; such a list is given in the laws of Canute; breach of the king's protection, house-breaking, assault, neglect of the 'fyrd' (military service), and outlawry. These were the original pleas of the Crown, and were determined by the king's officers in the local courts."

Under the Norman kings the importance and influence of the King's Court, the Curia Regis, was greatly increased. It seems to have contained the germ of all the great institutions of our present system of government, though, as yet, they were not distinguished from each other. In order to form a distinct conception of the Curia Regis as it was under the Norman and Angevin kings, we must bear in mind two points in which it differed widely from more modern institutions known to us as courts, whether the word is applied to courts of justice or courts held for purposes of State.

1 Stubbs, Charters, 147.
CHAPTER IV. The first point is that the Curia Regis was the great centre not only of business but of society. In an often quoted passage, the author of the *Saxon Chronicle* says of the Conqueror: 1

"Thrice he wore his crown each year, as oft as he was in England. At Easter he bare it in Winchester, at Pentecost at Westminster; at midwinter at Gloucester; and there were with him all the rich men over all England, archbishops and diocesan bishops, abbots and earls, thanes and knights."

The following description of the Curia Regis is given by Madox, 2 who has collected from various sources nearly every notice which can be found of the Court and its proceedings:

"At the King's Court, and more especially at some solemn times of the year he held his great councils, and ordinarily transacted such affairs as were of great importance or required pomp and solemnity according to the custom of the times. There he was attended by his barons and knights who were to accompany him in his wars and expeditions. There coronations, marriages, and knighthoods of the king's children, and solemnities of great festivals were celebrated. There was placed the throne or sovereign ordinary court of judicature, wherein justice was administered to the subjects either by the king or his high justiciar. There was the conference of the nobility and prelates who used to be near his royal person; and there the affairs of the royal revenue were managed by the king himself or (most usually) by his justiciar barons and prelates employed therein by his command.

---

1 p. 294. The following passage from an early chronicle gives a vivid picture of the social side of a Court: "Henricus Rex Junior" (the son of Henry II.) "ad natale fuit a Senecta Balceam, et quis nos primum tenetam curiam in Normanniam velut ut magnificis festivitatibus celebraret. Interfuerunt episcopi, abbates, camites, barones, et multa multis largius est. Ex ur apparat multitudine eorum qui interferant cum Willemunc de Baretto. Johanne Normanniae procurator et Willermus Filius Hermonis senesalignis Britanniis qui venerat cum Guiffrido duce Britanniis domino suo cum sociis in quidam cameris, praebiderunt ne quis mille comedant in sadem comedant, qui non vocatur Willemunc, et ejus aliquos de cameris remanserunt 117 miles qui omnes vocabantur Willemum exceptis plurimis aliis eodem humanum qui comedant in sua cum regis." (R. de Monte, 520.) See too Froissart's account of the Court of the Court of Foy in the third volume of the *Chronicles*.

2 *Hist. Eng.* i. p. 153, chapter i. ii. iii. See also Stubbs, *Hist.* i. vi.
"This may serve for one view of the King's Court. To Chap. IV.
"vary the prospect, let us take a view of it another way. The
"realm of England was anciently deemed one great seigneur
"or dominion, of which the king was sovereign or chief lord;
"having under him many barons or great lords, and many
"knights and military tenants, besides soccagers, burgesses,
"and others. In order to survey the court of this chief lord
"of the regnum, or terra Anglic, we may consider him as
"residing in his palace and surrounded by his barons and
"officers of state. The baronage attending on his royal person
"made a considerable part of his court. They were his
"homagers. They held their baronies of him. He was
"their sovereign or chief lord, and they were his men as to
"life, limb, and earthly honour. They were called Fares or
"Peers, as they were peers or convassales of his court, peers
"to one another, and all of them liege-men to their chief lord
"the king. As peers they had an immediate relation to his
"court. In that respect they are styled his fideles and fami-
"laries, his liege-men and domestics, and barones curiae regis.
"With them the king consulted in weighty affairs, and did
"many solemn acts in their presence and with their concurrence.
"They or such of them as ordinarily attended in the
"King's Court, by his command were (together with some
"of the bishops and prelates) concerned in managing the
"affairs of the revenue and in distributing public justice in
"causes brought into the King's Court; and came in process
"of time to be called the conciliarii or concilium regis, the
"King's Council, and some of them held and executed the
"respective ministeria, or great affairs of the King's Court."

Another point which ought not to be forgotten in relation to the King's Court is its migratory character. The early
kings of England were the greatest landowners in the country,
and besides their landed estates they had rights over nearly
every important town in England, which could be exercised

1 "In Hereford in the time of Edward the Conqueror, for instance, when
"the king went to hunt, one person went from each house to the stand or
"station in the wood. Other tenants not having entire manses found three
"men to guard the King when he came into the city." "Six smiths made
"190 nails from the King's iron." There were seven moneyers, and "when
"the King came to the city they were bound to coin as much of his silver
"into pieces as he demanded."—Ellis's Introduction to Domesday, ii. 198.
MIGRATORY CHARACTER OF CURIA REGIS.

CHAP. IV. only on the spot. They were continually travelling about from place to place, either to consume in kind part of their revenues, or to hunt or to fight. ¹ Wherever they went the great officers of their court, and in particular the Chancellor with his clerks, and the various justices had to follow them. The pleas, so the phrase went, “followed the person of the king,” and the machinery of justice went with them.

Two remarkable illustrations of this feature in the old courts and of their consequences to suitors may be given. Sir Thomas Hardy has prepared from the Patent Rolls an ephemeris of King John’s reign, from which it appears that between May 23 and the end of December, 1213, his movements were as follows:—May 23, Ewell; 26, Wingham; 28, Dover; 30, Wingham; June 3, Chilham; 5, Ospring; 6, Rochester; 10, Ospring; 11, Chilham; 13, Battle; 16, Rochester; 17, Bishopstoke; 21, Corfe; 25, Camford; 27, Beer Regis; 29, Corfe; 30, Bishopstoke. In July he was in Rochester. In August, amongst other places, at Marlborough, Clarendon, Winchester, and Northampton. In September at Nottingham, Southwell, York, Darlington, Durham, Knaresborough and Pontefract. In October at Westminster Rochester, and Clarendon, and in the course of November and December at Oxford, Gloucester, Reading, Guildford, St. Albans, Waltham, and the Tower. On Christmas Day he was at Windsor. He was then at the Tower again, and on the 30th December again at Waltham.

The effect of this mode of life upon the suitors and the administration of justice is shown by the history of the plea of Richard d’Anesty in the King’s Court. It begins “These are the costs and charges which I, Richard de Anesty ‘bestowed in recovering the land of William my uncle,” and it proceeds to enumerate the various journeys which he took to get writs, to get “days” given him by the king and the justices, and to keep the days so given. The history fills

¹ So late as the year 1300 it was enacted (28 Edw. 1, c. 5) that the Chancellor and the Justices of the King’s Bench should “follow him so that he may have at all times near unto him some sages of the law which he able only to enter all such matters as shall come unto the Court at all times when need shall require.” Indian magistrates and commissioners on tour in their districts and divisions are at times followed by pleas like the early English kings.

nearly nineteen 4to pages. The litigation lasted more than five years (1158-1168). It involved journeys by d'Anesty and others to the following amongst other places, Normandy, Salisbury, Southampton, Ongar, Northampton, Southampton, Winchester, Lambeth, Maidstone, Lambeth, Normandy, Canterbury, Avinarium (supposed by Sir P. Palgrave to be Auvilar on the Garonne), Mortlake, Canterbury, London, Stafford, Canterbury, Wingham, Rome, Westminster, Oxford, Lincoln, Winchester, Westminster, Rumsey, Rome, London, Windsor, and at last Woodstock. The principal question in d'Anesty's case was whether a marriage was void by reason of a precontract. This was regarded as a matter of ecclesiastical cognisance, and involved questions in the spiritual courts and an appeal to Rome, but the different steps in the case strongly illustrate the meaning of "following" a plea. Here is a specimen of the narrative.

"After I had fined with the King, my Lord Richard de Lucy by the king's precept gave me a day for pleading at London at mid-Lent; and there was then a Council; and I came there with my friends and my helpers; and because he could not attend to this plea on account of the king's business I tarried there for four days and there I spent fifty shillings. From thence he gave me a day on the clause of Easter, and then the King and my Lord Richard de Lucy were at Windsor; and at that day I came with my friends and helpers as many as I could have. . . And because my Lord Richard de Lucy could not attend to this plea on account of the plea of Henry de Essex, the judgment was postponed until the King should come to Reading, and at Reading in like manner it was postponed from day to day until he should come to Wallingford. And from thence because my Lord Richard was going with the King to Wales, he removed my plea into the court of the Earl of Leicester at London; and there I came . . . and because I could not

1 The Pope had directed his first writ to the Bishop of Chichester and the Abbot of Westminster, of which the King disapproved, requiring one directed to himself. D'Anesty sent a messenger for it, "and in that journey the messenger spent fifty shillings."  
2 P. xxi.  
3 This is the trial of Henry de Essex for treason. It is referred to in Mr. Carlyle's Past and Present.
DIVISION OF CURIA REGIS.

CHAP. IV.

"get on at all with my plea I sent to the Lord Richard in
Wales to the end that he might order that my plea should
not be delayed; and then by his writ he ordered Ogerus
Dapifer and Ralph Brito that without delay they should
do justice to me: and they gave me a day at London. I
kept my day... From thence my adversaries were sum-
moned by the king's writ and also by the Lord Richard's
writ that they should come before the king: and we came
before the king at Woodstock and there we remained for
eight days, and at length, thanks to our lord the king and
by judgment of his court, my uncle's land was adjudged
to me." The history concludes with an account of the money
which Anesty had to borrow from Jews for the expenses—
mostly travelling expenses—of his plea, usually at the rate
of a groat a week for the pound, which is nearly 87 per cent.
per annum.

The King's Court which led this wandering life, and which
at intervals brought together all the most powerful and
brilliant members of the community, had its standing officers
and organisation. It was divided into two great departments,
the Curia Regis and the Exchequer, which may be compared
to the different sides or departments of one court. In the
Curia Regis justice was administered, matters of state were
debated, and public ceremonials of all kinds were celebrated.
In the Exchequer were managed all affairs relating to the
revenue. 1 It seems to have been stationary, at least many
of its officers were stationary, and the treasure itself was kept
in one place. The Exchequer had an organisation of its own
which I need not describe. The two departments however
were intimately connected. All the great officers of the
Curia Regis had seats in the Exchequer and were described
as Barons of the Exchequer. Moreover the administration
of justice, particularly the functions of the Justices in Eyre,
not only contributed largely to the revenue by fines and
amercements but were the means by which some branches
of the revenue were collected. Hence the Curia Regis and
the Exchequer, though separate in name, and to some extent

1 See the Dialogus de Scaccario, printed in Madox, vol. ii., and also in
Stubbe's Select Charters.
different in their functions may be considered as forming collectively one great institution.

1 The great officers who held the most conspicuous places both in the Exchequer and in the Curia Regis were seven in number, namely the Chief Justiciar, the Constable, the Marshal, the High Steward, the Chamberlain, the Chancellor, and the Treasurer. Besides them there were an indeterminate number of justices distinguished by no particular title.

"The Chief Justiciar was the first and greatest officer of the King's Court." "When the king was beyond sea he governed the realm like a viceroy." "Next to the king he presided in the Curia Regis as chief judge both in criminal and civil causes." "He presided likewise in the King's Exchequer, having the superior care and guidance of the Royal Revenue."

This great office was held by 2 Odo of Bayeux and William Fitz Osborne under the Conqueror, by 3 William Flambard (for many years) under William Rufus, by Roger of Salisbury under Henry I, by Richard de Lucy under Stephen and Henry II, and by Ranulf de Glanville also in Henry II's time. The last of the Chief Justiciars was Hubert de Burgh in the reign of Henry III.

In the Curia Regis the Norman kings exercised as well in criminal as in civil cases, the original and appellate jurisdiction which had been perhaps the greatest of the prerogatives of their predecessors, and many trials of the greatest importance took place in it. For instance, 4 Waltheof was condemned to death at the court held at Westminster by the Conqueror at Christmas 1074.

5 In 1096 William Rufus held his court at Windsor. "There Godfrey Bainard accused William de Ou, the king's kinsman, of treason and vanquished him in single combat; whereupon the king commanded William de Ou to be blinded and otherwise mutilated, and his daper (one William by name) to be hanged; and there Euda, Count

1 Madox, Hist. Exch. chap. ii. pp. 30-30. 2 Jk. p. 31. 3 Id. p. 32. 4 Stuibs, i. 371. 5 Mat. i. 99, quoting Hoveden and Saxon Chronicle.
Chap. IV. "of Champagne, the king's son-in-law, and many others were deprived of their lands, and others were taken to London and there executed." ¹ In the reign of Henry I. the famous Robert Belesme was tried in the King's Court upon no less than forty-five charges of outrages of various kinds.

²In 1184 (30 Hen. 2) Gilbert de Plumpton Knight was accused before the king by Glanville the high justiciary of a rape, and, according to Hoveden, would have been hanged if the king had not pitied him, suspecting Glanville's motives. Other instances are to be seen in Madox of the exercise of the jurisdiction of the Curia Regis. I will now proceed to trace the steps by which nearly all the most important of our existing courts of justice were derived from it. The industry of Madox ³ has collected evidence that the expression "Common Bench" or "Bank" is older than the reign of King John, and it is highly probable that some distribution of the business of the Curia Regis whereby civil actions might be assigned to one division of the court might take place during the reign of Henry II., when its business increased so much, and when the spirit of judicial and administrative reform was so active; but however this may be, there is no doubt that a great and indeed decisive step in this direction was made by the 17th Article of Magna Charta in 1215, which is in these words, "Communia placita non sequantur curiam nostram sed teneantur in aliquo loco certo." The reasons of this enactment, and the evils which it was intended to remedy are sufficiently illustrated by the account already given of the plea of de Anesty and of the

¹ Med. i. 53; Stubbs, i. 371. Robert de Belesme is one of the most prominent characters in the history of Ordinaria Vitula, and his career supplies an excellent specimen of the sort of disorders which the royal power had at that time to deal with.

² Eodem anno eum Gilbertum de Plumpton miles nobili promapia ortus ductum est in vicinum magno Wiggardiae et accusatus est de rapto nocum Domino Rex a Ranulfo de Glanvilia Judicario Angliae, qui eum condemnare voluit, injusto judicio judicatus est suspendi in patibulo, &c. Rex dictus commiserit conatusque eumus preceptum ab (custodiam) eum manere donec ipse aliud de eo fieri praebesset. Solebat eum quidem per invitus factum illic illi Ranulfo de Glanvilia, qui eum morti tradere voluit (propter uxorum causa, &c. Sic illeque miles ille morti liberatus uque ad eum regi fuit inarcatus per R. de Glanvilia. Hoveden, quoted by Madox, i. 20.

travels of King John. This was the origin of the Court of Common Pleas which from that day to this (1882) has been held in Westminster Hall.1

The Court of Exchequer was always, as I have already observed, to some extent separate from the rest of the Curia Regis, and was also to some extent stationary. It gradually became a separate court.

The Court of King's Bench represented so much of the ordinary jurisdiction of the Curia Regis as was not appropriated to the Common Pleas and the Exchequer. It had no definite known beginning as a separate institution, but the following points in relation to it may be noticed. The name "Curia Regis" begins, according to Madox, to cease to be used in the Records after the enactment of Magna Charta, and the pleas which would have been described as being held in the Curia Regis are said to be held coram ipso rege. This form of expression corresponds to the style which belonged to the Judges of the Court of Queen's Bench down to its abolition, "the Justices of our Lady the Queen assigned to hold pleas "before the Queen herself." It also corresponds to the singular 2legal fiction which supposed the king to be in some mystical way personally present in the Court of Queen's Bench (it may be in all the superior courts) which was the reason assigned for the extreme severity with which contempts of such courts might be punished.

It is also to be observed that Hubert de Burgh, the famous minister of Henry III., was the last person who held the office of Chief or High Justiciar. The powers of the office

1 Madox observes that even after Magna Charta there were some exceptions to the rule which it laid down, but these are of no practical importance.

2 "However, it is certain that by the common law which continues to "this day, striking in Westminster Hall, where the king is only present as "represented by his judges and by their administration, distributing justice "to his people, is more penal than any striking in another place in his actual "presence; for the latter is not punished with the loss of hand unless some "blood is drawn, nor even then with the loss of lands or goods; but if a "person draw his sword on any judge in the presence of the Court of King's "Bench, Chancery, Common Pleas, or Exchequer, or before the Justices "of assize, or eyre and terminer, whether he strike or not; or strike a juror, "or any other person with or without a weapon, he shall lose his hand and "his goods, and the profits of his lands during his life, and suffer perpetual "imprisonment. If the indictment lay the offence as done coram dominio "rege." 1 Hawkins, p. 63 (edition of 1864), and see on this subject K. v. Lord Thanet and others. 27 State Trials, 822.
indeed were so exorbitant that they were too great for a subject, and it is a not improbable conjecture (though there seems to be a complete absence of positive historical evidence on the matter) that the offices of Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench, Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, and Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer were instituted in order to discharge the different duties which had formerly belonged to the Chief Justiciar. The exact date at which these changes were made is uncertain, but the three courts were distinguished from each other before the accession of Edward I. The lists of the Chief Justices of the King's Bench and the Common Pleas, go back to the beginning of the reign of that king. The lists of the Lord Chief Barons to the middle of the reign of Edward II.

We have thus arrived at the Court of King's Bench. From the reign of Edward I. to the year 1875 it continued to be the Supreme Criminal Court of the Realm, with no alterations in its powers or constitution of sufficient importance to be mentioned except that during the Commonwealth it was called the Upper Bench.

In 1875 the Judicature Act of 1873 was brought into operation, and the Courts of Common Law and of Equity, all of which had been originally derived from the Curia Regis, or the powers of one of its members, the Lord Chancellor, were reunited under the name of the High Court of Judicature. The Court of Queen's Bench thereupon lost its ancient title, which however survives in the name of the Queen's Bench Division, and its Chief Justice became the Lord Chief Justice of England, a title which almost literally reproduces that which was borne by Lucy, Glanville, and de Burgh. The High Court of Judicature, and more particularly the Queen's Bench Division of that Court, is thus the representative of the Curia Regis in its capacity of a Court of Criminal Justice. It will be interesting to enumerate shortly the particulars of the jurisdiction which it thus inherits.

In the first place the Curia Regis had original jurisdiction in all cases whatever. The same is the case with the High

1 Stubb's, Com. Hist. ii. 268-7.
Court of Judicature. There is no offence, from the most serious to the most trivial, from high treason to a petty assault, which the High Court is not competent to try.

In the second place the High Court has succeeded to what I have described in general terms as the appellate jurisdiction of the Curia Regis. This jurisdiction is of two kinds. The High Court may issue, hear, and determine (subject to a further appeal to the House of Lords) writs of error. A writ of error is an order for the production of the record of proceedings before an inferior court founded upon an allegation on the part of a person aggrieved, that the record will show that the proceedings were erroneous, for which reason they ought to be quashed. This proceeding in the present day affords a mode of trying questions of law relative to procedure, but not questions as to the correctness of the judge's direction to the jury or as to the admissibility of evidence, or as to errors of fact committed by the jury.

In the third place the High Court may in its discretion issue a writ of certiorari, by which it can direct any inferior court to send to the High Court any indictment which may be found before the inferior court, in order that it may be tried either before the High Court or before a judge of the High Court either in London or on the circuit. This power is in some particular cases regulated by statute, but it is perfectly general, and is in continual use in cases in which for any reason a trial in the ordinary course appears likely to be unsatisfactory.

The writ of error and the writ of certiorari are both as old as the common law, and their very form and the nature of their contents distinctly show that they are the stated established way of exercising that superintendence over inferior courts, which, as I have pointed out, formed one of the most important branches of the Royal Prerogative ages before the Norman Conquest, and was exercised by the Curia Regis after that event and down to the time of the institution of the Court of King's Bench.

It is a curious question, though perhaps the solution would not be worth the trouble necessary to arrive at it, how far, at different periods of its history, the Court of King's Bench was
in practice as well as in theory a court for the trial of common
criminal cases. Till the year 1872 the grand jury of Middle-
sex used to be summoned every term, but indictments were
so very seldom preferred before them, that in that year an Act
(35 & 36 Vic. c. 52) was passed providing that it should no
longer be necessary to summon the grand jury unless the
master of the Crown Office has notice of bills to be sent
before them, in which case they may still be summoned. It
has been usual to present such bills in cases of great public
interest and importance only. The last instance of the kind
which occurs to me was the prosecution of Governor Eyre, in
1866, for misdemeanour in sending Mr. Gordon for trial to
Morant Bay, in Jamaica, in order that he might be tried
before a Court-martial. Criminal cases are not very un-
frequently removed by certiorari into the High Court, and
tried at the sittings at nisi prius; but these are almost
always misdemeanours partaking more or less of the charac-
ter of private wrongs, as indictments for libel, conspiracy
to defraud, or the like. Proof, however, still exists that in
ancient times the criminal business of the Court was exceed-
ingly important, and came from all parts of England. In the
Second Appendix to the Third Report of the Deputy Keeper
of the Public Records (Sir F. Palgrave) are a considerable
number of calendars and records, showing the amount of
criminal business done in the Court of King’s Bench in
various terms between 1477 (17 Edw. 4) and 1547 (37 Hen.
8). It appears from these that the Court was largely occupied
at that time by trying all sorts of criminal cases arising in
every part of the country. To give a few instances. In
Trinity Term, 1477 (April 29 to June 20), sixteen writs of
certiorari issued, to bring up for trial cases which had occurred
in other parts of England. Of these four were murders
from Stafford, Warwick, Nottingham, and London, respect-
atively. There were five cases of robbery, two complicated with
forcible entry; two forcible entries; a conspiracy; two thefts,
and two assaults. In Easter Term, 1501 (16 Hen. 7),
twelve cases were brought into court by certiorari, including
cases of theft, burglary, riot, and forcible entry. It thus
appears that the criminal trials held in the Court in those
days must have formed a considerable branch of its business. Those trials which were held in the term were as they still are called trials at Bar. Those which were held after term and put in a list with civil causes were said to be tried at Nisi Prius.

THE COURTS OF ASSIZE.

I come now to consider the history of the Courts of Assize. These courts are not so much derived from, as of equal antiquity with the Curia Regis, and appear to me to be the means by which the king exercised that concurrent jurisdiction with the County Courts which, as I have already observed, formed one of the most important and ancient branches of his prerogative. This concurrent jurisdiction seems from the very first to have been exercised most frequently not by calling the suitors to the King’s Court, but by sending representatives of the King’s Court to preside in the local tribunal. The King himself in very ancient times, as appears from the instances already given, sat on particular occasions in the County Court, but it is natural to suppose that he would more frequently delegate such a function to others. Sufficient evidence to show that in fact he did so is still in existence. Mr. Stubbs mentions many persons besides the chief Justiciars who acted as “Justiciarii,” during the reign of Henry I. and other instances are mentioned by Madox. Thus:—“In the year 1124, the King (Henry I.) being in Normandy between St. Andrew and Christmas, Ralph Basset and the King’s thanes held a council of the nobles at Hundhage in Leicestershire and caused execution to be done on many malefactors.” The Pipe Roll of 1130 mentions (according to Mr. Stubbs) ten justices of whom Ralph and another Basset were two. These, however, are matters which need not detain us, as Bracton in his third book gives an account of the office of the justiciar.

1 Dig. Crim. Proc. art. 23.
3 Madox, i. 72. Quoting from Hodeken, “sempenderunt ibi tot fines quot antis nonquem ellicet in parvo tempore spatio omum quatuor et quadragesimato vice, sex item vice priravunt oculi et testicula, admodum gravia huius avenio.”
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in the reign of Henry III so full and precise as to render any other authority superfluous.

1 He mentions as distinct the "Aula regia," and its "Justitiarios capitales qui proprias causas regis terminant," and the "curiam et justitiarios in banco residentes," but upon the whole it appears from his work that whatever special titles they might have on particular occasions, the justices were a body of royal officers of uncertain, or at least, of unspecified number, who were capable of being and habitually were employed upon a great variety of different duties according to the commissions directed to them from time to time. After giving many different forms of writs he concludes thus: 2 "Et infini sunt casus et formas infinitem quibus constant iurisdictioi, secundum quod inferior videri poterit in multis locis. Sed hic ad presentes sufficient exempli causae." He gives many forms of the commissions which were issued to particular justices in particular cases. The king, he says, 3 "Habet justitiarios itinerantos de comitatu in comitatum quandoque ad omnia placita, quandoque ad quaedam specialia, sicut assisas nove disseisine et mortis antecessoria capiendas, et ad gaolas deliberandas, quandoque ad unicam vel duas et non plures (causas). In another place he says that the power of the justices depends on their commission, but that it is complete in regard to the whole of the cause or causes to which the commission extends down to judgment and execution. Various forms of writs are given which invest the justice with a jurisdiction more or less extensive according to circumstances. 4 In one case the words are, "Ad iterandum per comitatum solum, vel comitatus tales A. de omnibus assistis et placitis tam coronae nostre quam aliis," In another the power is limited to the pleas, "que emersent postquam justitiarii nostri ultimo itineri averterunt in comitatu illo." In some cases the commission would authorize a goal delivery, in others not.

3 P. 164, and see p. 180, where this is repeated in substance.
4 "Et aciam eorum potestas quod ex quo dicta commissio est causa una vel plures insert simpliciter extenditur secum jurisdictione ad omnia sine quibus causa terminari non potest, quantum ad judicium et executionem judicij." — P. 182.
5 P. 184.
It is, I think, commonly supposed that the Court of the Justices in Eyre, first brought into prominence by Henry II, though not originally established by him, was a special institution differing in kind from the courts of the other justices. I think that this view is mistaken, and that it has introduced an appearance of confusion and obscurity into what is really a simple matter. There was never any standing institution, known as the Court of the Justices in Eyre or the Court of the Justices of Gaol Delivery. The difference lay in the commissions which the king issued in different terms to the same persons as occasion required. From the very earliest period of English history the king exercised his prerogative of justice locally by the agency of commissioners authorised to try particular causes or classes of causes in particular places. The cases to be tried and the local limits of the jurisdiction were determined by the terms of the commission. These commissions were issued by the Conqueror and his sons, and by Henry II. his sons and grandson to their "justitiarii," just as they are issued by Her Majesty in the present day to the Judges of the High Court of Judicature. At the present day the judges act under three commissions (Assize and Nisi Prius, Oyer and Terminer, and Gaol Delivery) if Civil as well as Criminal business is to be taken at the Assizes; under two only (Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery) if all criminal business is to be taken; and under one only (Gaol Delivery) if a particular gaol is to be delivered, but prisoners on bail are not to be tried. In the days of Henry I., Henry II., and Henry III., the authority of the justice was limited by the extent of his commission in precisely the same manner. As to the eyre, every justice deputed to a particular place was "in eyre," or as we should say, "on circuit." No doubt there were justices who by way of pre-eminence were described as the Justices in Eyre, and there can also be no doubt that Henry II. first systematised

---

1 See e.g. *fourth Institutes*, ch. 27, 28, 30, 33, 34. There is a full history of all matters connected with the Courts of Assize in the judgment of Wilks J., *ex parte Fernandez*, 10 C.B., N.S. 42-57.
CHAP. IV. these eyres, and divided the country into circuits each of which was allotted to one set of judges, and he may thus be described as the founder of the system of circuits. He was not, however, the founder of the system of the local administration of justice by Royal Commissioners appointed to take Assizes, to hear and determine pleas, and to deliver gaols. This system was probably as old as the doctrine that the king is the fountain of justice. That it was older than the establishment of the circuits is certain. The establishment of the circuits is usually dated from 1176, when Henry II. divided the country into six parts and appointed eighteen itinerant justices for them, but Madox quotes from the Exchequer Rolls a long series of the names of justices errant from 1170, of whom some were appointed "for pleas of the Crown or common pleas, and for imposing "and setting the assizes or tallages on the king's demesns," and others "for pleas of the Crown and common pleas" only. Moreover the language of the Assize of Clarendon (1166) implies that in all parts of England justices either came (no doubt on circuit and with commissions of gaol delivery or oyer and terminer), or were accessible at short intervals. After providing for the arrest of robbers and murderers, the Assize goes on to say, that when persons are arrested for robbery or murder, "if the justices are not to come soon "into the county in which the prisoners are in custody, the "sheriffs are to send to "the nearest justice by some intelligent "person to say that they have taken such prisoners, and the "justices are to send back to the sheriffs to say where they "wish the prisoners to be brought before them, and the "sheriffs shall bring them before the justices." This implies that even if it was not intended to send justices into any given county at a particular time, there would always be a justice in the neighbourhood, and this implies that at least ten years before the institution of regular circuits, the practice

---

1 "Communi omnium consilii divisit regnum ssum in sex partes; per "quarum singulas tres justitiae recensuit "constitut quorum nomina nec "sunt, &c."—Hoveden, quoted in Madox, 25. l. 36, and see J. Stubbs, Comt. Hist. 692.

2 I. 123-140.

3 The words are proprii qui fac situd (in the singular) in this phrase.
of issuing commissions for the local administration of criminal justice by the king’s justices was common.

The great peculiarity of the circuits, established by Henry II., and continued for a great length of time after his death, was the multiplicity of business imposed upon the justices. They were not only to dispose of the civil and criminal litigation of their circuit, but to preside over many branches of the king’s revenue, and see to the enforcement and preservation of all his rights. This is clearly shown by the articles of the general summons given in Bracton, whose treatise “De “Corona” may be regarded as the foundation to a considerable extent of English criminal law. A general summons to sheriffs of the counties on the circuit was issued, requiring them to summon by good summoners all archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, counts, barons, knights, and freetholders of their entire bailiwick, and of each vill four lawful men and the reeve, and of each borough twelve lawful burgesses “et omnes alios qui coram justiciariis itinerantibus venire “solent et debent.” In a word, the sheriff was to convene the full county court for the transaction of all the business committed to the justices. The first business done was the criminal business, according to a mode of procedure which I shall describe fully hereafter. After this, inquiry was to be made as to the king’s wards, as to marriages, advowsons, eccheats, serjeanties, purprestures (encroachments), measures, wines, franchises, Christian usurers, the chattels of Jews slain, coinage, outlaws, markets, new toils, and a great many other particulars relating to the revenue and other rights of the king. Their enumeration fills several pages of Bracton, and I think the only adequate way of describing them is by saying that their collective effect is to require the justices to undertake a general review of the whole administration of the country. The articles apparently were varied from time to time and to suit particular circumstances.

Thus Bracton gives the form of a summons, convening a Court at Shipway, before justices for the liberty of

---

2 See the form, 2 Bracton, 188.
3 Pages 211-33 (half of them are an English translation by Sir T. Twiss).
4 II. 222.
the Cinque Ports. It authorises them to inquire, amongst other things, "de navibus capitis in guerra et traditis, per Wil. de Wrotsham, et quis illas habeat vel quid de illis actum sit."

What further process was to be had upon the returns made by the justices I am unable to say, as Bracton is silent on the subject; but probably the records of the eyre would be made up and forwarded to the exchequer, and form the basis, or at all events part of the materials, for the strict account which, as appears from the Dialogus de scaccario, the sheriff of every county had to pass every year. This, however, does not fall within my subject.

It is enough for me to point out that, on the circuits instituted by Henry II., and commonly distinguished as "eyres" by way of pre-eminence, the administration of criminal justice was treated, not as a thing by itself, but as one part, perhaps the most prominent and important part, of the general administration of the country, which was put to a considerable extent under the superintendence of the justices in eyre. Nor is this surprising when we consider that fines, amereements, and forfeitures of all sorts were items of great importance in the royal revenue. The rigorous enforcement of all the proprietary and other profitable rights of the Crown which the articles of eyre confided to the justices was naturally associated with their duties as administrators of the criminal law, in which the king was deeply interested, not only because it protected the life and property of his subjects, but also because it contributed to his revenue.

The transition from the eyres, described by Bracton, to the assize courts of our own days may still be traced. As I have already shown, the commissions under which civil and criminal justice was administered were distinct from the articles of the eyre, and were probably much more ancient. The eyres were converted into circuits, in our sense of the

---

1 Sir T. Twiss says that he was a famous sea-captain and Keeper of the King's ports, who died in the second or third year of Henry III. He had been Archbishop of Truro in 1204, and was Keeper of the King's Gally during the reign of King John. Sir T. Twiss supposes the writ to have been the first issued to the barons of Hastings after the conclusion of the general war at the commencement of Henry III.'s reign.
word, simply by confining the commissions issued to the
justices to those which are still issued (assize and nisi prius
for civil business, oyer and terminer and gaol delivery for
criminal business), and by dropping the financial and adminis-
trative matters contained in the articles of eyre. It would
be a waste of labour to attempt to ascertain precisely by
what steps this change was carried out, but the nature and
reasons of the process are obvious in themselves and have
left traces by which they are sufficiently explained.

It is obvious that such an inquiry as would be necessary to
execute fully the articles of eyre given in Bracton would be
cumbrous in the extreme, and would be burdensome to the
public in direct proportion to the degree in which it was
profitable for the Crown. So obvious was this that the eyres
became septennial early in the thirteenth century, and con-
tinued to be so throughout the reign of Henry III. and into that
of Edward I. In the Parliament Rolls a variety of references
to the subject occur, which prove that the holding of the
eyre was regarded as a great public burden. Edward III.
and Richard II. upon the petition of the Commons agreed to
suspend it on various occasions for a greater or less period.
The following references suffice to prove this:—In A.D. 1348
(22 Edw. 3), the Commons make it a condition of an aid
for the war in France that "Eyres des justices en le meen
" temes, si bien des forestes come des communes Piesz et
" general enquerez par tote la terre cesse." The petition
connected with this grant marks the distinction between
financial and judicial business. "Que nul Eyre des Forestes
" le roi ni de la roigne, ne de prince soit duraunt la guerre,
" ne autres Eyres, n’Enquerez lors la justice de la pese en
" chescun pays de meisme le pays d’oyer et terminer comme au
" droin parlement estoit priez." The petition is continued on
the same page. "Prie la commune que les commissions de
" generales Enquerez et tous maners des Eyres des justices
" cessent de tut duraunt les trois aunz tan que l’eide a vous a
" este parlement grantez soit levez." (Answer.) "Il
" semble une conseil que tieux Enquerez cessent en esse du
" pcele s’il plent au roi, si sodeigne necessite ne surveigne."

1 2 Rot. Par. 200, a.
Chap. IV. 1 In 1371 (45 Edw. 3), a petition was granted that the king would issue no commission of eyre or trailbaston during the war, "fors qe en horrible cas." 2 There is a similar petition in 1377 (1 Rich. 2), that there may be no eyre nor trailbaston for the war, or for twenty years, but this was refused, 3 and another in 1382 (6 Rich. 2) which was granted for two years. The fullest and most instructive notice of the subject which I have found in the Parliament Rolls occurs in the Parliament Roll of 1362 (36 Edw. 3). The Commons had asked for a general pardon of "all manner of articles of eyre except pleas of land, quo warranto, treason, robbery, and other felonies punishable by loss of life or member." The Council had said that they regarded the petition as prejudicial to the king, and the Commons thereupon explain that they did not wish the king to give up anything which would injure his Crown permanently, such as "oscheats, wardships, marriages, fees, advowsons, serjeants, rents, services, lordships," and many other matters, but that they wished him to pardon "trespasses, misprisions, negligence, and ignorance" committed before the then parliament, and all "articles of eyre, the punishment of which would involve fine or ransom or other money punishments, amercements of counties and towns, and charges upon the heirs of coroners, sheriffs, and other royal officers." 4 A general pardon, of all such articles of eyre was granted in 1397 (21 Rich. 2).

I have not taken the trouble to try to ascertain precisely the history of the gradual disuse of these commissions. In Coke’s 4th Institute, they are spoken of as things of the past, and in the first Institute it is said that "as the power of the justices of assize by many acts of parliament and other commissions increased, so these justices itinerant by little and little vanished away." I think it much more probable that, as the king came to depend more and more upon parliamentary grants of money, and less and less on his land revenue and casual profits, the commissions of Oyer and Terminer, gaol

1 2 Ret. Parr. 305, a.
2 Th. 138, b.
3 2 Ret. Parr. 269.
4 3 Ret. Parr. 269.
5 Co. Litt. 514.

2 2 Ret. Parr. 24, a, and see pp. 56-58.
3 2 Ret. Parr. 275, a, b.
4 Fourth Inst. 184.
COMMISSIONS OF GAOL DELIVERY.

The history of the commissions of gaol delivery is as follows: Their origin is matter of conjecture. They are probably as ancient as the gaols themselves, and as the local administration of justice by royal officers. At all events they are repeatedly mentioned by Bracton. The systematic periodical issue of such commissions was, however, a consequence of the establishment of the periodical issue of Commissions of Assize. The word "Assize" was used in a great variety of senses. In some cases it meant a law, as in the expressions "The Assize of Clarendon," "The Assize of Jerusalem." It also meant a jury, as in the expression "The Great Assize," which is employed by Glanville, and to which I shall have to return. It also meant the form of action in which trial by a jury took place, as in the expression, "The Assize of Novel Disseisin," "The Assize of Mort d'Ancestor." These actions, which were mostly for the recovery of land or rights connected with land formed the most important part of the litigation of early times, and the first Commissions of Assize were commissions for the trial of such actions. They formed an independent part of the business of the justices in eyre, and were to be held much more frequently. It was provided by the 18th Chapter of Magna Charta, that the king or in his absence abroad his Chief Justiciar should send two justices into every county four times a year to take assizes of novel disseisin, mort d'anccestor, and darrein presentment. This, says Mr. Stubbs, was in the following year altered to once a year. I am not aware of any enactment in very early times as to the degree of frequency with which assizes were to be held, but it was enacted by 13 Edw. 1, c. 30 (A.D. 1285), that they should be held three times a year at most. And in 1299, it was enacted by 27 Edw. 1, c. 3, that justices

1 A gaol, properly speaking, is a cage. See 2 Polgrave's Commonwealth, clxvi. The Assize of Clarendon (ch. vii.) provides for the making of gaols where they do not exist, the wood being provided out of the royal forests. See Stubbs's Charters, p. 144.
2 Stobbe, Charters, 299.
3 Stobbe, Charters, 299.
4 "Capiant assises predictas et attinectas ad plus ter per annum."
appointed to take assizes should also “deliver the gaols of the shires as well within liberties as without of all manner of prisoners after the form of gaol deliveries of those shires before time used.” This statute shows that commissions of gaol delivery were well known in 1299; and it would secure their being issued as often as the Commissions of Assize were issued according to the 13 Edw. 1, that is to say, not more than three times a year.

The next statute relating to them is 2 Edw. 3, passed in 1328, which provides that “good and discreet persons, others than of the places, if they may be found sufficient shall be assigned in all the shires of England to take assizes, juries, and certifications, and to deliver the gaols, and that the said justices shall take the assizes, juries, and certifications, and deliver the gaols at the least three times a year, and more often if need be.”

From that time to the present commissions of gaol delivery have regularly been issued, and form one of the authorities under which the Judges of Assize now execute their office.

The commissions of Oyer and Terminer are found in existence at the same time as the commissions of gaol delivery, though I am not prepared to cite, either from Glanville or from Bracton, any instance in which the expression is used.

The first express mention of them with which I am acquainted is in the statute 13 Edw. 1, c. 29 (A.D. 1285), which taken in connection with some subsequent authorities throws considerable light on their nature. They were either general or special. General when they were issued to commissioners whose duty it was to hear and determine all matters of a criminal nature within certain local limits, special when the commission was confined to particular cases. Such special commissions were frequently granted at the prayer of particular individuals. They differed from commissions of gaol delivery principally in the circumstance that the commission of Oyer and Terminer was “ad inquirendum, audiendum, et terminandum,” whereas that of gaol delivery is “ad gaolam nostram castri nostri de C. de prisonibus in a existentibus hac vice deliberandum,” the interpretation put upon which

\footnote{Fourth Part. 161, 167.}
was that justices of Oyer and Terminer could proceed only upon indictments taken before themselves, whereas justices of gaol delivery had to try every one found in the prison which they were to deliver. On the other hand, a prisoner on bail could not be tried before a justice of gaol delivery, because he would not be in the gaol, whereas if he appeared before justices of Oyer and Terminer he might be both indicted and tried.

These differences, however, seem so slight and technical that I am inclined to think that the commission of Oyer and Terminer must originally have been used rather for general purposes, and that it was granted in particular cases to particular persons who had been injured by some special offence by an offender not arrested by the public guardians of the peace. It would be natural to give a general commission of this kind to justices of gaol delivery, in order that any such cases not brought before them in their other capacity of justices of gaol delivery might be disposed of at the same time. In later times such cases were usually dealt with by the Court of Star Chamber.

This is suggested both by the statute 13 Edw. 1, c. 29, and by some later authorities. The words of the statute are "a writ of trespass, to hear and determine, from henceforth shall not be granted before any justices, except justices of the bench and justices in eyre, unless it be for an hainous trespass where it is necessary to provide speedy remedy, and our lord the king of his special grace hath thought it good to be granted." This of course implies that the practice had previously been different. The exception made in the statute left in existence if it did not introduce great abuses. This appears from a petition in the Parliament Rolls of 1315 (thirty years after the statute.)

The petition says: 1 "Great evils and oppressions against law are done to many people by granting commissions of Oyer and Terminer more lightly and commonly than is proper against the common law. For when a great lord or powerful man wishes to injure another, he falsely accuses him of a trespass" (de forge trespas versus), "or maintains some one else on whom he" (his enemy) "has trespassed,

1 1 Rot. Par. 290, s.
CHAP. IV. "and purchases commissions of Oyer and Terminer to people
favourable to himself and hostile to the other side, 1 who
will be ready to do whatever he pleases, and will fix a day
of which the other side will either receive no notice from
the sheriff and his bailiffs (who are procured to take part
in the fraud), or else such short notice that he cannot
attend; and so he is grievously amerced, namely £20, or
20 marcs, or £10, at the will of the plaintiff. 2 And then
he has another day appointed him in some upland uncon-
venient village in which his adversary is so powerful that
the defendant dares not go there for danger of his life, and
can have no counsel for fear of the same power. 'And thus
he is fined three or four times the value of his chattels,
that is to say, a common man, "£26 for a day, or 100 marcs,
or £40, more or less according as the plaintiff is urgent."
(posite). "And if the defendant keeps his day, he will
either receive bodily harm, or he will have to agree to do
more than is in his power, 5 or a jury from distant parts will
be procured which knows nothing of the trespass, by
which the defendant will be convicted of the trespass,
though he may not be guilty, and the damages taxed at the
will of his adversary, that is to say, for a trespass for which
£ 20d. would be enough at £200, £400, sometimes 1,000
marcs. And if the party convicted is caught" (tropec), "he
will be imprisoned, and remain there till he has paid every
penny, or till he agrees to sell his land; or till his friends
pay, if he is ever to get out. And if he cannot be taken
he will be put in exiguous and exiled for ever" (by being outlawed).
The answer to this petition is: "As for writs of Oyer and
Terminer they shall for the future be granted only for
ever trespasses" (pro enormis transgressionibus) "ac-
cording to the form of 7 the statute, and for this shall be
assigned justices sworn discreet and not suspected."

1 "Se dorect a faire tant ou qil veut."
2 "Et avenz entier jour en ville Doppelond au me convaincre."
3 "Mis en issue," fined for non-appearance and entered by the Sheriff on
the roll, which led to the issue of a writ of distress. See 2 Madox, 234.
4 xxvi. 3.
5 "On sera promue une jure d'estrange pays qui rien soit du trespas."
6 "xx sous."
7 s.e. 15 Edw. 1, c. 29.
ILLUSTRATIONS.

This petition sets in a striking light the occasional individual character of the administration of justice even at so late a period as the reign of Edward II., and the great oppressions incidental in those days to trial by jury. It clearly shows that the septennial eyres and the more frequent commissions of gaol delivery did not provide sufficiently for the administration of criminal justice, especially as regarded offences which were regarded (to use the language of our own day) rather as torts than crimes.

The subject is so curious that it may be well to illustrate it further by a few specimens of the cases in which after the petition referred to private commissions of Oyer and Terminer were issued.

In the same Parliament in which the petition was presented 2 certain persons were appointed justices of Oyer and Terminer, as to "all complaints which any one wished to make of prises, *carriages, and other trespasses done by John de Segrave and his servants by reason of his custody of the forest beyond Trent, and the castles of Nottingham and Darby."

A similar commission 4 was issued at the same time to different persons with reference to the conduct of Gerard de Salveyne, as escheator beyond Trent and sheriff of Yorkshire.

In 1320 4 (14 Edw. 2), Ralph de Draiton, the parson of the parish of Luffenhall, asked for a commission of Oyer and Terminer, to inquire into the conduct of Robert de Vear, Simon de Draiton, and John de Clifton, who, he said, by the orders of Gilbert de Middleton, Archdeacon of Northampton, imprisoned him till he resigned his living, and took and carried away his goods and chattels, and cut out the tongue and pulled out the eyes of one Agee de Aldenby, and he said that a commission had already been issued on the subject at York. The answer is that the petitioner must produce the former commission in the Chancery where he will be answered.

5 In the year 1321 or 1322 Robert Power asks for a com-

---

1 1 Rot. Par. 325, a.
2 Taking supplies and compelling people to carry.
3 1 Rot. Par. 325, b.
4 1b. 876, a.
5 1b. p. 410, a.
mission of Oyer and Terminer against various persons who, during the siege of Tickhill Castle, came to take him prisoner, and hold him to ransom, and destroyed a quantity of his property. The answer is "Adae legem communem."

Various other instances are given in the Parliament Rolls.

The abuse complained of in the petition above quoted still continued, as appears from a petition presented in 1323 (2 Edw. 3) complaining of the irregular and illegal conduct of one Robert de Scoresburgh, who was a Commissioner of Oyer and Terminer at Scarborough, on the writ of one Ali-sandr' de Berwiz. The petition was granted, and the result was the statute of 2 Edw. 3, c. 2, which enacts "that the "Oyers and Terminers shall not be granted but before just-"tices of the one bench or the other, or the justices errants, "and that for great hurt or horrible trespass, and of the "king's special grace, after the form of the statute thereof "ordained in time of the said grandfather, and none "otherwise."

The result of this statute was that the criminal jurisdiction of the justices of assize and Nisi Prius was put on its present footing. They were to be commissioners of gaol delivery under 27 Edw. 1, and might be commissioners of Oyer and Terminer under 2 Edw. 3. The practice now is to issue both commissions to the judges on each circuit, though occasionally commissions of gaol delivery only are issued.

Besides the ordinary commission of Oyer and Terminer a commission which, according to Coke, was a species of Oyer and Terminer, and which bore the odd name of "Trailbaston, was issued under Edward I., and some of his successors. Its form is given in 1 Bot. Parl. 218-9 (35 Edw. 1, a.d. 1306). It tells us nothing except that certain justices were to "en-"tendre les buscignes de trailbaston" on five circuits, in-cluding 38 counties. Certain articles are annexed to the commission, which look as if they were intended to define the duties of the justices. They read like a short abridgment of the articles of the eyre.

1 3 Bot. Parl. 22, A.
2 Sir Francis Palgrave says that the word refers rather to the crime than to the court. A "trailbaston" was a clubman, one who carried a bludgeon—the Indian "lathiar"—from "lathl" a club.
"Et que vostre poynie aide et counsel a tot vostre poir dorrez et mettez as droitures le Roy et de la Corone garder maintenir sauer et repeler par la ou vous purroz sansz tort faire. Et la ou vous savez les choses de la Corone et le droits les Roy concellez ou a tort aliez, ou soustriez, que vous le faze saver au Roy. Et que la Corone arrestez a votre poir et en loais manere."

The Commission says nothing of criminal jurisdiction, but Coke asserts that the Commissioners possessed it, and instances might be cited from the Parliament Rolls which support this. In 1347 (25 Edw. 3), the Commons petition that communes Traitbastoneries ne courgant comme autre fois fut assenius en Parlament; car elles furent tout un destruction et ainistissement du Peuple et a moul petit ou null amendement de la ley ou de la Fees ou punissement des felons ou trespassours.

The commissions of Trailbaston are mentioned in most of the passages already cited as to the remission of the eyres for a longer or shorter time, and the two were probably more or less closely connected. Whatever their nature may have been they have long since become obsolete, and inquiries into their nature have only an antiquarian interest. We have thus arrived at the establishment of the second of the ordinary superior criminal courts, the courts of the Justices of Assize. They can hardly be said to have had any later history. Some small variations in the number of the circuits, and as to the places in which they were to be held, have been made especially within the last few years, but the circuits have altered but little, and the constitution of the Courts has hardly altered at all since the reign of Edward III.

THE COURTS OF QUARTER SESSIONS.

I now come to the history of the Courts of Quarter Sessions for counties. In order to explain their origin and constitution it is necessary to refer shortly to the origin of

1 2 Rot. Par, 374.
CHAPTER IV. The office of Justices of the Peace. Keeping the peace was one of the chief prerogatives of the Crown, and it was exercised both by some of the great officers of the Crown throughout England, and by sheriffs, coroners, and constables in their various counties and smaller districts. The judges of the Court of King's Bench were, and the judges of the High Court of Justice are, conservators of the peace all over England, and though a judge in the present day seldom if ever acts as a justice of the peace, it was customary for them to do so for centuries. When the Supreme Courts were first established in India, the judges were expressly made justices of the peace, and they used to sit as such regularly. Besides those who were conservators of the peace by virtue of their offices, there were evidently others who were elected for particular districts as coroners now are. At the beginning of the reign of Edward III., and no doubt in order to enable him, or rather his mother, Queen Isabel, and her advisers to keep order and support their authority, it was enacted in 1327 (1 Edw. 3, c. 16) that "in every county good men and lawful which be no maintainers of evil or barretors in the "country should be assigned to keep the peace." This put an end to the election of conservators, and was the beginning of the legislation relating to the officers who afterwards became justices of the peace. At first their authority was simply executive, being limited probably to suppressing disturbances and apprehending offenders, so that they were little more than constables on a large scale. Three years afterwards, in 1330, it was enacted (4 Edw. 3, c. 2) that there should be three gaol deliveries in every year, and that at the time of the assignment of the keeper of the peace "mention shall be made "that such as shall be indicted or taken by the said keepers "of the peace shall not be let to bail or mainprise by the "sheriffs," and that the justices of gaol delivery should

1 Lambard, Eirenarcha, pp. 8-22. Lambard is the founder of Blackstone (Book i. c. 9) and other writers. See also Dig. Crim. Proc, chap. v. arts. 25-36.

2 Lambard, fo. 13. As to judges acting as justices, see Campbell's Chief Justices, iii. 11 (life of Holt); and see Spencer Cowper's case, in which Holt took depositions, 11 State Trials, 1142. As to India, see 13 George 3, c. 65, s. 33. In Sir William Jones's Life, mention is made of his holding evening sittings as justice of the peace for Calcutta.
delivered the gaols of the persons indicted or taken by the keepers of the peace. The powers of the keepers of the peace at this time therefore extended to receiving indictments.

In 1344 (18 Edw. 3, st. 2, ch. 2) it was enacted that "two or three of the best of reputation in the counties shall be assigned keepers of the peace by the King's Commission, and at what time need shall be the same with others wise and learned in the law shall be assigned by the King's Commission to hear and determine felonies and trespasses done against the peace in the same counties, and to inflict punishment reasonably." This was the first act by which the Conservators of the Peace obtained judicial power. Apparently some of them were to be associated with the Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery, but they were not themselves to form a complete court.

In 1350 the Statute of Labourers required the justices to hold sessions four times a year to enforce that statute.

After a further interval of ten years, namely, in 1560, a statute was passed (34 Edw. 3, c. 1) which not only authorized the keepers of the peace to arrest offenders, but gave them authority to "hear and determine at the King's suit all manner of felonies and trespasses done in the same county." Lambard conjectures that it was upon the passing of this statute that the Conservators of the Peace first acquired the higher title of Justices. He also says that some words in the beginning of the statute, "In every county in England shall be assigned," &c., had the effect of providing a separate Commission for every county, a Commission for several counties having, at all events in earlier times, been given to particular persons. This statute is still the foundation of the jurisdiction of the Courts of Quarter Sessions for counties.

In 1888 a further statute was passed fixing the number of justices at six for every Commission of the Peace, besides the Justices of Assize. They were to keep their sessions four times a year for three days if need be. The statute adds that if a judge of either bench or a serjeant-at-law is in the Commission, he is not to be required to sit as the other Commissioners, the which be continually dwelling in

---

1 25 Edw. 3, st. 1, c. 7; and see 2 Rot. Parl. 234.
Chap. IV. the country, but that "they shall do it when they may best "attend." Several later statutes are to much the same effect, 
though they have been interpreted as removing the restriction 
as to the number of justices. They are 13 Rich. 2, st. 1, 
c. 7, 2 Hen. 5, st. 2, c. 1 and c. 4, which last statute again 
prescribes the dates at which the sessions are to be held.

Many statutes have been passed relating to various matters 
connected with justices of the peace, but the constitution of 
the 1Court of Quarter Sessions has never been materially 
alter ed from its first establishment to the present day. The 
time at which it is to meet is now regulated by 11 Geo. 4, 
and 1 Will. 4, c. 70, s. 35.

The jurisdiction of the Court depends partly on statute and 
partly on the Commission issued under the earlier statutes, 
the form of which was first settled in Michaelmas Term, 
1590, by Lord Chief Justice Wray and the other judges, and 
which has been in use ever since, though some of its terms 
are sufficiently antiquated. It provides that the justices 
are to "hear and determine all felonies, poisonings, enchant-
"ments, sorceries, arts magic, trespasses, forestallings, re-
gratings, engrossing, and extortions, and all other crimes 
"and offences of which such justices may or ought lawfully 
"to inquire," subject to this caution, "that if a case of diffi-
culty shall arise they shall not proceed to give judgment 
"except in the presence of some justice of one of the benches 
"or of assize."

The jurisdiction of the Court of Quarter Sessions thus ex-
tended nominally to all felonies and indeed to all crimes except 
treason, subject only to the condition that in cases of difficulty 
a judge of the superior courts ought to be present.

All through the sixteenth century the Quarter Sessions did 
in fact sentence to death large numbers of people, who were 
executed upon their sentence. This appears from Mr. Hamil-
ton's History of the Quarter Sessions, compiled from records at 
Exeter Castle; but they seem to have confined themselves 
principally to cases of theft and the like. As time went 
on their jurisdiction was in practice greatly narrowed, and

2 Lambard, p. 45; 2 Stephen's Comm. 646. 
3 Chitty, 188.
Chitty, writing in 1826, says, "It is now the common practice to try only petty larcenies and misdemeanours in this court." It was not thought proper that they should deal with capital offences even when they were entitled to the benefit of clergy. It was a singular indirect effect of the old law as to capital punishment that it thus came to narrow and cripple the powers of the Court of Quarter Sessions. Their jurisdiction as regards crimes is now determined by 5 & 6 Vic. c. 38, passed in 1842, soon after the law relating to the punishment of death had been reduced nearly, though not quite, to its present condition. This Act provides negatively that the Court shall not try prisoners accused of treason, murder, or any capital felony, or for any felony for which on a first conviction an offender may be sentenced to penal servitude for life, nor for any one of eighteen other specified offences, which include all the offences in relation to which legal or constitutional questions of importance are likely to arise. All offences except these they can try under the statute above referred to, and under the terms of their Commission.

The only point which remains to be noticed in connection with the Quarter Sessions for counties is the local limits of their jurisdiction. This depends upon the Commissions by which the justices are appointed, and which assign the limits within which they are to act. There are in England and Wales the following Commissions:

One for each county in England and Wales, except York and Lincoln . . . . . . 50
One for each Riding of the county of York . 3
One for each of the three parts (Lindsay, Holland, and Kesteven) of the county of Lincoln . 3
One for each of the following Liberties:—
Cawood, Cinque Ports, Ely, Haverfordwest, Peterborough, Ripon, St. Albans, Tower of London, Westminster . . . . . . . . . . . 9

There have been one or two small variations by subsequent legislation.
My friend, Mr. Godfrey Lushington, was so good as to obtain from the Home Office this information for me.
BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.

CHAP. IV. There are also separate Commissions for each of the eighteen counties of cities and towns, and for many municipal boroughs.

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.

I now pass to the Borough Quarter Sessions, the history of which is more complicated than that of the Quarter Sessions for counties.

The history of the growth of towns in England has been considered from a constitutional point of view by many writers of high authority. It is enough for my present purpose to observe that from the time when Henry I. granted its first existing charter to the City of London down to our own days, charters of incorporation have been granted to a great number of towns and cities. These charters, from the earliest times, contained grants of courts of various degrees of importance. The mayor and aldermen were, in some cases, made magistrates ex officio, and authorised to hold Courts of Quarter Sessions; and these grants were accompanied or not, as the case might be, by a clause called the "non intramittant clause," which ousted the jurisdiction of the county magistrates. In some cases towns were made counties of themselves. Such towns usually appointed their own sheriffs. Occasionally particular officers were to be put upon all commissions of Gaol Delivery and Oyer and Terminer issued for such counties of towns. For instance in London, by a series of charters from the days of Henry I. downwards, the Lord Mayor, the Aldermen, and the Recorder, were to be put into all commissions of Gaol Delivery for the gaol of Newgate, and all commissions of Oyer and Terminer for the City of London. In some cases there was no limitation at all upon the extent of the town jurisdiction. They might

1 Bristol, Canterbury, Chester, Coventry, Exeter, Gloucester, Lincoln, Lichfield, Norwich, Worcester, and York, and the towns of Carmarthen, Haverfordwest, Hull, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Nottingham, Poole, and Southampton (5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76, a. 81, and see Schedule A).
2 Hallam, Middle Ages; Const. Hist.; Army, History of Boroughs; Stubbs, Const. Hist.
try all crimes and inflict any punishment up to death. In other cases they were confined within narrower limits. I am not aware of any case in which the grant ousted the concurrent jurisdiction of justices of Gaol Delivery or commissioners of Oyer and Terminer appointed for the county in which a corporate town not being a county of itself was situated, or in which it prevented the king from issuing such a Commission to his own justices to be executed within the limits of a county of a city or town corporate. In nearly every instance in which any such charter was granted, the corporation were authorised to appoint a judicial officer, generally a recorder, who held his office during good behaviour, and acted as judge in the criminal court, and usually in the civil court also, if there was one.

The counties of cities and towns, the boroughs, and the towns corporate continued to exercise the jurisdiction thus conferred upon them from the date of their respective charters and according to their tenor down to the year 1884. In that year a Commission was issued to inquire into their various constitutions. It made several reports, the first of which was printed in 1835. These reports give in minute detail an account of every charter known to have been granted to every town in England and Wales. They formed the basis upon which was founded the Municipal Corporations Act (5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 76). The effect of this measure would hardly be apparent to any one who read it without reference to other matters, particularly to the reports of the Commissioners, but it was as follows:

The Commissioners “found satisfactory reasons for believing that there were in England and Wales” in all 246 corporate towns. Of these 178 are mentioned in two schedules to the Act, and to them only the Act applies. The 178 do not include either the City of London on the one hand, or on the other 88 small places which had been incorporated at various times, but had declined in importance. Other towns of very great importance are also absent from the list (e.g.,

1 On January 1, 1883, the Municipal Corporations Act of 1835 (45 and 46 Vict. c. 50) came into force. It repeals, re-enacts, and consolidates all the older Acts.
Chap. IV. Manchester and Birmingham), because at the time when the Act passed they were not incorporated. Manchester and Birmingham, and a considerable number of others, have since been incorporated, either under 17 Will. 4, and 1 Vic. c. 78, s. 49, or under 40 & 41 Vic. c. 69, by which the enactment previously mentioned is repealed and re-enacted in a more elaborate form, and to all boroughs so incorporated the provisions of the Municipal Corporations Act are, I believe, extended.

The English towns may thus be classified as follows:—

1. London.

2. Eighty-eight small corporate towns not affected by the Municipal Corporations Act.

3. The 178 towns to which the Municipal Corporations Act applies.

4. The towns which have been incorporated since the Municipal Corporations Act, but to which its provisions have been extended.

Upon each of these classes separate observations arise:—

1. London is, by charter, a county of itself; and by various charters, the Lord Mayor, the Recorder, and the Aldermen, were entitled to be put upon all commissions to deliver the gaol of Newgate, and all commissions of Oyer and Terminer for the City of London. By what precise authority they tried Middlesex prisoners also, I am unable to say, and it is now of no importance, but, in fact, they did try them. Under their charters they hold Quarter Sessions both for the City of London and for the Borough of Southwark.

2. The provisions of the charters by which they sat as Commissioners of Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery, are now merged in the Central Criminal Court, which was established by 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 36. This Court consists of the Lord Mayor for the time being, the Lord Chancellor, all the Judges of the High Court, *the Judge of the Provincial Courts of

---

1 In the preamble to 45 & 46 Vic. c. 50, it is stated that the act of 1883 applies to all the bodies constituted after it passed. Sec. 210 of the act of 1882 is now substituted for 40 & 41 Vic. c. 69.
3 *I suppose this is the effect of the Judicature Act of 1873. Before that*
COURTS OF TOWNS CLASSIFIED.

Canterbury and York, the Aldermen of the City of London, the Recorder, the Common Serjeant and the Judge of the Sheriff’s Court, and of every one who has held the office of Lord Chancellor, Lord Keeper, or a Judge of the High Court, and of such other persons as Her Majesty appoints. In practice, the judicial duties of the Court are discharged by the Judges of the Queen’s Bench Division and the three judicial officers of the City.

A Commission of Oyer and Terminer as to all offences committed within the district of the Central Criminal Court and a Commission to deliver the gaol of Newgate issues from time to time to the persons above mentioned. The district over which the court has jurisdiction, includes the City of London, the County of Middlesex, and certain parts of the Counties of Kent, Essex, and Surrey. The Court has also Admiralty jurisdiction.

2. The small towns which were not affected by the Municipal Corporations Act are numerous, but in a large number of cases their jurisdiction has become obsolete. In some cases it extended, and still extends, theoretically, to the infliction of capital punishment. Several small villages in Kent have charters by which they might, apparently, still try people for their lives, but as the county justices and the assizes had always concurrent jurisdiction, the power has been forgotten and has become, practically, obsolete. A considerable number of these small towns have either no criminal jurisdiction at all, or a very small one, and many have no recorders.

3. The 178 towns which are mentioned in the two schedules to the Municipal Corporations Act are divided into two

Act passed the judges of the Courts of Equity were not judges of the Central Criminal Court. The Judge of the Court of Admiralty and the Dean of the Archers were members of it. Under 37 & 38 Vict. c. 55, s. 86, the Judge appointed under the Public Worship Regulation Act is ex officio Dean of the Archers.

1 This seems to be the effect of s. 107, taken in connection with the interpretation of the word “Borough” in s. 142. By s. 107 it is enacted that after May 1, 1858, all jurisdiction to try treasons, capital felonies, and all other criminal jurisdictions whatever, granted or confirmed by any law, &c., or charter, &c., to any mayor, &c., “in any borough” shall cease. By s. 142 “in any borough” shall be construed to mean city, borough, port, quay or town corporate, named in one of the schedules (A and B),” s.e. the 178 places referred to.
classes. The first class (Schedule A) contains 128 towns, as to which it is enacted, that they are to have separate commissions of the peace. The second class (Schedule B) are to have separate commissions of the peace if the Crown is pleased, upon the petition of the Council thereof, to grant them.

Every borough, whether in Schedule A or Schedule B which wished to have a separate Court of Quarter Sessions was to petition for one, stating what salary they were willing to pay their recorder, and the Crown was empowered to grant that a separate Court of Quarter Sessions should be thenceforward held in and for the borough. The right to appoint the recorder which had previously been vested in most cases in the Corporation was by this Act transferred to the Crown. The recorder is to hold his court four times a year or oftener, if he thinks fit, or if the Crown thinks fit to direct him to do so; 3 and he is the sole judge of the court. In all cases in which a separate Court of Quarter Sessions is granted to a borough in either schedule, the jurisdiction of the county justices is excluded if the borough was exempt from their jurisdiction before the passing of the act. In scheduled boroughs in which a separate Court of Quarter Sessions was not granted before May 1, 1836, the county justices are to have concurrent jurisdiction, although there may be a separate commission of the peace.

It would not be worth while to ascertain the precise effect of these curiously qualified provisions, but by comparing the list of recorders given in the Law List with the list of 128 boroughs in Schedule A, it appears that eighty-five have recorders, and that forty-three have not. Of the fifty towns in Schedule B, forty-one have not, and nine have, recorders.

By s. 107, all the towns in both schedules which have not a separate Court of Quarter Sessions have lost all their criminal jurisdiction, and even if they have a

1 s. 108. As to borough courts and recorders, see 45 & 46 Vict. c. 60, part viii. ss. 154-169.
2 s. 105.
3 s. 111. Even in cases where he used to be assessor only. See 7 Will. 4, and 1 Vict. c. 78, s. 34.
separate commission of the peace (which all the towns in Schedule A have), the county justices have concurrent jurisdiction.

No town in either schedule can have a separate Court of Quarter Sessions unless it has both a separate commission of the peace and a recorder, but the converse is not true. Many towns have recorders which have no separate Court of Quarter Sessions, and I think that some towns have both a recorder and a separate commission of the peace, and yet no separate Court of Quarter Sessions. In such cases the recorder’s office is merely honorary.

Upon the whole, I think it will be found that about 85 of the 178 boroughs specified in the Municipal Corporations Act have separate Courts of Quarter Sessions.

4. In the course of the forty-three years which have passed since 1836, a considerable number of new charters have been granted; some to towns of the first importance, as for instance to Manchester and Birmingham. In some of these cases a separate Court of Quarter Sessions and a separate Commission of the Peace has been granted, and in others not.

The intricacy of all this, and the difficulty of spelling it out from the acts of parliament and other authorities relating to the matter, is a good instance of some of the causes which make our law obscure and repulsive. No one could understand the true nature and effect of the Municipal Corporations Act without acquiring a great deal of knowledge as to which the act itself does not even contribute a suggestion; and even when that knowledge is acquired, the application of it to the wandering arrangement and clumsy phraseology of the act is a matter of much difficulty.

The jurisdiction of the Borough Quarter Sessions over crimes is the same as that of the County Quarter Sessions.

1 Since this was in type, all the acts on the subject have been consolidated by 45 & 46 Vict. c. 90, which is much better drawn and arranged, but a knowledge of the history of the subject is still necessary to understand it.
COURTS OF A SUMMARY JURISDICTION.

Chap. IV. The last set of criminal courts still existing are the courts of a summary jurisdiction. Their history is short, but it is highly characteristic.

From the first institution of justices of the peace to our own times a number of statutes have been passed authorising sometimes one justice, and in other cases two, to inflict in a summary way penalties of different kinds upon a great variety of offenders. These penalties have in most cases consisted in the infliction of fines of a greater or less amount, and sometimes in imprisonment, and occasionally in setting the offender in the stocks. Most of the offences created by legislation of this sort have consisted in the violation of rules laid down for some administrative purpose, and so belong rather to administrative law than to criminal law as usually understood. The Statute of Labourers was the first act of the sort, and the Poor Laws supply another illustration. Sometimes, however, the offences subjected to summary punishment were offences properly so called—acts punished not in order to sanction any part of the executive government, but because they were regarded as mischievous in themselves. Nearly the oldest act of this sort still in force (though, I believe, it is practically obsolete) is 19 Geo. 2, c. 21 (1735-6), "An Act more effectually to prevent profane cursing and swearing." This act empowers and requires justices of the peace to fine profane swearers. If the offender does not pay, he may be sent to the house of correction with hard labour for ten days, or, if he is a common soldier or sailor, set in the stocks.

The next act, 19 Geo. 2, c. 27, supplies another illustration. It enables justices to inflict a penalty of £5 to 50s. on masters of ships who throw out ballast in such a way as to injure ports or navigable rivers. Many acts (which, I believe, have never been expressly repealed) punish workmen in various trades who dishonestly appropriate to themselves ("purloin" is a word frequently used) goods entrusted to them in their trade in a manner not amounting to theft at common law.
Speaking very generally, it may, I think, be said that the general character of statutes giving summary jurisdiction to magistrates was for a great length of time to enable them to deal with matters of small importance, more particularly with offences in the nature of trifling nuisances or disturbances of good order, jurisdiction in cases of serious crime being reserved for juries. Besides this, it was the common characteristic of these acts to leave the subject of procedure unprovided for, or provided for only in a very general and insufficient manner. For instance, the 19 Geo. 2, c. 21, says nothing of the right of the defendant to defend himself, or even to have the evidence given in his hearing. Nor does it contain any provision as to the way in which the defendant is to be "caused to appear" before the magistrate, nor as to the attendance of witnesses, or a variety of other matters essential to the regular administration of justice. It was probably considered best to leave all such questions to the discretion of the justice. This vagueness led in course of time to a variety of questions both as to the jurisdiction and as to the procedure of the magistrates. These were raised upon writs of certiorari, which issued from the Court of King's Bench, to call up and quash convictions, and many convictions were quashed accordingly. It became usual in consequence to put into acts giving summary jurisdiction to magistrates a clause taking away the writ of certiorari, but new questions arose as to the effect of such enactments and the cases into which they applied. A variety of acts which need not be specifically mentioned were passed which affected the procedure in such cases, but the subject was at last comprehensively dealt with by 11 & 12 Vic. c. 43, which, though open to various objections, may by a combination of study and practice be understood, and by this act, and others amending it, the procedure before magistrates has been regulated since the year 1848.

The procedure was thus reduced to system before the courts to which it applied were formally constituted as courts. The magistrates acting under these statutes formed in fact criminal courts, though they were not so described by statute till very lately. But the extent of their jurisdiction

---

1 e.g. 34 & 35 Vic. c. 97, s. 69, but innumerable examples might be given.
was increased by modern legislation and as a formal procedure was established they came to be invested with the name of courts of summary jurisdiction. The following is the history of the gradual introduction of the name and of the reasons which led to its introduction.

In 1828 the Courts of Quarter Sessions were authorised by 6 Geo. 4, c. 43, to divide their counties into divisions for holding special sessions.

In 1847 justices "in petty sessions assembled and in open court" were empowered to try offenders under fourteen years of age for simple larceny. The expression "petty sessions" must at that time have been rather popular than legal, as the preamble of 12 & 13 Vic. c. 18 (1849), recites that "certain meetings of the justices called petty sessions of the peace are holden in and for certain divisions of the several counties of England and Wales called petty sessional divisions," and that important duties have lately been assigned to the justices attending at such petty sessions. It then goes on to enact that "every sitting and acting of justices of the peace or of a stipendiary magistrate shall be deemed a petty sessions of the peace, and the district in which the same shall be holden shall be deemed a petty sessional division." Enactments follow to the effect that places shall be provided for holding such petty sessions out of the county or borough rate.

The summary powers of magistrates in cases of serious crime were considerably enlarged by several later acts. The first of these was 18 & 19 Vic. c. 126, commonly known as the Criminal Justice Act, 1855, which (as amended by 31 & 32 Vic. c. 116) gives justices summary jurisdiction over theft and embezzlement of things of the value of less than five shillings if the party accused consents, and power, if they think fit to do so, to take a plea of guilty in cases where the value of the property exceeds five shillings. This was followed by the Criminal Law Consolidation Acts of 1881, each of which (except the Forgery Act) contains many provisions conferring jurisdiction on justices in what would

1 Amended by 6 & 7 Will. 4, c. 12.
commonly be described as criminal cases, such jurisdiction being in some cases (as, for instance, in the case of an assault) concurrent with that of the superior courts, and in other cases supplementary to it.

Ten years later the Prevention of Crimes Act, 1871 (54 & 55 Vic. c. 112), conferred upon justices many powers in connection, amongst other things, with the system of police supervision then established, and introduced (I am not sure whether for the first time) the expression "Court of Summary Jurisdiction," defining it for the purposes of the act only. It may have been used in some later acts, but however this may be, the courts of summary jurisdiction are now regularly constituted and their jurisdiction is defined, and their procedure prescribed by the Summary Jurisdiction Act, 1879 (42 & 43 Vic. c. 49).

Under the provisions of this act a "court of summary jurisdiction means any justice of the peace or other magistrate, by whatever name called, to whom jurisdiction is given by or who is or are authorised to act under the Summary Jurisdiction Acts, or any of such Acts." These acts are defined as being 11 & 12 Vic. c. 43, the Summary Jurisdiction Act itself, and all acts past or future amending either of them.

The courts may try all children under twelve for any offence except homicide, unless the parent or guardian objects.

They may try persons between twelve and sixteen, if they consent, for larceny, and cognate offences, and adults, if they consent, for a somewhat more restricted class of crimes.

They may also receive a plea of guilty from an adult for an offence for which a person between twelve and sixteen might plead guilty.

The limit of their power of inflicting punishment is in most cases three months' imprisonment and hard labour. In the case of adults pleading guilty, it is six months' imprisonment and hard labour. In the case of children under

1 This replaced a similar Act, 52 & 53 Vic. c. 69, the Habitual Criminals Act, 1862.

2 See s. 17. The definition is very elaborate.

3 s. 50. 4 s. 10 (1).

5 s. 11 (1). 6 s. 13.
CHAP. IV. twelve, one month's imprisonment, and in the case of boys under sixteen and twelve, whipping to the extent of twelve and six strokes of a birch respectively.

THE COURTS OF THE FRANCHISES.

I now pass to the courts of which the interest is only historical. From the earliest period of English history, the King claimed and exercised the right of granting jurisdiction of greater or less extent to his subjects. It would be impossible in such a work as this to treat the subject of the extent and nature of this branch of the prerogative fully, or to give anything like a detailed history of the manner in which it has in fact been used. It will be sufficient for my purpose to refer to three principal classes of franchises; that is to say (1) grants of courts to manors, castles, &c., and grants of courts leet; (2) grants of Jura Regalia and Counties Palatine; and (3) Forest Courts.

The way in which in the very earliest times property in land was accompanied by jurisdiction is fully treated (amongst other writers) by Sir Francis Palgrave and Mr. Stubbs, and I will content myself with a reference to their writings on the subject. Whatever may have been the precise nature and origin of manors and manor courts, there can be no doubt that they formed an important element in the judicial institutions of the country before and at the time of the formation of the common law. The following passage from Bracton gives a full account of the state of the franchise courts in his time. “There are certain barons and others who have “franchise, to wit, socc and sack, toll and team, infangenthef, “and utfangenthef. They may judge in their court if any “one is found within their liberty in actual possession “of stolen goods; 1 that is to say (sineuil), bandhabend or “bakkereend, and if he is pursued by the硒accabor” (the “person entitled to the goods), “for if he is not in actual “possession of the goods, although he may be followed as a

1 “Seytus de aliquo latrocinio manifesto.” 2 Stubbs, Com. Hist.
"thief" (probably by hue and cry), "it shall not pertain to the court (i.e. the franchise court), to take cognizance of such a theft, or to inquire by the country, whether the person not so possessed was guilty or not."

Now infangenthef means a thief taken on the ground of another, being one of his own men, and being in actual possession of the stolen property. Uinfangenthef is a foreign thief coming from elsewhere from the land of another, and taken in the land of the lord of the franchise. But it does not follow that he (the lord) can bring back into his franchise his own man taken out of his franchise and there judge him by reason of such franchise. For a man must abide the law of the place where he offends. The lords of franchises may judge their own robbers and foreign robbers taken in their franchise. They can also take cognizance of medleys and assaults and woundings, unless felony or breach of the king's peace or the sheriff's is charged."

It so happens that we have the means of measuring with accuracy the nature and extent of these franchises. The troubles of the reign of Henry III. led to the assumption by the nobility of all sorts of authority, and especially to the exercise by them of an immense amount of criminal jurisdiction. Edward I., on his return from the crusade in the second year of his reign, issued a commission to justices in the nature of justices in eyre, to inquire into the state of the demesnes, the rights and revenues of the Crown, the conduct of the sheriffs, and in particular into all franchises. The articles drawn up for their guidance are very similar to those which were issued to the justices in eyre. One of them which has special reference to franchises is thus

---

1 "Non pertinebit ad curiam hundro vel wapentakin cognoscer e furtis." I do not understand the words hundro vel wapentakin. Sir Horace Twiss translates it "shall not pertain to the court, nor the hundred, nor the wapentake, to take cognizance," &c. This can hardly be right, as it would imply that a thief within a franchise not taken in possession of the goods would not be liable to be tried at all. Besides, this does not seem to be the meaning of the words. Can it mean "it does not pertain to the court in the hundred or wapentake, i.e. acting as a hundred court, to take cognizance," &c.?

2 "De hominibus suis propria," Sir H. Twiss translates "by his own men," which I think is not consistent with what follows.
Statute of Quo Warranto.

Chap. IV. worded, "Qui etiam alii a rege damant habere retornum breviun et qui tenent placit du vetito manio, et qui clamant habere wrecum maris quo waranto et alias libertates regias ut forcas assisas panis et cerevisian et alia que ad coronam pertinent et quo tempore."

The commissioners went through every county in England, and took inquisitions as to every hundred showing in detail, in reference to each what franchises existed in it and under what warrant they were claimed. Their returns are called the Rotuli Hidredormorium, and they furnish as complete and authentic a picture of one part of English life in the years 1275-8, as Doomsday Book affords of another about two centuries earlier.

The returns made by the Commissioners were the occasion of the 6 Statute of Gloucester, the effect of which was to declare that all who claimed franchises must appear before the king or the justices in eyre and prove their title to them, and that if they failed to do so the franchises should be seized into the king's hands. This statute creates the writ Quo Warranto, which still affords a remedy for excesses of jurisdiction of whatever nature.

The Hundred Rolls deserve a far more careful examination than could properly be given to them in this place, but I will give a few illustrations of that part of their contents which bears upon the history of the courts granted by charter. The general impression which they convey is that the usur-
pation of franchises had gone to an extraordinary length. In every county there are numerous entries of “*habet furcas*”; “he has a gallows.” Thus in Bedfordshire there were eight, in Berkshire thirty-five, of which no less than twelve are mentioned in the hundred of Newbury alone, nor were these “*furcas*” left idle, as the following entry (there are many others) sufficiently shows:1 “*Hundr*’, de Tolyntre. The Arch-
“bishop of Canterbury has return of writ, wreck of the sea, “gallows, assize of bread and beer, and pleas of wrongful dis-
tress, they (the jurors) knew not by what warrant. Also Lord “William de Monte Canis has a gallows at Swaneschamp in “his barony, and there three thieves were hung, and the “monks hospitallers took them to the monastery where one of “them was found to be alive, and he stayed in that church as “long as he pleased, and left it when he pleased, and is still “alive. Also they say that nine years ago Adam Tuxekmale “was hung in the same place, on an oak, by the judgment of “the court of Hertleye, and he was taken there by the suitors “of the whole court, and they found the gallows fallen down “and they will not put it up. The jurors knew not by what “warrant.”

The following illustration of the same right is found in the
2 Parliament Rolls. In 1290 (16 Edw. 1), “Bogo de Knowell “the King’s bailiff of Montgomery complains that whereas one “of the King’s men of Montgomery slew one of the men of “the Bishop of Hereford and fled to the land of Edmund “Mortimer of Wigmore.—Edmund though often asked by “Bogo to give up the said felon to be tried in the King’s “Court tried him on the suit of the relations of the slain “man in his own court at Wigmore, and hanged him to the “injury of the franchise of the said castle of Montgomery.” Mortimer confessing the fact, the liberty of Wigmore was ad\judged to be forfeited, but the King allowed him to retain it on condition “quod idem Edmondus in signum restitu-
tionis libertatis Domini Regis predictae, reddat predicto “Bogoni Ballivo Domini Regis, quandam formam hominis “nominis et loco predicti felonii. Et preceptum est eadem “Ballivo quod formam illam admittat et loco predicti

1 *Rot. Hund.*, 220.  
2 *Rot. Par.*, 45.
Chap. IV. "Felonis suspendere faciat, et suspens', quam diu poterit pendere permittat," &c. Mortimer made difficulties about delivering the effigy, and his franchise was seized till he did so.

Innumerable entries in the Rolls show the nature of the franchise courts and the reason why they were so much valued. They were a regular source of income to the lord of the franchise, and were by him farmed out to bailiffs or stewards who made their profit by fines and amencements, which were often exorbitant and must always have been vexatious. The power to hold courts frequently, to require the attendance at them of all who owed suit and service, and to levy fines for every default must have been extremely liable to abuse. The effect of it was to establish in every liberty a person who was at once a common informer and a judge in his own cause. In regard to the town of Pontefract for instance, the return is that the Earl of Lincoln and his bailiffs abuse their franchise by forcing the suitors to attend daily or weekly, and to swear as often as they please, and if any one objects they imprison him and keep him imprisoned till he answers any sort of plea.

The bailiffs, moreover, had many ways of extorting money by the abuse of their power. In the hundred of Tenterden the jurors present that one Hugo de Wey, who was probably bailiff or chief constable, "took of Josiah de Smaldene 12d., for removing him from an assize. Also he impound the mare of Gunmilda de M'skesheim by virtue of his office, and would not give her up till he got half a marc, which was not due to him. Also, by virtue of his office, he took ten shillings from Henry Miller, falsely alleging that a prisoner who had been attached in Tenterden hundred had, by Miller's means escaped. Also he forced Joseph Askelin of Emsiden, and William his son and his daughter to come to the house of William de la Feld, in the same hundred, and they came. And because they had been bound by robbers in their own houses in the hundred of Radwinden and could not say by whom they were bound he took from

1 1 Rot. Hund. 110.  2 I.e., to serve on jury.  3 1 Rot. Hund. 217.
EFFECTS OF LOCAL JURISDICTION.

Chap. IV.

them half a marc. Also Hugh took a marc unjustly from Henry Smith of Tenterden, because the said Henry threw out of his own close a linen gown and towels which a female neighbour of his hung there without his knowledge and on an unlawful (false) occasion. Also Hugo charged the said Henry, while he lay ill in bed, with being an usurer, whereby the said Henry promised the said Hugh twenty shillings and paid him, and paid forty shillings for the use (ad opus) of Lord William de Hevre, the then sheriff, that he might have an inquisition from seven hundreds to see whether he was a usurer or not, which inquisition acquitted him. And, by virtue of his office he (de Wey) took one Nicholas Mason of the parish of Lamberhurst on account of a quarrel which Mason's sister, Beatrix, had against him, to wit, that she had lent Nicholas £20 of her money which he would not pay her. And Hugo kept the body of the said Nicholas in the hundred of Tenterden till he unjustly received the aforesaid money and kept it for himself, and Beatrix has got, and can get, none of it," &c.

The hundred of Tenterden, which was in the king's hands, paid the king, with seven other hundreds, £10 a year at Dover Castle. De Wey's extortions came in all to £27 4s. 4d. or nearly three times as much as had to be paid to the king.

The Hundred Rolls supply various illustrations of the spirit which these local jurisdictions fostered, one of which I will quote. In the wapentake of Stayncliff, in Yorkshire, the return says: "Gilbertus de Clifton ballivus de Stayncliff" (which was in the hands of the Earl of Lincoln by grant from Henry III.), "verbis turpissimis (sic) insultavit Willieinum de Chatterton Justiciarum assignatum ad istas inquisitiones capiendas et minus intuit pro eo quod suggessit juratoribus patris quod non omittent veritatem dicere de ballivis comitis Lincolniae propter aliquem timorem et dictus Gilbertus dixit ei quod si praeceps fuisset ubi hae verba predicasset ipsum traxisset per pedes, et adjecit quod ante dimidium annum noluit inquisitiones istas fecisse pro tota terris sui.

1 I have omitted several for the sake of brevity.
2 1 Rot. Hund. 111.
CHAP. IV. Item cum Reginald Blanchard de Wadinton comparuisset  
" coram duodecim juratores istius wapentakies ostensurus  
" transegressiones sibi et aliiis de patriis per ballivos comitis  
" Lincolnie illatas, ditus Gilbertus hae percipiens cepit  
" averia sua; et retinuit nec propter mandatum justiciarii- 
" orum ad inquisitiones illis partibus capiendas assignatos ea  
" deliberavero curavit, sed dixit quod si ipsi infra libertatem sui  
" domini venissent corpora eorum et omnia bona suae creastasset  
" nisi venisset se — domine comitis domini sui."

The use made of these inquisitions seems to have been that after the passing of the Statutes of Gloucester, the inquisitions or copies of them were given to the justices on their next entry, and in every case in which the return "nesciunt quo warranto" appeared on the Hundred Roll, the person in possession of the franchise was required to show his title, and if he failed to do so was deprived of it.

These proceedings must have struck a heavy blow at the Franchise Courts, but it appears from the Parliament Rolls that the practice of granting out hundreds to private persons continued long afterwards. The effect of this was that the fines and amercements of the Hundred Court went to the grantee for his own use, subject to a fixed payment to the king. The practice however was avowedly a bad one. In 1306 (35 Edw. 1), the following entry appears on the Parliament Roll: "The king has said and commanded that after the grant which he has made to the Earl of Lincoln to have return of writs in two hundreds for his life, he will grant no such franchise to any one else as long as he lives, except his own children. And the king's will is that this be enrolled in the Chancery, the Wardrobe, and the Exchequer."

In 1328, by the Statute of Northampton (2 Edw. 3, c. 12), it was enacted that hundreds and wapentakes let to farm should be rejoined to the counties to which they belonged, and not be so let in future."

---

1 There is here an abbreviation which I cannot read; the word must mean "proved," or the like.
2 See Mr. Illingworth's introduction to the Notitia Hundredorum.
3 2 Edw. Par. 111.
4 In 1376 (50 Edw. 8) there occurs an entry on the Parliament Roll which shows that this statute was not always observed, and which illustrates in detail the effect of the grant of a hundred. 2 Edw. Par. 349.
The decline in the importance of the Hundred Courts, and the effect of the writ of *Quo Warranto* and of the Statute of Northampton, must have been to put an end to a large number of the Franchise Courts, though as I have already said, the courts leet, which are still attached to particular manors or other places, still remain as a vestige of them.

A minute inquiry into the history of all the Franchise Courts would, of course, be out of the question on this occasion, but I may refer shortly to a few of the most important of them which survived in name till very lately, though they had for a long time been practically absorbed into the general system.

The most important of these courts were the courts of the three Counties Palatine, Cheshire, Durham, and Lancashire.

According to Coke the County Palatine of Chester being a County Palatine by prescription, was "the most ancient and most honourable County Palatine remaining in England" in his time. It was originally granted by the Conqueror to his nephew Hugh Lupus, and came afterwards to be one of the honours of the Prince of Wales.

The County Palatine of Durham came next in antiquity.

There are several records in the Parliament Rolls which set out its history and privileges at considerable length.

In the Rolls of Parliament, 21 & 22 Edw. 1 (A.D. 1292), there is a curious record of a presentment, made under the Statute of Gloucester, as to the privileges of the Bishop of Durham, from which it appears that the Bishop "soleat per "bailivos suos obviare justici' itineratur' hic in adventu suo "infra com' istum apud Chylewell vel apud Fourstanes vel "apud Quakende brigge, videlicet per quam illarum partium "contingenter justici' venire. Et postea venire coram eis hic "apud Novum Castrum primo die itineris et tam in obviatione "justici' quam hic petere a praefatis justici' articulos coram "placitandos hic in itinera." It also appears, however, that the Bishop had "Cancellarium suum et per brevia sua et "justiciarior suos proprios placitatis" in certain parts of the county. The later history of the County Palatine may be collected from a record in the Parliament Rolls, iv. 426—

---

1 *4th Inst.* p. 211.
COUNTIES PALATINE.

CHAP. IV. 31, 11 & 12 Hen. 6, A.D. 1483. In this record Durham is said to have been a County Palatine before the Conquest. The subject is also discussed at length in the preface to Registrum Dunelmense, published by order of the Master of the Rolls and edited by Sir T. D. Hardy. The County Palatine was vested in the Bishop of Durham in the year 1828, when by 16 & 7 Will. 4, c. 19, the palatine jurisdiction of the Bishop of Durham was transferred to the Crown.

As to the County Palatine of Lancaster, Coke says:—"In "full parliament a'. 50, Edw. 3 (1376), the king erected "the county of Lancaster a County Palatine, and honoured "the Duke of Lancaster (John of Gaunt) therewith for term "of his life," and he quotes from the Patent Rolls a grant to that effect, saying that the Duke was to hold as freely as the Earl of Chester. The Duchy was held by Henry V. and Henry VI., and was the subject of a remarkable act, in 1 Edw. 4 (1461), "by which it is "ordeigned and "established "that certain lordships, &c., said to be forfeited "by "Henry late called King Henry the Sixth make and be "called the said 'Duchie of Lancaster Corporate' and be "called the 'Duchy of Lancaster,' and that the County of "Lancaster be a County Palatine, with a real chancellor, "judges, and officers there for the same, and over that "another seal called the seal of the Duchy of Lancaster." The Duchy was by this act permanently annexed to the Crown.

Anciently 2 the power and authority of those that had "Counties Palatine was king-like, for they might pardon "treasons, murders, felonies, and outlawries thereupon. They "might also make justices of eyre, justices of assize, of gaol "delivery, and of the peace. And all original and judicial "writs, and all manner of indictments of treason and felony "and the process thereupon were made in the name of the "person having such Counties Palatine. And in every writ "and indictment within any County Palatine it was supposed "to be contra pacem of him that had the County Palatine."

1 See also 32 & 24 Vict. c. 45. 2 4th Inst. 204.
FOREST COURTS.

These powers were greatly diminished by the act 27 Hen. 8, c. 24 (A.D. 1535), which enacted that no one but the king should have power to make any justice of assize, of the peace, or of gaol delivery, in any County Palatine or other liberty, and that all writs and indictments should be in the king's name and laid as against the king's peace. It was, however, provided that commissions to the county of Lancaster should be under the king's usual seal of Criminal Courts of Lancaster. This put the Durham and Lancashire Assizes and Quarter Sessions on the same footing as those of the rest of the country, except that the Lancashire commissions were under a different seal. Chester had till 1830 a local Chief Justice and Second Justice, who, however, were appointed by the Crown. These offices were abolished, and it was enacted that Assizes should be held in Chester and in Wales, in the same way as in other places, by 11 Geo. 4, and 1 Will. 4, c. 70, ss. 14 and 20. Lastly, it was provided by the Judicature Act of 1873 (36 & 37 Vic. c. 66, s. 99), that "the Counties Palatine of Lancaster and Durham shall respectively cease to be Counties Palatine as regards the issue of Commissions of Assize or other like commissions but no further."

Thus all the greater Franchise Courts have by degrees been turned into Courts of Assize and Quarter Sessions like the rest.

THE FOREST COURTS.

The Courts of the Forests were at one time important, and their procedure was curious. A forest was one of the highest of royal franchises. It was thus defined by Manwood: "A forest is a certain territory of woody grounds and fruitful pastures, privileged for wild beasts and fowls, fowls of forest chase and warren, to rest and abide in the safe protection of the King." Within these territories the forest laws prevailed, and were administered by the Forest Courts. It must not be supposed that the forests were mere wildernesses, or that the soil was the king's property. On the contrary, the soil was private property, and

1 *Forest Laws*, p. 40.
Chap. IV. the population might be considerable, and these were the circumstances which made the forest laws so great a hardship as they undoubtedly were. The principal object of the forest laws was to subordinate within the forests all the rights of the proprietors to the exercise of the King's right of hunting. "The laws of the forest do restrain every man from cutting "down of his woods within his own freehold in the forest" is the general title of ch. viii. 2, of Manwood, and though this rule was subject to exceptions it must have acted most harshly; for instance, an owner wishing to cut down a wood had to "repair to the Lord Chief Justice of the Forest and "show his honour what his request is," and get "a writ of "ad quod damnum" addressed to the Warden of the Forest, who was to summon a jury, who were to certify to the King in Chancery upon oath "these ten points following." Many other acts of ownership, e.g. ploughing up ancient meadows amounted to waste, which was a forest offence. An "assart" was worse than a waste. It was where a man cut down woods and tilled the ground. A purpresture or encroachment was even worse than an assart, and many other offences might be committed,—by keeping dogs, by surcharging the forest, by poaching, or by unauthorised taking of various casual profits.

The system of courts by which these offences were dealt with was elaborate. The officers of the forest were the Verderers, elected like the Coroner in the County Court; the Regarders; the Foresters. The foresters resembled constables; the regarders were inspectors who from time to time visited the forest; and the verderers were the judges of the local courts and heads of the forest to which they were attached. Above all these was the Lord Chief Justice in Eyre of the Forests. There were three separate courts by which the forest law was enforced. Once in every forty days was held a court of attachment; three times a year a Court of Swanimote (the mote or meeting of the swains); and at uncertain intervals a Court of Justice Seat, presided over by the Lord Chief Justice in Eyre of the Forests. When an offence was committed and came to the knowledge of the

1 Forest Laws, viii. 3.  2 Th. viii. 6.  3 Th. xi. 2.  4 Th. xl.
COURTS OF ATTACHMENT, SWANIMOTE, AND JUSTICE SEAT. 137

forester, it was his duty to attach the suspected offender, i.e., to take steps to secure his appearance to answer for his offence. 1 This might be done according to circumstances, either by seizing "his cows, his horse, or any other goods that he had within the forest," or (if he was "taken with the "manner" "trespassing in vert") by attaching his body subject to the right of being bailed or mainprised, or if taken in the manner in certain other cases, by attaching his body without bail or mainprise, i.e., by imprisoning him. At the Court of Attachments all such attachments were presented and enrolled under the direction of the verderers, and both things and persons so attached might be replieved. 2 At the Court of Swanmote, held three times a year, the verderers were judges, and they and all the officers of the forest, and four men and the reeve from every township in the forest, had to attend and receive indictments for forest offences, especially in respect of the persons attached by the foresters at the Courts of Attachment. The Swanmote Court either convicted or acquitted as it seems on their local knowledge.

3 Manwood says: "All the presentments of the foresters for any offence in the forest, either in vert or venison, are there delivered to the jury which are sworn for that purpose to inquire the truth of those matters; and if the jury do find those presentments that the foresters have presented be true, then the offender against whom they are presented doth stand convicted thereof in law, and shall not per assises forest traverse any such indictment."

The Court of Swanmote, however, could not give judgment. This power was vested exclusively in the Court of Justice Seat, which was held, when the King issued a commission for that purpose, by an officer of great dignity, called the Lord Chief Justice of the Forest in Eyre. The charges given at the Swanmote and at the Court of Justice Seat 4 are printed in Manwood, and enumerate all the offences which could be committed, either against the forest laws by the public, or by officers of the forest against the public. They are most elaborate, the first containing forty-five, and

1 Forest Laws, xxiii. 5.  
2 ib. xxiii. 6.  
3 ib. xxiii. 2.  
4 ib. xxiii. 7, and xxiv.
the second eighty-four heads. The Court of Justice Seat passed judgment on the offenders presented at the Court of Attachments and convicted at the Court of Swaminote, and from its decision there was no appeal. The Lord Chief Justice of the Forest hath an absolute authority appointed unto him to determine of offences that are committed and done within the King's Majesty's forests, either in vert or venison, and the same offences are to be determined before him, and not before any other justice." Of these courts Blackstone says: "These Justices in Eyre were instituted by Henry II. A.D. 1134," "and their courts were formerly very regularly held; 2 but the last Court of Justice Seat of any note was that holden in the reign of Charles I. before the Earl of Holland; the rigorous proceedings of which are reported by Sir William Jones. After the Restoration another was held, pro forma only, before the Earl of Oxford, but since the era of the Revolution in 1688, the forest laws have fallen into total disuse, to the great disadvantage of the subject."

THE WELSH COURTS.

So far I have considered the criminal courts of England. The same system now prevails in Wales, but the Welsh courts have a history of their own.

It consists of four stages. (1) The institutions of Edward I. (2) The jurisdiction of the Lords Marchers. (3) The institutions of Henry VIII. (4) The changes made in the reign of William IV.

Edward I., after the conquest of the greater part of Wales, passed an act known as the Statutum walie (12 Edw. I, 1280), which is one of the most remarkable monuments still remaining of the methods by which in that age justice was administered. It may be described as a code of criminal and revenue procedure prepared specially for Wales, and may be compared to the codes prepared under the direction of Lord Lawrence for the government of the Punjab on its annexation,

1 Mannwood, p. 469.
2 On this, see Gardiner's Fall of the Monarchy, i. 71, and referring to personal government of Charles I., ii. 73, 76, 77, 162.
or to the regulations which having been already enacted for Lower Bengal were re-enacted for what are now known as the North-West Provinces upon their conquest in 1801. To borrow the language of Indian administration, the Statutum Walliae converted a considerable part of Wales into a regulation province. It recites that Divine Providence has annexed and united the land of Wales, which had previously been subject to the King by feudal law, to the Crown of England as part of the body of the same. It also recites that Edward had inquired into the laws and customs of Wales, allowed some, amended others, and made some additions, and it then goes on to enact that they are to be held and observed in the manner under written.

The statute lays down a complete scheme of government setting forth first the divisions of the country, then the powers of the courts and officers, especially the sheriffs and coroners by whom it was to be governed, and then giving the forms of writs in all actions to be brought. This last enactment of course introduced into Wales the English Common Law of which the writs in question are the foundation.

The part of this memorable document which concerns the present purpose is that which relates to the organisation of the Courts. It provides as follows: "We provide and decree "that the justice of Snowdon (Snowdon) shall have the "custody and rule of our royal peace in Snowdon and our "adjacent lands of Wales, and shall administer justice to all "according to the royal original writs, laws and customs "under written."

"We also will and ordain that there be sheriffs, coroners "and bailiffs of 1 commotes in Snowdon and in our lands in "those parts." It then proceeds to provide that there shall "be a sheriff for each of six counties, namely, Anglesea, Caernarvon, Merioneth, Flint, Caermarthen, and Cardigan.

The effect of this was to introduce a justice, sheriffs, coroners, and courts similar to those of England into the six counties above named. The remainder of Wales, which till the reign of Henry VIII. included Monmouthshire and

1 The commote was a division like a hundred. It was a sub-division of a county.
part of the present counties of Shropshire, Hereford, and Gloucester, was then, and till the reign of Henry VIII., continued to be, divided into districts called "Lordships Marchers," which were subject to the authority of hereditary rulers called Lords Marchers. These Lords Marchers exercised what can hardly be described otherwise than as a despotic authority; though by 28 Edw. 3, c. 2 (1354) it was "accorded and established that all the Lords of the Marches of Wales shall be 
"perpetually attending and annexed to the Crown of England, 
"as they and their ancestors have been at all times past, and 
"not to the principality of Wales, in whose hands soever the 
"principality be or hereafter shall be." 1 Lord Herbert of Cherbury in his history of Henry VIII. gives the following account of the Lordship Marchers: "As the Kings of England hereto-
"fore had many times brought armies to conquer that country 
"(Wales), defended both by mountains and stout people, 
"without yet reducing them to a final and entire obedience, 
"so they resolved at last to give all that could be gained 
"there to those who would attempt it, whereupon many 
"valiant and able noblemen and gentlemen won much land 
"from the Welsh, which as gotten by force was by permission 
"of the kings then reigning held for divers ages in that 
"absolute manner as Jura Regalia were exercised in them by 
"the conquerors. Yet in those parts which were gotten at 
"the King's only charge (being not a few) a more regular 
"law was observed. Howsoever, the general government 
"was not only severe, but various in many parts; insonomuch, 
"that in about some 141 Lordships Marchers which were 
"now gotten many strange and discrepant customs were 
"practised." Lord Herbert's statement is no doubt true as 
to parts of South Wales, especially the counties of Pembroke 
and Glamorgan, but a large part of the Lordships Marchers 
must have been in the hands of native Welsh princes, who 
had never been conquered at all, but represented the original 
rulers of the country.

A full account of the jurisdiction of the Lords Marchers

1 P. 300. When I was at the Bar I was once asked to advise upon certain 
claims of a gentleman of very ancient family, who believed himself to be the 
last Lord Marcher.

2 In 27 Hen. 6, c. 26, 137 lordships are enumerated.
is to be found in Coke's entries. In the proceedings by way of Quo warranto he gives at length the pleadings in a proceeding on a Quo warranto in the 42 Eliz. (1600) against Thomas Cornewall of Burford, in Shropshire. The information alleges that Burford without warrant uses in the manor of Stapleton and Lugharneys in the county of Hereford, the franchise of taking the goods and chattels of felons.

To this the defendant pleaded that before and up to the statute of 27 Hen. 8, and from the time of legal memory Wales was governed by Welsh laws and Welsh officers in all matters, whether relating to lands and tenements, or to life and limb, and all matters and things whatever. Also at the passing of the statute of 27 Hen. 8, divers persons were seized of divers "several lordships, called in English Lordships Marchers in Wales, and held in them royal laws and jurisdiction as well of life and limb as of lands and tenements and all other things, and they could pardon and had full and free power... of pardoning all treasons, felonies, and other offences whatever, and also to do and execute all things whatever within their separate lordships aforesaid, as freely and in as ample a manner and form as the King may in his aforesaid dominions; and that moreover the King ought not and could not interfere in any of the said Lordships belonging to any other person for the execution of justice." The plea further states that the Lords Marchers were entitled to all forfeitures, goods of felons, desolations, &c., according to the laws and customs of Wales without any grant. It was further pleaded that up to the date of the statute the King's writ did not run in the Lordships Marchers. The plea then goes on to aver that the manors in question were Lordships Marchers, to which Cornewall and his ancestors had been entitled at the passing of the statute 27 Hen. 8, c. 26, and that neither that

1 Coke's Entries, 549-551, No. 9, Quo Warranto.
2 "Dominium Wallis ac omnis dominis... ejusdem superintendatur et gubernatur" per Wallisica leges... ac omnibus Principis Wallisiae inde seclavit "exstantem tenendam sedem suam dominium leges Wallisiae, &c. ut formavit in eadem per separatas officinas suas sortendum dominiorum leges Wallisiae "seruandum dominiorum et nullas Anglicanis leges," &c.
3 "Regales leges et jurisdictiones."
chap. iv. statute, nor the statute of Philip and Mary, c. 15, deprived him of the particular franchise in question, but confirmed it to him. to this plea the attorney-general demurred, thereby admitting the truth of its averments. shortly, the pleadings came to this, that so much of Wales as had not been brought under the Statutum Walliae by Edward I. continued till the 27 Hen. 8 (1555) to be governed by a number of petty chiefs called Lords Marchers—chiefs who might be compared to the small Rajahs to whom much of the territory of the Punjab and the north-west provinces still belongs. 1

In 1535 and 1543 two acts were passed by Henry VIII. (27 Hen. 8, c. 26, concerning the laws to be used in Wales, and 34 & 35 Hen. 8, c. 26, an act for certain ordinances in the King's dominion and principality of Wales) which were the complements of the Statutum Walliae, and introduced the English system for the administration of justice with some slight modifications into every part of Wales. The first of these acts (27 Hen. 8, c. 26) abolishes (s. 1) all legal distinctions between Welshmen and Englishmen, and after reciting the disorders arising from the Lords Marchers enacts that some of the said Lordships shall be annexed to adjacent English counties and others to adjacent Welsh counties, and that the remainder shall be formed into five new counties, namely, brecon, radnor, Montgomery, Denbigh, and Monmouth, the first four of which are to be Welsh counties and the last an English county. the act then proceeds to give the details of this arrangement (ss. 4–19 inclusive). it provides (s. 20) for a commission to divide all Wales except Anglesey, Flint, and Carmarthen, into hundreds, and (s. 37) empowers the King to erect such courts of justice in Wales as he thinks proper.

The second act (34 & 35 Hen. 8, c. 26, A.D. 1543) com-

1 There are a number of small states in the neighbourhood of Simla which might well be compared to Lordsships Marchers in point of size and importance, though the government of India exercises much more careful supervision over their proceedings, especially in the matter of the administration of justice, than the English kings from Edward I. to Henry VIII. exercised over the Lordsships Marchers. see Punjab Administration Report, 1878-9, p. 29, and Mr. Isadore Griffl's chiefs of the Punjab. one of these petty chiefs, the rajah of Sirmur, sent 200 men to the war in Afghanistan, and many others offered contributions in money, camels, &c.
WELSH JUDGES.

It enacts (s. 2) that thenceforth there shall be twelve shires in Wales, whereof eight (Glamorgan, Caernarthen, Pembroke, Cardigan, Flint, Caernarvon, Anglesea, and Merioneth) are old, and four (Radnor, Brecknock, Montgomery, and Denbigh) were new, the latter having been formed out of such of the Lordships Marchers as were not annexed to other English or Welsh counties. The limitations of the Hundreds made under commission were confirmed (s. 4). It was enacted that there should be great sessions to be called "the King's Great Sessions in Wales," held twice a year in each of the twelve shires, as follows:

The Justice of Chester . . . . . { Denbigh.
    (s. 6). { Flint.
    { Montgomery.
    { Caernarvon.
    { Anglesea.

The Justices of North Wales . . . { Merioneth.
    (s. 7). { Denbigh.

"And whereas as there are many and divers Lordships Marchers within the said country or dominion of Wales lying between the shires of England, and the shires of the said country and dominion of Wales, and being no parcel of any other shires where the laws and due correction is used and had, by reason whereof both cause and hath been practised, perpetrated, committed, and done manifold and divers detestable murders, burnings of houses, robberies, slayings, trespasses, &c., &c., and by the offender maketh their escape from Lordship to Lordship were and continued without punishment or correction," &c. (s. 8.)

These shires are not mentioned in the Statutes Wallis. The county of Glamorgan is the most ancient county in Wales. One of the companions of William the Conqueror, Fitz Ivaron, originally conquered the district and established there a Lordship Marcher which was county in itself, containing eighteen castles and thirty-six and a half knights fees. He had his own Chancery and Exchequer in Cardiff Castle, and there were eleven other Lordships Marchers, each of which was a member of the county.

As to Pembroke he authorized Arnulf Montgomery, son of the Earl of Shrewsbury, to conquer what he could, and he conquered Pembroke and some of the neighboring districts. "Neither he nor his immediate successors appear to have held their possessions with such ample powers as were exercised by the Lord Marcher for the King's writ issuing out of the courts at Westminster were current in the conquered territory of Pembroke." Parts of Pembroke (in particular Tenby and Haverfordwest) were colonized by Flemings under Henry I. In 1109 Gilbert de Clare, surnamed Strongbow, was created Earl of Pembroke by Henry I., and in 1188 he was invested with all the powers of a count palatine over the country from which he derived his title, so that Pembroke became a county palatine. Its character as such, however, seems to have been taken away by 27 Hen. 8, c. 26, s. 57, which added certain towns and districts to it. See Lewis's Topographical Dictionary of Wales, articles "Glamorgan" and "Pembroke," and as to Pembroke, 4th Stat. 22.

These I suppose had replaced the "justice of Snowdon," mentioned in the Statutes Wallis.
A person learned in the law of the realm of England to be appointed by the King to be Justice of these shires
(s. 8).

Another such person . . . .
(s. 9).

Radnor.
Brecon.
Glamorgan.
Caernarthen.
Pembroke.
Cardigan.

The jurisdiction of the Justices was to include all matters civil and criminal which were disposed of by the English Superior Courts (ss. 11-52), and there were in addition to be Courts of Quarter Sessions, held by Justices of the Peace, who were to be appointed in the same manner as in England (ss. 53-60), and Sheriff’s tourns (s. 75) and other County and Hundred Courts as in England (s. 73). 1 By s. 119 the King received an unlimited power of legislation for Wales. This section, though afterwards alleged to have been personal to the King himself, whose successors are not mentioned in the Act, was repealed by 21 Jas. 1, c. 10, s. 4.

Of this statute 2 Barrington (himself a Welsh judge) observes that it was so well drawn “that no one clause of it has ever occasioned a doubt or required an explanation,” though Serjeant Runniong points out a few limitations upon this remark. At all events the Courts established by this statute continued to administer justice in Wales till the year 1830, when the Welsh Courts and Judges and the Palatine Jurisdiction of the County of Chester were abolished. An additional judge was added to each of the three superior Courts at Westminster, and it was provided that their jurisdiction should be extended to Wales and Chester, and that assizes should be held there in the same manner as in other parts of the country. 3

1 Compare the power vested by various Acts of the Government of India in the Governor-General, and even in some cases in Lieutenant-Governors, to declare what laws should be in force in particular non-regulation districts. The possibility of such legislation has been doubted, but was affirmed in R. v. Burra L. E. 5 Ind. App. 178.
3 11 Geo. 4, and 1 Will. 4, c. 70, ss. 1 and 2, and ss. 13-34.
CHAPTER V.

THE CRIMINAL JURISDICTION OF PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COURT OF THE LORD HIGH STEWARD.

Having described the history of the courts in which the common routine of criminal justice is carried on, I come to the courts which are called into activity only on rare occasions and for special purposes. These are the High Court of Parliament and the Court of the Lord High Steward.

The criminal jurisdiction of Parliament is probably derived from the powers of the Curia Regis. Speaking of the reign of John Mr. Stubbs says, "As a high court of justice they had heard the complaints of the king against individuals, and had accepted and ratified his judgments against high offenders." Speaking of Henry III.'s time he says, "Their judicial power was abridged in practice by the strengthened organisation of the royal courts, but it remained in full force in reference to high offenders and causes between great men; the growth of the privileges of baronage gave to the national council as an assembly of barons the character of a court of peers for the trial and amercement of their fellows."

The character of the judicial functions of Parliament in Edward I.'s reign may be gathered from the "Placita coram ipso domino rege et concilio suo in Parlamento" printed in the first volume of the Parliament Rolls. It is not however my object to enter upon this subject further.

1 Stubs, ii. 235, 237. 2 Stubs, ii. 57.

VOL. I.
IMPEACHMENTS.

CHAP. V. than is necessary to trace the history of the present law as to impeachments.

That law may be stated as follows:—

1. The House of Lords is a court of justice in which peers may be tried for any offence, and commoners for any offence not being treason or felony upon an accusation or impeachment (impētūs) by the House of Commons, which is the grand jury of the whole nation.

2. When such an impeachment is once made it is not abated either by a prorogation or by a dissolution of Parliament, but must go on from session to session and from parliament to parliament till it is determined.

3. A pardon by the Crown cannot be pleaded in bar of an impeachment.

This is the net result of a long process, the nature of which can be understood only by a study of the judicial proceedings of successive parliaments.

The earliest case to be referred to is one which perhaps hardly deserves the name of a parliamentary proceeding at all. This was the trial of David the brother of Llewellyn for treason against Edward I. The trial took place at Shrewsbury as a sort of parliament which met Sept. 30, 1283. "The sheriff of each county was to return two elected "knights, and the governing bodies of twenty cities and "boroughs were to return two representatives for each. "Eleven earls, ninety-nine barons, and nineteen other men "of note, judges, councillors, and constables of castles, were "summoned by special writ." At Shrewsbury accordingly "David was tried, condemned, and executed; his judges were "a body chosen from the justices of the Curia Regis under "John de Vaux; the assembled baronage watched the trial as "his peers, and the Commons must be supposed to have "given a moral weight to the proceedings."

A few years later, 21 & 22 Edw. 1 (A.D. 1291), a prosecution occurred which is recorded in the Parliament Rolls.

"The Archbishop of York was "coram ipso domino rege et

1 There may be some doubt as to treason. See note in 8 St. Tr. 246, in Fitzherbert's case.
2 1 Stubs, 116.
3 1 Rot. Par. 120. The archbishop denied the purchase of the debt, but admitted that its existence came to his knowledge when he visited a monastery.
"consilio suo arrenatus" for buying a debt due to a Jew who had been banished and whose debts had been forfeited to the king. In 33 Edw. I (A.D. 1304) Nicholas de Segrave was accused in parliament by the king of having brought an accusation against John Crumbwell whilst both were serving in the army against the Scotch, of having waged battle against Crumbwell, of having afterwards "adjuvem," Crumbwell before the King of France, and of having gone to France to prosecute Crumbwell leaving, for that purpose, the king's army whilst still in danger and against the king's express command, thereby "subjiciens et submitens dominium regis et regni Angliae subjiciioni domini regis Franciae."

To this charge Segrave pleaded guilty, and the king required the advice of parliament or rather of his great Council ("volens habere avisamentum Comitum Baronum Magnatum et aliorum de Consilio suo") as to the punishment to be inflicted. They replied, "quod hujus modi factum meretur ponam amissionis vitæ, &c." Segrave however was pardoned on the terms of giving security to go to prison "ubi et quando et quotiens dominus rex voluerit."

In 4 Edw. 3 (1350) a remarkable though anomalous proceeding took place in regard to Sir Thomas Berkeley, charged with the murder of Edward II. The record throws light not only on the functions of parliament but on its procedure and on the early form of trial by jury. It is as follows: "Sir Thomas de Berkeley came before the king in "full parliament and being asked" (allocutus de hoc) at Burlington, from which it was due, and that he told the prior and convent, "Quod pecuniam illam non conscientia retineres non posses, et quod sic factum est quod animas suas salverunt, sed quod unquam alia institutum quod pertinent illis ait aut alii nominem predicti Judaei saluerant." He further owned that he had seen the Jew at Paris, who begged him for God's sake to get him his money. The archbishop was amazed because he concealed the existence of the debt, and because "contra illam quam Regi tenetur juris" "prestat Priori et consentul quod animas suas salverunt; quod tantum "tenetur quantum mili distaret quod Judaeo satisfacerent." This seems to admit that the proclamation which required the debtors of Jews to pay their debts to the king could be obeyed only at some risk to the debtor's soul.

1 The "&c." probably means forfeiture.
2 2 Rot. Par. 172. In the pleadings mention is made of "Nicholas de Warrewyk qui sequesttur pro ipso domino rege," the style of the Attorney-General of later times.
how he could acquit himself of the death of Edward II. who had been delivered to his custody and to that of John Maltavers, and had been murdered in the castle of Berkeley; he said he did not consent to it or know of it till this parliament. He was asked how he could excuse himself, seeing that the castle was his, and the king was delivered to him for safe custody? He replied that the castle was his, and that the king was delivered to him and Maltavers for safe custody, but that at the time of the murder he was lying so ill at Bradley that he could remember nothing (quod nihil et currabat memoriae). He was then asked how he could excuse himself when he had guards and officers under him? He replied that he put under him guards and officers in whom he trusted as he did in himself, and that they with Maltavers had charge of the king, and that he was in no way guilty of the death of the king or of being accessory to or procuring it. Then follows, "et de hoc de bene et male ponit se super "patrimon. Ideo venerunt inde jurat' coram domino rege "in parliamento suo." Then follow the jurors' names, and their finding. "Dicunt quod predictus Thomas de Berkle "in nullo est culpabilis . . . "et dicunt quod tempore "mortis ejusdem Domini Edwardi Regis patris domini Regis "nunc fuit ipse tali infirmitate gravatus apud Bradeleye extra "castrum sumum predictum quod de vitâ ejus desperabatur. "Ideo idem Thomas inde quietus."

The record implies, First that in this instance at least jurors were introduced into parliament. Next that the accused was questioned till a specific defence resting on a particular alleged fact was set up by him; and lastly, that the jurors gave their verdict on the special defence as well as generally on his guilt or innocence.

Towards the end of the reign of Edward III. in what was known as the Good Parliament (50 Edw. 3, A.D. 1376) occurred a celebrated series of proceedings which are regarded both by Hallam and by Mr. Stubbs as the earliest impeachment in the full sense of the word known in English history. This is no doubt true if by an impeachment is meant a trial by the Lords upon an accusation made by the
Commons, though, as the cases already referred to show, criminal proceedings in parliament were of much greater antiquity. The persons impeached were Richard Lyons, William Ellis of Yarmouth and John Peake of London (the agents and accomplices of Lyons) William Lord Latimer and John Lord Neville. All of these were charged with different kinds of frauds and malpractices connected with the revenue. There is a petition in the Parliament Roll of this parliament which throws some light on the character of these proceedings and to some extent anticipates points long afterwards decided. The Commons prayed that all articles of impeachment with the matters put forward by the Commons which had not then been tried for want of evidence (par défaut de preuve) or any other cause should be heard and determined by commission by the judges and other lords in London and other suitable towns (autres lieux susceptibles). The king promised to assign suitable justices.

In the following parliament the result of one proceeding under this clause is recorded. A petition sets forth that Hugh Fastolf had "by malice and hatred of some of his neighbours both by bills previously delivered and by clamour "made at the end of the last parliament" been impeached for various oppressions and misdeeds, that a commission of Oyer and Terminer had accordingly been sent to Suffolk and Norfolk "et les copies des ditz Billes issint baillees en "Parlement si furent envoie a mesmes les justices sous "le grant seal." Fastolf was tried by no less than seventeen inquests and acquitted by all of them.

This shows that in Edward III.'s time the theory of impeachment as afterwards understood was far from complete. It never would have occurred to the parliament which impeached Warren Hastings that at the end of the session the case might be sent before a special commission and tried by a jury.

In the reign of Richard II, criminal proceedings in Parliament were frequent and important. Thus, in the

---

1 2 Rot. Par. 812—820, and 822.  
2 Ib. 382.  
3 51 Edw. 3 (1356-7), 2 Rot. Par. 875.
beginning of the reign several persons were impeached for losing towns and other military misconduct in France. In 1386 Michael de la Pole, Lord Chancellor, was impeached for misconduct in his office, and judgment was given that certain grants made to him should be set aside, and charters and letters patent declared void. There is nothing on the face of any of these proceedings which calls for special remark. The accusations are specific, and so are the answers, which sometimes go into great detail; and it appears that in particular cases witnesses were called and fully examined.

The most remarkable instance of this is to be found in the case of Alice Ferrers, who was accused on the part of the King, and not, as far as appears, by the Commons, for breaking an ordinance by which women in general and she in particular had been forbidden to do business for hire and by way of maintenance in the King’s Court. The charge was that she nevertheless had persuaded Edward III. to countermand the appointment of Sir Nicholas Dagworth to go on a certain commission to Ireland, and had persuaded him to pardon Richard Lyons as to part of his punishment. Dagworth was to go to Ireland to inquire into the official conduct there of William of Windsor the husband of Alice Ferrers, and she objected to this on the ground that Dagworth was Windsor’s enemy. Many witnesses were examined on the subject, one of whom said, “he never heard ‘Dame Alice speak to the King on the subject, but he had ‘heard her greatly complain in the King’s palace and say ‘that it was neither law nor reason that Dagworth, who was ‘William de Windsor’s enemy, should go to Ireland and in-‘quire and do justice against him.” Twenty witnesses in all were examined on the occasion, and the principal depositions are entered on the Roll.

1 Case of John de Gomynys and William Weston, 3 Rot. Par. 10—12 (1577); Cressingham and Spyrkesworth, p. 122 (1583); Bishop of Norwich, p. 128 (1583); Elpham and others, p. 164 (1583).
2 2 Rot. Par. 216—219.
The most remarkable feature in the criminal proceedings in parliament in the time of Richard II. is that it was the regular course for private persons, even persons who were not members of parliament, to bring accusations of a criminal nature in parliament, upon which proceedings were had.

Thus, for instance, in 1384, one John Cavendish, a fishmonger of London, impeached Michael de la Pole, the Chancellor, for taking a bribe, namely, £40, three yards of scarlet cloth, worth thirty-two shillings, given to Otter the Chancellor’s clerk, and a quantity of herring, sturgeon, and other fish, delivered free at his house. The Chancellor swore that he was absolutely innocent, that whatever took place between Cavendish and Otter was without his knowledge, and that he ordered the fish to be paid for as soon as he heard they were delivered. After examining witnesses the Lords acquitted the Chancellor, and Cavendish was convicted of defamation.

So, in 1381, Clyvedon brought a bill of appeal or accusation in Parliament against Cogan for a riot at Bridgewater, and for forcing the master of the Hospital of St. John there to pay money and execute deeds. The bill concludes by saying that if Cogan denies the charge Clyvedon is ready to prove it by his body according to the law of arms or as the court pleases, otherwise than by jury (sineven per verdit des jurors) “for he says, the said William (Cogan) is rich and he poor, whereby he could never make a jury go against the said William although his cause is as true as that God is in heaven.”

Cogan said he would put himself on a jury, and the parties were left to the course of the common law.

These cases throw some light on the memorable proceedings which took place in the later part of the reign of Richard II., and which appear not only to have caused his deposition, but to have established the law of impeachment on its present basis. I refer to the three sets of “appeals”

1 3 Red. Par. 168. “Johan Cavendish de Londres persone sal plaequent "en le Parlement premierement devant la Cte en leur assemblé en presence "d’aucune Prelats et Seigis temporex illoques lors estant et puis après "devant tous les Prelats et Seignis estant en ce Parlement.”

2 79. 106.
or accusations brought against each other by the ministers of Richard II.

The first set of appeals took place in 1387-8, when the Duke of Gloucester (the King's uncle) and several other "lords appellants" accused the Archbishop of York, Robert de Vere Duke of Ireland, the Earl of Suffolk, Tremellian Chief Justice, and Sir Nicholas Brember, Lord Mayor of London of high treason. The substance of the charge against them was that they had misled Richard II. to misgovern in various ways, and in particular that they had induced him to resist or evade an act passed in 1386 which practically put the Royal Power in commission, and that they had procured an opinion from five judges and a serjeant-at-law that the commission so issued was void, and that those who procured it were liable to be punished as traitors. This was elaborated into thirty-nine charges. The king referred the charges "to the judges, serjeants, and other sages of the law of the realm" (i.e. of the common law) "and also to the sages of the civil law, who were charged by the king to give their opinion to the Lords of Parliament, to proceed duly in the cause of the said appeal. The said judges, serjeants, and sages of the common law and also of the civil law took the matter into consideration, and avowed to the Lords of Parliament that they had seen and heard the tenor of the appeal, and that it was not made according to the requisitions of either law. Upon which the Lords of Parliament considered the matter, and with the assent of the king, and by their common assent, it was declared that in so high a crime as is alleged in this appeal which touches the person of our Lord the king and the state of his whole realm, and which is said to be committed by peers of the realm and others, the cause must not be decided elsewhere than in parliament, nor by any other law than the law and course of parliament, and that it appertains to the Lords of Parliament and to their franchise.

1 2 "Est. Par. 229—244.
2 P. 256. This passage is quoted by Mr. Stubbs. I think he overlooks the opposition between the common and the civil or Roman law. He seems to take "civil" in the sense of ordinary law as opposed to parliamentary privilege. I do not think this can be the meaning of the passage.
Second Set of Appeals under Richard II.

and liberty by the ancient custom of parliament to be
judges in such cases, and to adjudge them with the king's
assent. And that so it shall be done in this case by award
of parliament because this realm of England never was and
it is not the intent of the king or the lords that it ever
should be ruled or governed by the Civil Law. Moreover
they do not mean to rule or govern so great a case as this
appeal, which as aforesaid is not to be tried or determined
out of parliament, by the course, process and order used in
any inferior court or place in the realm, which courts and
places are only to execute the ancient laws and customs of
the realm and the ordinances and establishments of par-
liament." The appeal was accordingly held good, and
fourteen out of the thirty-nine charges contained in it were
held to amount to treason. The appellees were convicted,
and some executed as traitors, and others banished for life
and deprived of their property. Other persons besides the
original appellees were implicated in the matter, and in
some cases condemned and executed, but this belongs rather
to the general history of the time than to the history of im-
peachments. ② A sum of £20,000 was voted to the lords
appellants for their costs and charged on the subsidy granted
at the end of the session.

After an interval of ten years, the king's party in their
turn, appealed or accused of treason by "accroaching" the
royal power, the Duke of Gloucester, and the Earls of Arundel and Warwick. The Earl of Arundel was con-
victed and executed. The Duke of Gloucester was murdered at Calais, and the Earl of Warwick was tried and sentenced
to be hung, drawn, and quartered, though his sentence was
changed into one of imprisonment for life in the Isle of Man.
The principal point urged against him was, that on the trial of Sir Simon Burley and others, who were appealed
by the original Lords Appellants, "Warwick with others,

① 2 fo. Par. 245. "Vint mille livres de même le subside, par leur
"cuirasse, travail et dépenses faites a devant par l'onor profit, et saluation
"de Roi et de tout le royaume." The costs were principally military, as the
Lords Appellant had raised troops to support their cause. See Stubbs, Cown.
Hist. ii. 476—482, 494—497, and iii. 14, 20, on the transactions here referred
to.

② 10. 377.
“made the king come to a secret place at Westminster,”
and there forced him against his own judgment to say that
Burley was guilty, though he thought, and had previously
said, he was not. This looks as if on these trials, at all
events, the king personally acted as one of the judges.

In the course of another two years, Richard was deposed,
and in the first parliament of Henry IV. (1399), the second
set of appellants were impeached by the Commons for
their appeal. They were accordingly questioned about the
appeals, and gave answers which threw light on the nature
of the proceeding. They all said that they acted under
compulsion, and one of them (the Earl of Gloucester)
gave a lively account of his conduct. He said that, “on
“St. Oswald’s day, as the late king sat at meat in the great
“hall of Nottingham Castle, and he, the Earl, also sat at
“meat at a side table in the same hall, the late king sent
“him a message to get up and come to him. Thereupon the
“Earl went to his room in the keep of the said castle, and
“put on a habergeon and his sword, and took with him
“about six men (seadlets), supposing he would have to arrest
“some one; and when he came outside the gate, he found
“there the other appellants, and amongst them William Le
“Scrope, reading the bill of appeal, the greater part of which
“was read before he came, and just then the late king sent
“to tell them to come on, and asked why they waited so
“long. And thus came the name of the Earl of Gloucester
“to be put into the appeal, but he heard nothing of it from
“any person; but for fear of death, he durst not oppose the
“orders of the late king as to the prosecution of the appeal.”

Sir William Thyrning, the Lord Chief Justice, made a
speech which is entered in the Parliament Rolls, to the
effect that the proceedings of the appellants had been so
irregular, that the common law had made no provision
for them, and that their misdoings must accordingly be

3 2 Blst. Parl. 449. “Les Comnnes du Parlement monstrerent au
“Roy,” &c.

4 Id. 361. It is in English, and is a curious specimen of the transition
state of the language. “The Lords ... deme and sughen and decreen
“that the Duke of Aumerle, Sarre, and Exeter, that bore here present
“lose and forgo fro him and her heirs,” &c.
dealt with specially by the king in parliament. He then declared the judgment of parliament to be, that they should be degraded from their rank, and incur other forfeitures. These proceedings took place on the 6th October, 1399.

1 On the 3rd November, 2 the Commons by a petition, "showed to the king, that judgments in parliament belong "only to the king, and the Lords, and not to the Commons "unless the king, of his special grace, pleases to show them "the judgment," (this they said) "for their case, that no "record should be made in parliament against the Commons, "that they are or shall be parties to any judgments given, "or to be given afterwards in parliament. To which it "was answered by the Archbishop of Canterbury by com- "mand of the king, that the Commons are petitioners and "demanders" (plaintiffs or accusers), "and that the king "and the Lords from all time have had, and still have by "right judgment in parliament as the Commons have shown. "But in making statutes, and granting aids and subsidies "and such things for the common profit of the realm, the "king's special will is to have their advice and consent; "and this order is to be observed for all time to come."

In the same parliament was passed, 3 the statute 1 Hen. 4, c. 14, which provides, that all appeals of things done in the realm, shall be tried and determined by the laws of the realm (i.e. at common law), that all appeals of things done out of the realm, shall be tried by the constable and marshals, and "that no appeals be from henceforth made, or "anywise pursued in parliament in any time to come."

I have noticed these proceedings in detail because they throw light upon the manner in which the present theory of the power of parliament as to impeachments came to be legally settled—a point which historians more interested in political events than in legal history have not I think altogether cleared up. Told shortly the history seems to be this.

1 "Le Lundy en la Fest de Sainte Foye la Virgine," 2 Rot. Par. 449.
2 Rot. 437.
3 This statute was repealed by the Statute Law Revision Act, 1868 (26 & 27 Vict. c. 125). I think that a great constitutional and historical landmark might have been spared. The Act is only fourteen lines in length. The repeal, however, does not revive the power of appealing in Parliament, as all appeals in criminal cases were abolished by 59 Geo. 3, c. 49.
The judicial powers of the Curia Regis survived when parliament assumed its present character. They were exercised in no very regular way throughout the reigns of Edward I. and Edward III. In the later part of the reign of Edward III., the House of Commons by assuming the position of accusers imposed a severe check on the proceedings of what we should now describe as ministers of state, but concurrently with this development of their powers there arose a practice of "appeal" or private accusation which enabled any one to bring any one else to trial for any offence before parliament. In some cases this practice appears to have worked worse than the unlimited power of private accusation which exists at the present day, and in the hands of a fierce and turbulent feudal nobility who could enforce their accusations by armies of retainers it became an abuse which largely contributed to the revolution by which Richard II. was deposed and Henry IV. set on the throne. This in its turn led to the Wars of the Roses, the destruction of the feudal nobility, and the establishment of the semi-despotic authority of the Tudors. It is not surprising that this should have been the case when we read the account given in the Parliament Rolls of the principles on which Parliament proceeded in such cases. The Lords in 1388 distinctly repudiate the authority of all law whatever except "the Law of Parliament" a phrase for that which parliament judging ex post facto might consider reasonable. In other words their claim was to be at once accusers, judges, and ex post facto legislators with regard to the exigency, real or supposed, of the particular case before them. The practical effect of this was that in the course of ten years accusers and accused changed places, the survivors and representatives of those who had been put to death for approaching royal power, succeeding in putting to death for the same offence those who had destroyed their predecessors.

The statute 1 Hen. 4, c. 14, put an end to this great evil, and went a great way towards establishing the later view of parliamentary impeachment according to which there must be an accusation by the Commons and a trial before the Lords. From that time there is a marked change
in the character of the prosecutions which took place in parliament. Several such proceedings occurred, some of which cannot be reckoned as impeachments in the full and proper sense of the word. Thus in 1406 Thomas Erpingham accused the Bishop of Norwich of some offence, it does not appear what, but the King ordered them to be reconciled, forgiving the Bishop, who he said had erred negligently, and thanking Erpingham and assuring him that he believed him to have acted from zeal to his service. It is not at all unlikely that the King thought that the proceeding was opposed to the statute of the previous year. In the case of the Percies (7 & 8 Hen. 4, A.D. 1406) for the rebellion in the north, ending with the Battle of Shrewsbury, there was a question as to the manner in which proceedings were to be taken, and the peers upon deliberation determined that they should be "soi non la ley et usage d'armes." The record then sets forth the offences charged, proclamations made for the appearance of the parties, and the non-appearance of 2 Henry Percy and Bardolf, and proceeds to convict them of treason and subject them to the penalties for that offence.

In 3 1450 the Duke of Suffolk was impeached for high treason, and one Tailboy for an attempt to murder Ralph Lord Cromwell. 4 Lastly, in 1469 Lord Stanley was impeached for not sending his troops to the Battle of Bosworth.

All these impeachments appear to have been conducted according to what would now be recognised as the regular course of proceeding. I may, however, observe that in 1399 or 1400 a case occurred which contradicts the principle subsequently established as to pardons. 5 It appears

1 "Le Roi seant en son sec Roable de son bouch de son monstra et dit a " dit Mесь Thomas comant meme celui Messe Thomas devant ces heres a " avoir baile a 185 dit S'le Roy une Bille de certaine empechement " tenchant le dit Evesque, de quel fait meme 185 S'le Roy remerca le dit " Messe Thomas et dit qu'il savoit bien 15 ce 1 meme cele Messe Thomas " avertit a cell temps fuist fait par ses grantes ses chiere et tendresse " que il a voir 1 sa persone," &c. The record ends by saying that the archbishop took the hands of the bishop and Erpingham, and "les fit prendre " par l'entre par le main et leur baiser ensemble en signe d'amour perpétuel " entre eux en tout temps advenire." 8 Rot. Par. 485. Compare Shakespeare's 6 mention of Erpingham inHenry 5.

2 Thomas Percy was killed at Shrewsbury but his father survived the battle for three years.

8 Rot. Par. 178. This is Shakespeare's Suffolk inHenry 7.

19. 10. 200.

6 19. 359.

8 Rot. Par. 458.
from a petition of 1400 that one Bagot had been impeached by the Commons of "pleuseurs horribles faits et morspi-
"sions." He was put to answer before the Lords and pro-
duced a "chartre generale de pardon" on which the Lords
considered "q le dit Mon's William ne deust etre empesche
" ne mys a response par la loic."

It appears from all this that, with insignificant exceptions,
the present law and practice as to parliamentary impeach-
ments was established as the result of the transactions above
referred to, which took place in the latter part of the reign
of Edward III. and the reign of Richard II.

From 1658 to 1621, a period of 162 years, no impeachment
appears to have taken place, at least none is mentioned either
in the Parliament Rolls or the Lords Journals, so far as
appears from the elaborate 1 indices to those collections. It
is not quite easy to give a full explanation for this, though
some of the reasons are obvious. The greatly increased
judicial power of the Privy Council which was vested in the
Star Chamber affords one reason. Such cases as those of
Cogan were no doubt more easily and speedily dealt with
there than by an impeachment.

The immense increase of royal power during the Tudor
period would supply another reason. It was not till parlia-
ment reasserted itself under James I. and Charles I. that
it became natural or perhaps possible to use impeachments
for the punishment of ministers considered corrupt or oppres-
sive. If the King himself wished to punish a minister a
bill of attainder was more convenient than an impeachment
because it superseded the necessity for a trial; and though our
accounts of the earlier impeachments are imperfect, enough
remains to show that in many cases at least witnesses were
examined and some proceedings in the nature of a trial had.

Whatever the reasons may have been the fact is that
the next 2 regular impeachment to Lord Stanley's, in 1459,
was that of Sir Giles Mompesson in 1621. From that
date to the present day there have been fifty-four impeach-

1 The index to the Parliament Rolls is a folio volume of 1036 pages. The
calendar to the Lords' Journals fills two folios.
2 Articles of accusation were presented in Parliament in the cases of
Wolsey, Lord Seymour of Sudeley, and perhaps some others.
IMPEACHMENTS SUBSEQUENT TO JAMES I.

ments, so far as I have ascertained from the calendar to the
Lords' Journals. A list of them will be found in the foot-
ote. The proceedings under some of them have been
amongst the most memorable events in our general his-
tory, but little need be said of them in reference to our
judicial history. They represent for the most part the

1621.
Sir Giles Hampson.
Lord Becon.
Sir F. Mitchell.
Sir H. Vavereon.

1625.
The Earl of Middlesex.

1626.
The Earl of Bristol.
The Duke of Buckingham.

1640.
The Earl of Strafford.
The Lord Keeper Fynch.
Sir R. Barkly and other Judges.

1642.
Sir G. Bateiffe.

1649.
Archbishop Lud.
Dr. Cosma.
Bishop Wren.
Daniel O’Neale.
Sir E. Herbert.
Sir E. Derlyg.
Mr. Strole.
Mr. Spenser.
Nine Lords.
Sir R. Gurney.
Mr. Hastings.
Margriss of Hertford.
Lord Strange.
Mr. Wilde.
Mr. Brocas.

1661.
Mr. Drake.

1665.
Lord Mordhunt.

1667.
Lord Clarendon.

1668.
Sir W. Penn.

1669.
Lord Stafford and four other Roman
Cathole lords.
Lord Danby.

1680.
Edward Seymour.
Sir W. Scroop.
Earl of Tyrone.

1681.
Fitz-Harris.

1689.
Sir A. Blair and others.
Lord Salisbury.
Earl of Peterborough.

1695.
Duke of Leeds.

1698.
John Goulde and others.

1701.
Lord Portland.
Lord Somers.
Lord Halifax.

1709.
Dr. Sacheverell.

1715.
Lord Oxford.
Lord Bolingbroke.
Duke of Ormond.
Earl of Strafford.
Lord Berwick.

1724.
Lord Macclesfield.

1746.
Lord Lovat.

1787.
Warren Hastings.

1805.
Lord Melville.
working of a regular and well understood institution. Twice in the reign of Charles I. attempts were made to break in upon the established theory of impeachment, once in the case of the Earl of Bristol, whom the king attempted to accuse of treason in the House of Lords without any impeachment by the Commons or any indictment found by a grand jury, and once in the famous case of the five members. The list given in the note shows that the really important period, in the modern history of impeachment, was the seventeenth century, and particularly the reign of Charles I. The power of impeachment was the weapon by which the parliament fought their battle from 1640 to 1642. In the eighteenth century its importance declined, and it became a subject rather of constitutional and antiquarian curiosity than of practical importance.  

The impeachment of Warren Hastings is, I think, a blot on the judicial history of the country. It was monstrous that a man should be tortured, at irregular intervals, for seven years, in order that a singularly incompetent tribunal might be addressed before an excited audience by Burke and Sheridan, in language far removed from the calmness with which an advocate for the prosecution ought to address a criminal court. The acquittal of the defendant shows conclusively that if a guilty man did not escape, an innocent man was cruelly oppressed.

It is hardly probable that so cumbrous and unsatisfactory a mode of procedure will ever be resorted to again. The full establishment of popular government, and the close superintendence and immediate control exercised over all public officers whatever by parliament, make it not only unlikely that the sort of crimes for which men used to be impeached should be committed, but extremely difficult to commit them.

In order to complete what I have to say on the subject of the criminal jurisdiction of Parliament I ought to notice bills of attainder and of pains and penalties. Such a bill is an

1 Pitt's India Bill, 24 Geo. 3, cxx. 2, s. 25 (amended by 28 Geo. 3, c. 57), provided a special court for the trial of offences committed in India. It was to be composed of three judges, five members of the House of Lords, and seven members of the House of Commons. The court has never sat. It was constituted before Warren Hastings was impeached, and indeed before his return from India. I suppose the act was considered not to be retrospective, or Hastings might have been tried under it.
act of parliament for putting a man to death or for otherwise punishing him without trial in the usual form. I am unable to say what was the first act of this kind, but the first that I am prepared to refer to is the 1 act of attainder of the Duke of Clarence, passed in 1477 (17 Edw. 4). It is very long and oratorical, and after setting out at length the offences imputed to Clarence, enacts "that the said George Duke of Clarence be convicted and attainted of high treason." The act is followed by the appointment of the Duke of Buckingham as lord high steward for that occasion to do execution. Bills of attainder were, in the reign of Henry VIII., used instead of impeachments; as for instance in the cases of Wolsey, Thomas Cromwell, Queen Katharine Howard, the Duke of Norfolk, and the Earl of Surrey. They have occurred occasionally in our later history. The most memorable case is that of Lord Strafford. Other instances are those of Lord Danby, the Duke of Monmouth, and Sir John Fenwick. As instances of a bill of pains and penalties I may refer to the bill against Bishop Atterbury, and to the bill against Queen Caroline, which will probably long continue to be referred to as the last instance of such legislation.

Thus far I have considered the extent of the criminal jurisdiction of Parliament, when set in motion by an impeachment by the Commons who are said to be, for that purpose, the grand jury of the whole nation. I proceed now to consider the special criminal jurisdiction which the House of Lords possesses over Peers of Parliament. It extends only to felonies, for in cases of misdemeanour a peer may be tried like a commoner. When Parliament is sitting the tribunal is the House of Lords, which is usually, though not necessarily, presided over by a Lord High Steward appointed for the purpose. In this case the peers themselves are the judges, the Lord High Steward being only the president of the court.

If Parliament is not sitting the court is the Court of the Lord High Steward, who is the only judge of it, such other peers as may attend the court acting as a jury, under the name of the "Lords Triers."

---

1 6 Rot. Par. 190.
CHAP. V.

These courts are of the most remote antiquity, and may indeed be regarded as remnants of the old Curia Regis, which have survived without material alteration the vicissitudes of eight centuries. The courts can hardly be said to have any history, though it will be worth while to mention a few points connected with them.

I have sufficiently illustrated the judicial functions and powers of the Curia Regis itself. The famous passage in Magna Charta about the "legale judicium parium suorum" appears to me to refer to the trial of peers in the King's Court rather than to trial by jury. The 21st Article of Magna Charta has a similar expression: "Comites et barones "non amercientur nisi per pares suos et non nisi secundum "modum delicti." I do not think that the expression "trial "by jury" would have been used, or would have been intelligible, in King John's time. It would have been described rather as the taking of an inquisition by an assize, or by lawful men, and is I think referred to by the words "vel per legem terrae." These would include not only inquests taken by jurors on the execution of commissions of eyre, gaol delivery and oyer and terminer, but also trials by combat or by ordeal, each of which was part of the lex terrae at the date of Magna Charta. In short, I should be inclined to construe "nullus liber homo" distributively—

1 "Nullus liber homo capiatur vel imprisonetur ant dissocietur, aut "utigitur, aut exclatur, aut aliqua modo declaratur nec super eumiquum "sec super eum mittat, nisi per legale judicium parium suorum vel per "legem terrae." Stubbs, Charters, 301. The following observation on this passage is made in the Report on the Dignity of the Peer (p. 460). "The "right to the judicium parium asserted by that charter was probably the "ancient law of the Kingdom, and therefore when a person of rank was "accused of any offence for which the law required trial by his peers, it was "necessary that the King should summon to the Court of Justice by which "the person accused was to be tried the peers of the accused. The persons "attending on such occasions are sometimes described by the general words "proceres, or "magnates, and sometimes more particularly as Archbishops, "Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Earls, and Barons, with the addition also sometimes of the general words proceres, or "magnates." It is probable that "many persons answering the several descriptions attended on extraordinary "occasions which required their presence." This most elaborate instrument is occupied almost entirely with the legislative functions of the peace, and says hardly anything of their judicial functions. The expression "judicium parium" is however older than Magna Charta. In the Leges Henrici Primi xxxvi. 7 (Thorp, l. 534), this passage occurs: "Unaequeque per paria aitos "judicandus est, et eiusmodi province." This however appears from xxxix. 1. to apply to "barones comitatus." See too in reference to this matter the trial of Hugus in 1263, p. 260, post.
"no free man shall be taken, &c., except (if he is one of the vassals of the King's Court) by the lawful judgment of his peers, or (if he is not such a vassal) by the law of the land, "i.e. the ordinary course of justice." However this may have been, the right of the peers to be tried by their peers for treason or felony has never at any period of English history been either questioned or invaded, or modified in any way, with some slight exceptions.

I will give one or two instances of its solemn recognition. In 1322 Thomas of Lancaster was put to death in a summary way by Edward II. In 1327 the judgment against him was reversed upon a writ of error, one of the principal errors assigned being "quod cum predictus Thomas comes " fuisse inus Parium et Magnatum regni, et in Magna "Carta de Libertatibus Angli continetur quod" (the well-known passage is here quoted) "predictus Thomas comes . . " . . morti adjudicatur est absque aenamento seu responderi sua Judicio parium suorum." In 4 Edw. 3 (1330) Roger Mortimer and his accomplice Simon de Bereford were charged in Parliament with treason. The "ears, "barons, and peers" examined the articles alleged against Mortimer, convicted him of treason, and sentenced him to death. As to Bereford, "our lord the King charged the "said ears, barons, and peers, to give right and lawful "judgment as appertains to them on Simon de Bereford, "Knight" . . . . "And the ears, barons, and peers re"turned to the King, and said all with one voice that the "said Bereford was not their peer, wherefore they were not "bound to try him as a peer; nevertheless, as he was a "notorious traitor, they sentenced him to be drawn and "hung."

The right of peers to be tried in Parliament was affirmed by statute in the year 1341 (15 Edw. 3), which recited that peers of the realm had been arrested, imprisoned, subjected to forfeitures, and in some cases to death without judgment of their peers, and enacted that for the future

1 2 East. Parl. 5, 6.
2 Ib. 58. See some remarks on the irregularity of this proceeding in Report on Dignity of a Peer, 1. p. 236, and further remarks on the case of Berkeley (mentioned above) at p. 391.
"no peer of the realm, officer, or other, on account of his office, or for things touching his office," should be liable to be tried or punished "except by award of the said peers in Parliament;" and that if any peer submitted to be judged or to answer elsewhere, that was not to prejudice the rights of other peers or his own rights on other occasions.

This statute was repealed in 1348, but with this singular reservation: "as some of the articles comprised in the statute are reasonable and in accordance with law and reason, these articles and the others agreed upon in this Parliament are to be made into a new statute." Whatever may have been the effect of the repeal, it does not affect the recognition of the principle made by the statute. It must be observed, however, that the statute went far beyond what has ever since been recognized as the law, for it applies to all offences whatever, and is not confined to treason and felony. I am unable to give the history of the limitation of the privilege of peers to cases of treason and felony. It is, however, apparently as old as 1442, for in that year an act (20 Hen. 6, c. 9) was passed, which recites that although Magna Charta provides that "nullus liber homo" shall be punished except by judgment of his peers, "n'est mon mention fait comen fem-
mes, dames de graunde estate par cause de leurs barons "peres de la terre covertz or soulez," are to be tried upon indictments of treason or felony, and it provides that they shall be tried like other peers of the realm. It seems clear from this that a peer was not at that time entitled to be tried by his peers for a misdemeanor.

The Court of the Lord High Steward is probably a remnant of the Curia Regis, which has survived unimpaired from the Conquest at least, and probably from earlier times. The Lord High Steward was one of the great officers of the Curia Regis, and in 3 Madox may be seen a collection of a great number of records and notices by historical writers relating to the different holders of the office, and to similar offices in Normandy, France, and Spain. The steward of Arragon had "a great judicial power, for he had cognizance of all causes" and quarrels, except in certain cases reserved to the King's

1 2 Rot. Parl. 259. 2 1 Hist. Ech. 48.
own cognizance, and when he was present in any city or town whatever, all causes before any other judge were to cease, if he so commanded." The judicial officer in all the manor courts was, as indeed he still is, called the Steward.

According to Coke the office of High Steward was hereditary till the time of Henry IV., after which it was granted 

_**hac vice**_ when an occasion arose for the services of such an officer either at the trial of a peer or at a coronation.

The only legislative enactment which has taken place in relation to these courts is 7 & 8 Will. 3, c. 8, which provides that upon the trial of any peer or peeress for treason or misprision, all the peers who have a right to sit and vote in Parliament shall be duly summoned, twenty days at least before every such trial, to appear at every such trial, and that every peer so summoned, and appearing at such trial, shall vote in the trial.

The object of this statute was to remedy an abuse which formerly existed in the case of trials before the Court of the Lord High Steward. The Lord High Steward summoned such and so many Lords Triers as he thought fit, and no one who was not so summoned had a right to take part in the trial.

Indictments upon which the House of Lords or the Court of the Lord High Steward proceed may be and are found, like other indictments, either in the Queen's Bench division or on circuit, and I suppose they might be found at the Quarter Sessions, if a peer committed an offence cognizable there. When so found they are removed by certiorari into the Court before which they are to be tried.

There have been four trials of peers in the House of Lords since the end of the reign of George II., viz., Lord Ferrers for murder in 1760; Lord Byron for murder in 1763; the Duchess of Kingston for bigamy in 1776; and Lord Cardigan in 1841. The trial of Lord Delamere for treason in 1686, before Jeffreys, is, I believe, the last instance of a trial in the Court of the Lord High Steward.

---

1 Coke, 49. Inst. 58. The derivation of the office according to Coke was thus—The Earls of Leicester were High Stewards till Simon de Montfort forfeited the office to Henry III. Henry granted the office and the earldom to his second son, Edmond, whence it descended to Henry of Bolingbroke, son and heir of John of Gaunt, and afterwards Henry IV.
CHAPTER VI.

THE CRIMINAL JURISDICTION OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL.

The growth of the Courts of Equity forms one of its most important chapters in the history of our law. These courts supplied the defects of the crude and meagre system which constituted the common law, by the introduction of remedies unknown to it, and by the enforcement of obligations which it did not recognize. To describe the steps by which this was done does not fall within the scope of this work, but it illustrates an analogous process with reference to the criminal law, which, after making much progress, was brought to an abrupt conclusion by the legislature in consequence of the way in which it was abused. I refer to the criminal jurisdiction of the Council as exercised by the famous Court of Star Chamber. Several other analogous courts exercised a similar jurisdiction in particular places. The most important of these were the Court of the President of the North and the Court of the Marches of Wales. They have not, however, left such traces either in the law itself or in history as to make it worth while to treat of them at length. The case is different with respect to the judicial authority of the Privy Council. Not only did its decisions leave deep traces both on our law and on our history, but it is closely connected with the body which to this day holds the position of the Supreme Court of Appeal in all criminal cases arising in any of Her Majesty’s dominions beyond the seas—the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. ¹ The history is as follows:—

¹ The authorities for what follows are Hallam, Middle Ages, ii. 135-147 (vol. 1855); Hallam, Const. Hist. i. 48-66, 280-283, &c., and ii. 28-81, &c.;
I have already described the constitution of the Curia Regis and the manner in which the Courts of Common Law were derived from it. Its relation to Parliament has been traced by others, and need not be mentioned here. It also (as I have said) falls outside of my subject to give any account of the origin or gradual development of the judicial authority of the Lord Chancellor, who was one of its great officers; but I must add to what has already been said that, after throwing off the great branches already enumerated the Curia Regis still continued to occupy a position corresponding to that of the Cabinet or rather of the Ministry of our own day, but of greater importance, as it had judicial as well as executive functions. In this capacity it was called the Council, and as time went on three several bodies so called came to be distinguished by different titles, namely (1) the Great Council of the Nation or Parliament; (2) the Council; (3) the Privy Council. It is a matter of great difficulty to distinguish these three bodies from each other in the early stages of their history. I need say nothing as to the difficulty of distinguishing between councils and parliaments; nor is it necessary to my present purpose to go beyond a mere mention of the difficulty of discriminating between the body called the Council and the House of Lords on the one hand, and the Privy Council on the other. A full collection of all that is known on these subjects will be found in the works of the writers already referred to.

The leading points in the history of the judicial authority of the Council are these: It took from the earliest times a part in the administration of justice, which was viewed with great suspicion by Parliament, and was made the subject of remonstrance by them on various occasions in the course of

Footnotes:

*Palgrave's Essay on the Original Authority of the King's Council; Hudson's "Treatise on the Star-Chamber," in Collectanea Juridica, vol. ii. The passages referred to in Hallam are little more than an abstract of what is said by Palgrave and Hudson. A note in the last-mentioned treatise says that a MS. copy of it contains a memorandum purporting to be signed by J. Finch, Chief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas, and afterwards Lord Keeper, which says, "This Treatise was composed by William Hudson, of Grey's Inn, Esquire, one very much prized, and of great experience in the Star Chamber, and my very affectionate friend." The note in question also refers to a reference made to it by Lord Mansfield in Wilkes's case, 4 Burr. 2554. The treatise is singularly well written and full of curious information.*
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Notwithstanding these
remonstrances, and also notwithstanding the provisions of
several statutes on the subject, the jurisdiction of the
Council continued and increased, and it ultimately established
itself as one of the recognised institutions of the country.
The Council when acting in its judicial capacity "held its
"sittings in the 'Starred Chamber,' an apartment situated
"in the outermost quadrangle of the palace, next to the
"bank of the river, and consequently easily accessible to the
"suitors, and which at length was permanently appropriated
"to the use of the Council. The 'lords sitting in the Starre
"Chamber' became a phrase . . . . and we can hardly
"doubt that this circumstance contributed to assist the
"Council in maintaining their authority."
The Court of Star Chamber had become an established
institute by the reign of Henry VII. Early in that reign
a statute was passed (3 Hen. 7, c. 1), which, though it
did not, as has been sometimes supposed, create the court,
conferred special powers on some of its members.
The court rose to the height of its influence under Eliza-
beth. It was regarded under James I and Charles I as
oppressive, and was finally abolished in 1640, by 16 Chas. 1,
c. 10. This celebrated Act recites the different statutes
bearing on the subject, declares that the proceedings, cen-
sures, and "decrees of the court have by experience been
"found to be an intolerable burden to the subjects, and the
"means to introduce an arbitrary power and government,"
and enacted that the Court of Star Chamber, and all similar
courts, and particularly the Courts of the Council of the
Marches of Wales, the President and Council of the North,
the Duchy of Lancaster, and the Court of Exchequer of the
County Palatine of Chester, shall be abolished, and that no
similar court shall be established for the future.

1 Palgrave, 88.
2 The words of the Act (a. 4) are: "'The like jurisdiction now used and
"exercised' in the courts named 'shall be also repealed and absolutely
"revoked and made void.' The Court of Star Chamber was dissolved (a. 3),
but the other courts were not dissolved in terms. The 'Court holden before
"the President and Council of the Marches of Wales' seems to have sur-
vived for forty-eight years, as it was abolished in 1688 by 1 Will. & Mary,
c. 27.
It is unnecessary to dwell in this place upon events which fill so large a space in the general history of the country, but the earlier history of the Council is less well known than the events which led to its fall.

1 "It seems," says Sir F. Palgrave, "that in the reign of "Henry III. the Council was considered as a Court of Peers "within the terms of Magna Charta; and before which, as a "court of original jurisdiction, the rights of tenants holding "in capite, or by barony, were to be discussed or decided; "and it unquestionably exercised a direct jurisdiction over all "other the King's subjects." "Great transgressions against "the public peace were heard before the Council." In a note to this passage Sir F. Palgrave refers to the arraignment of Segrave, Constable of the Tower, for permitting the escape of Mortimer, and quotes a curious record, in which Sir John Dalton is summoned, "sub forisfacturâ vitæ et "membrorum et omnium allorum que nobis forisfacere "poteris" to bring before the Council one Margeriz de la Beche, the wife of Gerard De L'Ile, whom Dalton had forcibly abducted, and to do and receive (ad faciendum et "receptandum) such orders as the Council shall give.

No opposition appears to have been made to this jurisdiction till the 25th Edw. 3 (1350), when the Commons petitioned "que nul franc homme ne soit mys a responde de "son franc tenement ne de rien que touche vie et "membre fyns ou redemptions par apposelles (informa- "tions) devant le conseil tire seignur le Roi, ne devant ses "ministres qucumque sioun par proces de leuy de ce en "arere use." The answer is, "Il plust a tire seignur le "Roi qui les lecs de son Roiaume soient tenus et gardes en "lour force, et qui nul homme soit tenu a responde de son "frenk tenement sioun par processe de leuy; mes de chose "que touche vie ou membre contemptz ou excesse soit fait "come ad este use cea en arere."

This seems to be an express recognition of the fact that for at least 135 years after Magna Charta the criminal jurisdiction of the Council was undisputed. * Either in the

1 R. 51.  
2 Rot. Par. 231, and see P. 153.  
3 Rot. Par. 239.
same or in the next Parliament a similar petition was
granted without any reservation, and this led to the statute
printed as 25 Edw. 3, st. 5, c. 4. Similar statutes were
passed in 1354 (28 Edw. 3, c. 3) and in 1368 (42 Edw. 3,
c. 3).\textsuperscript{1} On two occasions in the reign of Richard II., three
in the reign of Henry IV., two in the reign of Henry V.,
and one in the reign of Henry VI., petitions were made
by Parliament with a view to limit the powers of the
Council, but none of them passed into a statute, the answers
given by the King being either unfavourable or qualified.
Some of these petitions and the answers show that the
ground on which the jurisdiction of the Council was defended
was the difficulty in many instances of obtaining redress for
injuries at the common law. \textsuperscript{2} Thus in 1399 (1 Hen. 4) the
Commons petition that personal actions between party and
party may not be tried by the Council, to which the answer
is, “Soit l’Estatut est fait tenus et gardez, la ou l’une
‘partie est si grant et riche, et l’autre partie si petit
‘qu’il ne puis autrement avoir recouper.” The word
“except” (supplied by Sir F. Palgrave after “garder”)
appears to be wanted.

Upon the whole, the legal position of the Court of Star
Chamber in 1640 seems to have been this. It had existed
for 135 years after Magna Charta without being supposed to
be illegal or to be in any way opposed to Magna Charta. In
1350, 1354, and 1368, three successive acts of Parliament were
passed, which, at first sight, seem to be intended to abolish it.
From 1368 to 1640 (272 years) it continued to exist, not-
withstanding parliamentary petitions which did not become
statutes, the last of which was made in 1432, 218 years
before 1640. On the other hand, the statute 3 Hen. 7,
c. 2, if it did not exactly recognise the powers of the old
court, at all events established a new one composed of
several of its members and with a jurisdiction which, as far
as it went, was identical with it.

It would seem natural under such circumstances to suppose
that some other interpretation ought to be put upon the
statutes of Edward III. than that which was given to them

\textsuperscript{1} See 21 Rich. 2, c. 16. \textsuperscript{2} 3 Rot. Parl. 446. \textsuperscript{3} p. 47.
in 1640. 1 Hudson suggests "that these statutes did not "extinguish the power of the court, but the abuse of appre-
"hending men's persons to answer suggestions." The words of the statutes are "no man shall be put to answer before "the King or his Council without presentment before his "justices, matter of record, or writ original according to "the ancient laws." 2 Hudson argues that the letter of privy seal, by which proceedings were, at least in many cases, commenced before the Star Chamber was an original writ, and that the abuse intended to be remedied was the arrest of a defendant by a pursuivant on a bare suggestion by a plaintiff. The phrase "no man shall be put to answer "before the Council, unless" certainly seems to imply that there was some legal way of proceeding before that body. By this as it may, it is to be observed that even the Act of 1640 did not declare the Court to be in itself illegal and its powers to be usurped. On the contrary, it recites that the matters examinable there are all capable of being duly remedied at common law, and that "the reasons and motives inducing "the erection and continuance of that court do now cease."

I shall have to return to the subject of the Star Chamber in connection with the history of the definitions of crimes and the history of legal procedure. I will conclude what I have to say at present by some observations on the general character and functions of the court.

The praises of trial by jury as a bulwark of individual liberty are a familiar topic. It is less commonly known, but it is certainly no less true, that the institution opened a wide door to tyranny and oppression by men of local influence over their poorer neighbours. 3 In feudal

1 P. 12. 2 P. 4; see too Coke, 4th Inst. 63.
3 Sir P. Pulgrave (pp. 108, 289, &c.) gives some curious illustrations of this.

The following are verses from a "ballad or libel" of the time of Edward I.

"Mea te male dosgravce donat Dieu n'est ja piéi, 
Parmi las fesce beuches me ont emiées, 
De mies robberias e ame mavesee, 
Qe je n'em e entre ames stre recepéée.

"Si eue mesce farscreu no se vaelleent amender, 
Qe je pas a mon puis chevalcher e aller, 
Si je les pas atendre la teste far frot voler, 
De touz far manusce me dorot un donner."
times the influence of a great landowner over the persons
who were returned as jurymen to the assizes was practi-
cally almost unlimited, and the system of indictment by
a grand jury which merely reported on oath the rumours
of the neighbourhood might, and no doubt often did, work
cruel injustice. The offence which was long known to the
law as maintenance, or perverting justice by violence, by
unlawful assemblies and conspiracies, was the commonest
and most characteristic offence of the age. One of its com-
monest forms was the corruption and intimidation of jurors.

Signal proof of this is supplied by the repeated legislation
against this offence. The nature of the offence itself, and the

"Vous qui cestes exécuté je lou veues et me,
Ces veux bois de Belregard, la n'y a sui polly,
Furque beves savaje a jolyf embuy,
Car if au est domusis a commune loy.

The following passage is from the Dunci of Death, and gives a conversation
between Death and a juror:—

"Master jurrourt, which that at assises,
And at sheyes quests didest embrace
Deep and lest loud like to thy devises,
And who most gave most stood in thy grace,
The poor man lost both lond and place,
For gold thou couldest folk disharte,
But now let see with thy pale face,
Tofore the judge how came thee quite?"

The jurrour maketh answer:—

"Whilome I was electe in my country,
The belweather, and that was not alight:
Nought loveb but died of high and low degree,
For whom the best by craft I could elude,
Hengen the trae and the thief raptie,
All the country by my word was led,
But I dare seie shortly for to write,
Of my death many a man is glad."

The case of Copan, quoted above, from the Parliamentary Rolls is an
illustration of the same thing. He offered to make good his case in any way,
"saincon par verdit de jurcurs." I cannot say, however, that the introduction
of such phrases into popular ballads proves very much. The writers may have
been great rogue.

In my youth a ballad used to be sung which was said to
be a genuine product of the bulk. It began—

"My curse rest on you, Justice Bayly,
And gentlemens of the jury also,
For transporting me from the arms of my Polly,
For twenty long years as you know."

This is very like the "males desseyns dont Dieu n'est ja pieté." The defects
of trial by jury in early times rest, however, on better evidence than this.
manner in which it was to be corrected by the Court of Star Chamber, are fully described in the preamble and first section of 3 Hen. 7, c. 1, "The King our said sovereign lord remem-
bereth how by unlawful maintenance, giving of liveries, signs, tokens, and retainers by indentures, promises, oaths, writings, or otherwise embracements of his subjects, untrue demeanings of sheriffs in making of panels and other un-true returns, by taking of money by juries, by great riots and unlawful assemblies, the policy and good rule of this realm is almost subdued, and for the not punishing of these inconveniences, and by reason of the premises, little or nothing may be found by inquiry" (i.e. by inquests or juries), "whereby the laws of the land in execution may take little effect, to the increase of murders, robberies, perjuries, and unsureties of all men living, and losses of their lands and goods to the great displeasure of Almighty God." Therefore it is ordained for Reformation of the Premisses by authority of the said Parliament, that the Chancellor and Treasurer of England for the time being, and Keeper of the King's Privy Seal, or two of them, calling to them a bishop and a temporal lord of the king's most honourable Council, and the two chief justices of the King's Bench and Common Pleas for the time being, or two other justices in their absence, upon bill or information put to the said Chancellor for the king or any other against any person for any misbehaviour before rehearsed, have authority to call before them by writ or by Privy Seal the said misdoers, and them and other by their discretion, by whom the truth may be known, to examine, and such as they find therein defective to punish them after their demerits, after the form and effect of statutes thereof made, in like manner and form as they should and ought to be punished as if they were thereof convict after the due order of the law."

It is extremely difficult to say what was the precise object or effect of this statute. Coke seems to attribute to it no other effect than that of varying the procedure of the Star Chamber by enabling them to examine defendants, but this seems impossible, both because (according to Hudson)
such was the regular procedure of the Court, and because that procedure does not appear to have been confined after the statute to cases which fell within it.

1 Hudson refers to the subject in such a way as to show that at one time it was a moot point whether the Council had any criminal jurisdiction other than that which this statute conferred upon them, but that the court held that it had. 2 Lord Bacon says of the statute that the authority of the Star Chamber which before subsisted by the ancient common laws of the realm was confirmed in certain cases by it.” A very indefinite remark, accompanied by no explanation of the reasons for such an enactment. 3 Mr. Hallam’s opinion, founded upon an elaborate examination of the authorities, is as follows:

1. The Court erected by the statute of Henry VII. was not the Court of Star Chamber.

2. The Court by the statute subsisted in full force till beyond the middle of Henry VIII’s reign, but not long afterwards went into disuse.

3. The Court of Star Chamber was the old concilium ordinarium, against whose jurisdiction many statutes had been enacted from the time of Edward III.

4. No part of the jurisdiction exercised by the Star Chamber could be maintained on the authority of the statute of Henry VII.

On so very obscure a subject it is impossible now to go beyond conjecture. My conjecture, offered with very little confidence, is that the statute was meant to give an indis-

1 P. 30. “It is a received opinion that the court should meddle with no other causes than are expressed in the statute 3 Hen. 7, and I well recollect that the Lord Chancellor Egerton would often tell that in his time, when he was a student, Mr. Serjeant Lovelace put his hand to a demurrer in this court for that the matter of the bill contained other matters than were mentioned in the statute 3 Hen. 7, and Mr. Flowden, that great lawyer, put his hand thereto first, whereas Mr. Lovelace easily followed. But the cause being moved in court, Mr. Lovelace being a young man, was called to answer the error of his ancient Mr. Flowden, who very discreetly made his excuse at the bar that Mr. Flowden’s hand was first unto it, and that he supposed he might in anything follow St. Augustine. And although it was then overruled, yet Mr. Serjeant Richardson, thirty years after, fell again upon the same rock, and was sharply rebuked for the same.” See also the case of Chambers, 2 St. Tr. 890.

2 History of Henry VII, Bacon’s works, by Selden, vi. 83.

3 Coxe. Hist. i. 50, note.

4 This is rather an overstatement.
putable statutory authority to that part of the Star Chamber jurisdiction which appeared at the date of the statute most important, but that as it was found that the wider authority of the old court was acquiesced in, the statute fell into disuse. This conjecture is strengthened by the circumstance that the statute of Henry VII. is silent as to the jurisdiction of the court over several offences which, at the end of the fifteenth century, were probably of comparatively little importance, but which in the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century gave the court its principal value in the eyes of the government. Of these, libels are the most important.

Whatever may be the true explanation of these matters there can be no doubt at all as to the nature and functions of the court itself. The jurisdiction of the Chancellor in civil matters, and the jurisdiction of the Council or Star Chamber in criminal matters, grew up side by side. Lord Bacon, after mentioning the common law courts,¹ says, "There was nevertheless always reserved a high and pre-eminent power to the king's counsel in causes that might in example or consequence concern the state of the Commonwealth; which if they were criminal, the counsel used to sit in the chamber called the Star Chamber; if civil, in the White Chamber or White-ball. And as the Chancery had the praetorian power for equity, so the Star Chamber had the censorian power for offences under the degree of capital."

² In early times the Council was accustomed to grant to individuals the special commissions of Oyer and Terminer under the Privy Seal, which I have already referred to. When such commissions were forbidden by statute, the Council heard such cases themselves, they compelled appearance by wrius of premunire, and afterwards by the writ of subpœna, which was invented in Edward III.'s time by Sir

¹ Works, vi. 85.
² Palgrave, pp. 27-88.
CRIMES PUNISHED BY COUNCIL.

CHAP. VI. John de Waltham (afterwards Bishop of Salisbury). Sir Francis Palgrave compares the authors of these writs to the forgotten inventors of the writs of 1 Latitat and Quo Minus, by which the Courts of King’s Bench and Exchequer usurped civil jurisdiction. The Star Chamber proceeded by bill and answer, and administered interrogatories to the accused party, whom they examined upon oath. 2 Hudson gives several instances in which, without exactly trying people for common offences, such as treason and murder, they inflicted heavy penalties for acts which might have been punished at common law under those denominations. The Earl of Rutland, for instance, was fined £30,000 for being concerned in the Earl of Essex’s insurrection. 3 "And there are above a hundred precedents where persons that gave countenance to felons were here questioned." In cases "pending upon felony" the party was not examined upon oath.

These, however, were not the cases which commonly employed the Star Chamber. They are thus enumerated by 4 Hudson: Forgery, perjury, riot, maintenance, fraud, libelling, and conspiracy. Besides these 5 he ascribes to the court power to punish offences not defined or punishable at common law, and 6 he enumerates some instances in which jurisdiction was conferred on the court by statutes long since forgotten.

To some of these matters I shall have to return in another part of this work. It is enough for the present to say that the tyrannical proceedings for political offences which ultimately caused the abolition of the court ought not to make us forget the great services which it rendered, not only to the cause of good order but to the law of the country.

1 The writ of Latitat affirmed that the defendant ought to be in the custody of the Marshal of the King’s Bench, to answer for a trespass, suggested in what was called a Bill of Middlesex, instead of which he "Latitat et distant" in some county other than Middlesex. The writ of Quo Minus stated that the defendant being a Crown debtor owed money to the plaintiff, whereby he was less able than he would have been to pay his debt to the Crown—a matter for the Exchequer. (3 Black. Comm. 284-296.)
2 P. 69.
3 P. 71. Bacon (vi. 26) mentions four "forces, frauds, engravings various of "falsehood, and the imposition or mistake inwards crimes capital or "delicts not actually committed or perpetrated."
4 P. 107.
5 P. 113.
The common law was in all ways a most defective system. It was incomplete. Its punishments were capricious and cruel. Its most characteristic institution, trial by jury, was open to abuse in every case in which persons of local influence were interested. Juries themselves were often corrupt, and the process of attain't, the only one by which at common law a false verdict could be impeached or corrupt jurymen be punished, was as uncertain and as open to corrupt influences as other forms of trial by jury. 1 Whether a corrupt jury, says Hudson, "had given an injurious verdict, if there had been no remedy but to attain them by another jury, the wronged party would have had small remedy, as is manifest by common knowledge, no jury having for many years attained a former. As also at this day in the Principality of Wales, if a man of good alliance have a cause to be tried, though many sharp laws have been made for favourable panels, yet it is impossible to have a jury which will find against him, be the cause never so plain: or if arraigned for murder he shall hardly be convicted, although the fear of punishment of this court carries some awful respect over them."

According to our modern views, the proper cure for such defects would be intelligent and comprehensive legislation as to both crimes and criminal procedure, but for many reasons such an undertaking as a criminal code would have been practically impossible in the Tudor period. In these circumstances, the Star Chamber, not merely exercised a control over influential noblemen and gentlemen which put a stop to much oppression and corrupt interference with the course of justice, but supplied some of the defects of a system which practically left unpunished forgery, perjury, attempts and conspiracies to commit crimes, and many forms of fraud and force.

In the later stages of its history no doubt the Court of Star Chamber became a partisan court, and punished with cruel severity men who offended the King or his ministers. Nothing can be said in excuse of such proceedings as those against Prynne or Lilburne; but it is just to observe that the

1 P. 14.
real objection made was to the punishment of the acts themselves, rather than to the cruelty of branding or whipping. The punishments inflicted by the common law were in many cases more cruel than those of the Star Chamber, yet they seem to have excited no indignation. There is also some reason to believe that the cruel punishments inflicted under Charles I. were at least to some extent an innovation on the earlier practice of the court.

It is curious to observe the degree to which the Court of Star Chamber impressed the imagination of several observers, one of whom at all events was unlikely to flatter it at the expense of the courts of common law, though it may certainly be observed of all that they seem to protest too much to be quite sincere. Bacon ¹ describes it as "one of "the sagrest and noblest institutions of this kingdom." ² Coke says, "It is the most honourable court (our parliament "excepted) that is in the Christian world, both in respect of "the judges of the court, and of their honourable proceeding "according to their just jurisdiction, and the ancient and "just orders of the court," . . . "This court, the right "institutions and ancient orders thereof being observed, doth "keep all England in quiet." ³ Hudson becomes quite enthusiastic on the subject. "Since the great Roman senate "so famous to all ages and nations as that they might be "called jure neutrum orbis, there hath no court come so near "them in state honour and judicature as this; the judges of

¹ Works, vi. 85.
² 4th Inst. p. 66.
³ P. 17. His enthusiasm is displayed in an amusing way in his discussion of the origin of the name of the court (p. 8). "I confess I am in that point "a Platonist in opinion that "something related fixed potius quam moved imperat" "rion." for assuredly Adam before his fall was insubstantially still, in the nature "of all things; so that when God brought him all things to name he gave "them names befitting their nature. And so I doubt not but Camera "Billabot . . . is most aptly named; not because the Star Chamber is so "adorned with stars gilded, as some would have it, for surely the chamber is "so adorned because it is the seal (1 seat) of that court; . . . and it was so filly "called because the stars have no light but what is cast upon them by the sun, "by reflection being his representative body; and as his royal majesty himself "was pleased to say,"—in short he said that he was the sun and the judges the "stars, but his majesty and Hudson between them spin out this conceit much as Lady Margaret Holland spin out the history of Charles II.'s breakfast at Tilietidium. The favourite derivation of the name of the court is from "the stars or Jewish charters anciently kept there. (See Madox, Ex. i. 237.) The Jews were expelled in Edward I.'s reign, and the meaning of the word "stara" would naturally be forgotten, though the name might survive.
"this court being surely in honour, state, and majesty, learning, understanding, justice, piety, and mercy equal, and in many exceeding the Roman senate by so much, by how much Christian knowledge exceedeth human learning." After giving a long and curious account of the authority of the Chancellor as chief judge of the court, he says: "As concerning the great and eminent officers of the kingdom, the Lord Treasurer, Privy Seal, and President of the Council, their places or voices in this court when the superior sitteth are of no more weight than any other of the table; so that the displeasure of a great officer cannot much amaze any suitor, knowing it is but one opinion, and the court is not alone replenished with noble dukes, marquises, earls, and barons, which hereby ought to be frequented with great presence of them, but also with reverend archbishops and prelates, grave counsellors of state, just and learned judges, with a composition for justice, mercy, religion, policy, and government, that it may be well and truly said that Mercy and Truth are met together, Righteousness and Peace have kissed each other." He adds that in the reigns of Henry VII. and Henry VIII. the number of members present was at times thirty or even forty, as also in the time of Elizabeth, "but now much lessened since the barons and earls not being privy councillors have forborne their attendance." He also remarks that in the time of Henry VII. and Henry VIII. the punishments were far less severe than afterwards, the fines being imposed with due regard to the "saevo contencionem suo" of Magna Charta, and the slavish punishment of "whipping" not having been introduced "till a great man—of the common law and otherwise a worthy justice—forgot his place of session, and brought" (?) it in this "place too much in use."

This curious passage seems to show that under the Tudors the Star Chamber was a numerous and comparatively mild

1 P. 85.
2 The words in the printed book are "the slavish speech of whispering," which is nonsense. Halleux makes the elucidation given in the text upon the authority of a MS. in the British Museum. (See Halleux, Cons. Hist. ii. p. 34, ed. 1855.)
body, resembling in its constitution and proceedings a deliberative council rather than an ordinary court of justice, and that the proceedings which led to its abolition and made its name infamous were carried on at a time when it had come to consist of a small number of what we should call cabinet ministers, who abused its powers to put down opposition to their policy. It is unnecessary to refer in detail to the well-known instances of this abuse which led to the abolition of the court, though I have noticed some of them elsewhere.

Although the Court of Star Chamber, and with it the most important judicial powers of the Council, were abolished in 1640, one degree of criminal jurisdiction still remained in and is actually exercised at this day by the Privy Council. Whatever may be the law as to the power of the sovereign to establish new courts of justice in England by charter—a power which if it exists is never exercised or likely to be exercised except under the provisions of acts of parliament (as for instance, when a borough is created with a new Court of Quarter Sessions under the statutory provisions already referred to), it is the undoubted prerogative of the crown to establish courts of justice in any possessions which it may acquire beyond the realm, either by conquest or by settlement, and an appeal lies from such courts to the sovereign, unless it is taken away either by statute or charter. An appeal to the King also lay from all ecclesiastical courts, and from the Court of Admiralty. These last mentioned appeals were made by virtue of 26 Hen. 8, c. 18, and 8 Eliz. c. 5, to "the King's Majesty in the King's Court of Chancery," and were heard by a body of delegates named by commission for that purpose. By 2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 92, the appeal in such cases has to be made to the King in Council, and by 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 41, all such appeals, and also all appeals "from various Courts of "Judicature in the East Indies, and in the plantations, "colonies, and other dominions of his Majesty abroad" were to be heard before a body called the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, which was constituted by the act

1 See p. 385, post.
in question in place of a committee of the whole of the Privy Council, before which it had up to that time been customary (as the act recites) to hear such appeals.

The right to hear appeals in criminal as well as in civil matters from all Her Majesty's dominions beyond the seas, in all cases in which that right has not been expressly taken away, has been solemnly affirmed and exercised in a series of very modern cases. The principle is laid down in the case of *R. v. Bertrand* in which Sir J. T. Coleridge in delivering judgment said: "Upon principle and reference to "the decisions of this committee it seems undeniable that "in all cases, criminal as well as civil, arising in places from "which an appeal would lie, and where, either by the terms "of a charter or statute, the authority has not been parted "with, it is the inherent prerogative right, and on all proper "occasions the duty of the Queen in Council to exercise an "appellate jurisdiction. . . . . But the exercise of this "prerogative is to be regulated by a consideration of "circumstances and consequences; and interference by Her "Majesty in Council in criminal cases is likely in so many "instances to lead to mischief and inconvenience that in them "the crown will be very slow to entertain an appeal by its "officers on behalf of itself or by individuals. The instances "of such appeals being entertained are therefore very rare." Many cases are referred to in this report, by which the conclusion quoted is fully established. It is remarkable that the earliest of them was decided so lately as in the year 1885, and it does not appear from the report that the question, Whether the court had any such jurisdiction or not was raised on that occasion; the jurisdiction has been exercised sparingly no doubt, but on several very recent occasions. This jurisdiction is so narrowly limited, and so rarely exercised that it has been little noticed by writers

1 L.R. 1 P.C. 529. In this case the question was discussed whether a new trial in cases of felony could be granted at common law.

2 Poonaiah v. The King, 3 Knea, 846.

3 See e.g. R. v. Burrah, L.R. 5 All. Ca 555, in which the question was as to the extent of the legislative powers of the government of India; R. v. Mount, L.R. 6 P.C. 298, in which the question was as to the sentence to be passed by an Australian court in its Admiralty jurisdiction.
SUMMARY OF HISTORY.

CHAP. VI. on criminal procedure. In a historical point of view it is one of the most remarkable parts of the whole system, for it connects the common administration of justice in our own days with the Curia Regis through the Court of Star Chamber.

In a few words the result of the history just related at length is as follows:

From the most remote antiquity the administration of justice was the highest or one of the highest prerogatives of the sovereigns of this country, and his council or court was the organ by which that prerogative was exercised.

The original council or court was divided in course of time into the Court of King's Bench, the Court of Common Pleas, and the Court of Exchequer, each of which had originally its own peculiar province but each of which contrived to intrude to some extent upon the province of the other two, the three between them administering the known and well-recognized law of the land.

By the side of this comparatively well-defined jurisdiction, grew up by degrees the equitable jurisdiction (as it came to be called) of the Lord Chancellor, and the judicial authority, both civil and criminal, of the Council itself or Court of Star Chamber. The jurisdiction of the Chancellor being by experience found to be beneficial, and being wisely and justly used, was the foundation of the great Court of Chancery and of that part of our law or jurisprudence which goes by the name of equity. The judicial authority, civil and criminal, of the Council or Star Chamber being used oppressively for political purposes, was destroyed. After its destruction, however, the authority of the sovereign extended itself over a vast empire, including the whole of India, a great part of North America, Australia, New Zealand, the Cape, and many other places. ¹ The ancient prerogative of

¹ The extreme difficulty of saying precisely how far the prerogative of the sovereign as fountain of justice extends, and at what point the power of the King to meet courts of justice ends, is well illustrated by the discussions which arose some years since as to the validity of those clauses in the patents of certain colonial bishops, which purported to give some of them jurisdiction over others. The question was fully argued before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the matter of the Bishop of Natal. One point raised during that argument was as follows: It was urged that the view contended for by
the crown as the fountain of justice was held to vest in it the ultimate appeal in all cases, civil and criminal, from all courts in these vast territories, and a committee of the Privy Council, which is the direct descendant of the old Curia Regis, is to this day the organ by which that prerogative is administered.

In concluding this account of the criminal jurisdiction of the Privy Council I must mention their powers as committing magistrates. From the earliest times they have exercised the power of inquiring into criminal charges and committing suspected persons for trial. "The power of the Privy Council," says Blackstone, "is to inquire into all offences "against the government and to commit the offenders "to safe custody, in order to take their trial in some of "the courts of law." For a great length of time this was the common course in regard to all political offences, but now it is usual to send even political offenders before a magistrate to be dealt with in the ordinary way. When Oxford shot at the Queen he was examined in the first instance before the Privy Council, but was afterwards sent before a police magistrate. Maclean, who committed the same offence in 1882, was not brought before the Privy Council at all, but was committed in the common way by the borough magistrates at Windsor.

the council for the Bishop of Natal involved the absurd conclusion that he was subject to no jurisdiction at all. To this his counsel answered that the crown could issue a commission to try him. It was replied that this would be contrary to the statute (16 Chas. 1, c. 11, s. 6) by which the High Commission Court was abolished and the foundation of similar courts forbidden for the future. It was rejoined that such a construction of the statute would involve the absurd result that if the Archbishop of Canterbury were to commit an ecclesiastical offence he could not be tried at all, for he could not try himself in his own court, and there was no other to try him, unless the Queen could issue a commission for that purpose. The counsel against the Bishop of Natal attempted to rebut this argument in different ways. Sir Robert Phillimore suggested that in such a case the archbishop might be tried by a general council of the church (which was directly opposed to the royal supremacy) and Lord Cairns (then Sir Hugh Cairns) suggested that he might be impeached in Parliament, which again seems a singular mode of proceeding in an ecclesiastical case, though no doubt there were precedents for it in the reign of Charles I.

1 1 Black. Com. 280.